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FOREWORD 
Today communication has become an important part of the labor-
management organization. During the discussion with a personnel director, 
who is highly respected in his profession, the problem of labor and 
management communication with the· shop stewards .and the supervi.eory 
staff' respectively became eminent as a thesis subject. 
With the cooperation -of the management and labor officials, 
supervisors, foremen, shop stewards, and many employees of the Boston 
Woven Hose and Rubber Comp~ it has been possible· to cGmplete this 
thesis. The subject is presented with the hope that the results may 
aid in the promotion of a better understanding among management, 
labor, and the working man. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND SIGNIFICANCE OF THE .TERMS USED 
The- effectiveness of' . oom:mtmi:ca.tion ia a · subjeet whieh is being 
greatly explored in business and labor .organiza.:tion&. .Members· of' · the 
business and labor communities· have· become· awarce· rt.hat·· the· comp-lex, human 
proble·ma of an industrial c ivilization are a cballenge· 'tio their · 
administrative capacity. The problem· of' eommtmi:cation· exi·st.a·· in all 
typ~e of' org~nizations, the· labor· union and· bue-inees ente·rprise being 
·mt exceptio.ns. 
A. THE PROBLEM 
Statement ,2! ~ problem. It is the ·purp.oiJe of· this·. the&is to 
study the methode of ~ommunicat~on between· {l) ths .management· e~ecutives 
and the· super:v-ieors and foremen and (2·) the ·labor -officials -and the··· shop 
st.ewaf'ds ·in an industrial: or.ge:nization. 
A study of the methods of' communication was performed at the· Boston 
Woven Hose· and Rubber Oomp&:ey'·· in Oa.mbr-idge, Massaehueet.ts.. This 
industrial organization is a leading manufacturer in the field of' 
mechanical rubber geode; ~ Local No. 25~ United Rubber, Cork, Linoleum, 
and Plastic Worke-rs of' Ameriea·, C. I. 0. is the labor· organization whi.ch 
the. COmpal\Y. has recognized. 
Sp.cif'io pr.oblems to be solved in this thes~s. involve a .study.of 
the· effectiveness of' commnnication media vhiohf'lo~ betweea.management 
and the s-upervisors and· for-emen·, and a study of' · the ef'f'e.cti:venes·s of the 
communication media which flow between the l abor officials and the shop 
2 
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et.ewards. In-management• s sy.ertem. of c.ommanieation ::the et'fectivene-as ·of 
newsletters., manuals, orientation· meetinga# training. programs-, attitude 
eurvey·s-, counseling, bonus p.lans.~ and method& . o:f· personal contact. 
affecting the eupe-rvis.ore·· and· f'oremen we·re. a'bud·ied• In laborJs, ·system 
of'- communication the effectiveness:· of manuals·; orient.ak.ion mee-t·inge, 
training programeo, -grievance· procedure· results, and methods of personal 
' , 
-contact involving the shop· stewa-rd'&· ~re.re 1ttudied. 
Impor:tance·.-2£ ~- study:~ Godd communication is essential to good 
manageme:rrt.. 
Without communication, .effective leadership cannot be maintained. 
Ar:Iy organizat-ion requires a eystem of- communication in· which o-rders 
and inf'or~Ultion can travei from· higher to lower· levels and from· lower 
to higher levele.l 
Much inter.eat is .. be-ing; :mani:f'·ested in -communicat1.on throughout· the 
country,. today~ Good industrial. and· labor· -organization calls· for .an 
e-ffective cmnnel of two-.wq · communi-cat·ion between the policy makers and 
1 those who .implement: tAle->·-policy. 
The whole problem .of mana~ment-labor relations is· thrown into a 
new perspective· by an increasing awarene-ss · Gf the fact that autthority 
in plant mana-gement exist& only eo far ae ordare are e:f':f'ect.i vely 
carried out.2 
The decision a·s t.o whet.her· an order ·has· author-ity or n ot lie-e with 
the- persons -to whom it is· addressed· and does not. res-ide in 11 pereone 
of authority" or those who issue the· ·order.s.~ 
1 Milt.on L. Blum, Industrial_ PsychologY" and· Its SO"cial Foundations 
(New· York: Harper & Brot.hers, 1949), P• . ~05. · 
2 Labor Committee of the· Twentieth O&nt.ury· Fund; Parlne-rs .!!! 
Production (New York: The Twentie:th O.ntury_ F'lmd, 1949), P• 146. 
~ Chester· I ·. Bernard, The: Ftmetions ·of!!!!· Exe.cutive (Cambridge: 
Harvard Univer-e·ity Press·; 19"), P• 16~. 
In stressing the importance of commtmication, Roetblisberger states: 
If communication and collaboration between groups in induetr,r. are 
to be effect-ive, it 1e as important for top management to unde-rstand 
and appreciate the behavior of the people at the b~ttom level as it 
is for the- bottom gro~ to understand the logical and economic 
objectives of the top. 
B. SIGNIFICANCE OF TERMS USED 
!h!~ communication• ~people forg&t that· their gestures, 
posture, and even silences-• t.ell maey things, some-times: more eloqu&!ltly 
than words. Since eommunicat.ion takes plac• through facial expressions 
and othe-r psychological cues, and- sugge&tions that are · loaded with meaning, 
one must say not only the right words but · say them -with the ·right phy'siea.l 
accompaniment. Communication· involves .more than· words. 
A simplified definition of communication is 'to inform, to tell, 
to spread informaM.orr. 1 Communication requires the capacity of one 
individual to convey· his feel·1ngs and ideas to· another. It is a 
network of partial or complete understandihgs.5 
Communication is a jo.int· process. Information must. flow up as 
well as· down to establish an effective channel of communication ·between 
the employer ani the ·· emplo-yee. 
Only if free communication is invited from every level within 
the enter prise· as well as fro.m the union, can there ~e expression of 
meaning as a whole by all ~ho ·are in a position to contribute to 
organizational efficiency. · 
4 F. J·. Roethlisberger, Management and Morale (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1947), P• 87. 
5 Johnson & Johnson, Communications in Business ~ Industry (New 
Brunswick, New Jersey: 1949), P• '· 
6 Paul Pigors, Effective Communication in Industry (New York: 
National Association of Manufacturers of the United States, 1949), P• 3· 
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In tbia study· mamgeme.nt comrmmicat.ion pertains only to the 
communication betw~en managemen~ officials and the supervisors and ~.oremen 
and labor coDIDIUlication relates only to the coliiDIWlication between .l abor 
of'f'icials and the. shop -st.-awards. 
Supervisor ,!!!!. foreman. The- .super:viaor . and. :f'oreman f'orm -the· main 
link between the higher members· of' management and. the· hourly· employees. 
'l'he chief' task of' the~ s.upervisor e.nct. :f'orEJD18.n; a key· membe-r·. in .mod·ern 
scient i:f'ic management~ is· to serve·· as e. ·Oommtmication· cent·er--• -They are 
both a transmitter· of' information am orde·rs: downwa-rd ·and an imr»rlant 
receiving station.:f'or communication up the line. 
The supervisor and :f'oreman have· constant c.onte.ct with employees 
who know and no-rmallY.. res-pect them'. "In sharing information; in. bllilding 
understanding, as in managing. the da!ly work. there is no substitute for 
the supervisor and :f'oreme.n. ''7 
Shop. steward-. The-- sbo:p · stewa:rd is the · cornerstone· of' . the local 
union and ia the spokesman and representative of the workers~ He· is the 
key man between >t.he union and its members and between the union· and 
management.. Like the· superv:ieor and· :f'oreman, the- shop ste-we:rd is an 
eseent1a·l link in the channel of' communication between the top and· .bottom 
levels in e. labor organi~tion. 
Oompan.y. Hereafter • the Boston \"oven Hose and Rubber Compan,y .is 
referred to as the compaqv in this study. 
7 Alexander R. Heron; Sharing· In:f'ormation:~ Employees (Stan:f'ord 
University. California: Stanford University, Press. 1947), p. 194. 
Union. Hereafter, Local No. 25, United Rubber, Oork, Linoleum, 
and Plastic Workers of America, c. I. o. is referred to as the union in 
this study. 
C. METHODS OF PROCEDURE 
External criteria were lacking for this study• Since it was 
impossible to measure communication by means, of exte·rnai cz-.iterie., six 
questions concerning the methods of communication in the company and the 
union served as internal criteri-a tor this study• 
The followi-ng questions served as internal criteria: 
1. Management communi_eation with the supervi&ars .and foramen 
a. Do the s upervisor and foreman feel tha-t they know wha.t is 
going on in the c·ompany? 
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b. Are the supervisor and the· f'oreman informed about management. 
policy and a.ny changes made in policy? 
c. Are the supervisor and foreman tree to pass on information 
to the employees without· consul-ting management? 
d. Are the · supervisor and the- f .oreman informed·· ahead of time 
about, any lay-oft or changes in production of' which 
management may· be · aware? 
2. Labor communication with the· .shop stewards 
a. Is the shop steward ·informed of' the· top policy lines of 
l abor and any changes· in the policy? 
b-. Does· the shop steward hs.-ve trouble getting the union 
officials to act on any grievance· ·he" JJB:I present to them?8 
On the bas-is of the above. criteria a · queetiotma.ire was prepared 
and presented to ti-l of' the supervisors and foremen of' the . .CQmp&ey and 
a s-imilar quest.ionnaire wa-s ·submit;ted to all of the· shop stewards of t.he 
union. 
8 This in:f'o~tion was l isted as ·int~l .criteria in· the 
prospectus of' this thesis. 
6 
Personal interrl.ewe. were held with :four management representa:tives 
to obtain their attitudes toward management methode of comnnmi-eati.on with 
the· supervisors and. forelllt~ and. similar inte-rvie-ws were- ma.<Mt· w-ith7 seven 
labor representati.ves to ase&rtain thei-r opinions of labor -oOJ'J!!!IImi cation. 
Fifty-four supervisors and foreme-n and e-1.-ght.een ·smp stewe.Ms are 
employ~d at the· company:-.. Since. these:: figuree· we·re 1Small .enough to 
utilize in a unive-rsal .sample:, all o:f ·.the· eupervi'sore- and :for«nen and 
shop stewards· wer-e· -quas.:t-ioned• 
For the purpose· of· -anon;ymi:ty·· theJOe -were--s&leet-ed :four mana~ent 
repre·s &ntati.ves · who were :fami~iar wi.th the compaey .. method o:f communication 
with the supe-rvieoey ·-sta:ef'.. In like manner wer& chosen · •e~· labor 
representatives cognizant of' the. union met-hod of' C&lllmuni.cation with the 
stewa-r ds. 
D . ... ORGANIZATION OF THE REMAINDER OF THE THESIS 
A short~ historical background o:f the· company and the union is 
present.ed in Chapter II. 
The resul te and findings· of' the questionnaires are· revealed in 
Chapter III. The supervisor-foreman role is first dis~ussed · and then the 
shop steward role is· el.ucidatedr. The results· o:f each o:f these roles are 
explained according to (1), the s -ignificant :findings of' the original 
quest.ionnaire-, (2) the significant dif'f'.&rences· between the. re.aponses o:f 
those fulf'llli.ng the role and the officials o:f the role, and (~) the 
length of time with the compa.ny. The supervisor- foreman· role was separated 
according·to the- amount of' training received and these results are also 
disclosed. 
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Ohapter IV ia & presentation of the conoluaiona and rec~endationa 
for improvements in the methode. of management commUlrl..cation with the .. 
supervisors and foremen and in the methods of l a bor communicat-ion with 
the shoP' stewards .. 
The appendices p~tecetle the bibliograpey·. Appendir. A contains· the 
results of the qaestianna<ire res.pcnses· of the· superv:isors .and ·f'apemen 
and of the eho.p stewards• The ·resultS' of the·· ·personal· interTiew ~esponses 
of the manageme·nt· and labor officials also appea-r · in Appendix· A:. Since 
these results are rele'Vant· to the study, it is of necessity tha:t they 
be placed in the appeadices. 
Appendu B constitutes a list of tables which contain the 
tabulation of significant. questions from the supervisor and· foreman .and 
shop steward questionnaire&.. Th& sup&rvisory staff were· sepa:rated 
according to. the l ength· of. time with the oompa.n;r and the · amount ot· 
training rece-ived. The- stewards we-re -divided according to the -length of 
time with the compa.n;v-. A comparison of these results with the·. r&aults 
of the respective officials. we·r& made· ~n every table eX:cept . Table IV. 
This table explains the relat·ionship between the responses· of· questions 
twelve and thirteen· in the· supervisor and foreman questionnaire. 
Several forms of communication media are presented in Appendix 0 
on page 90 as excellent. methods for the management and labor of'fieiala 
to convey information to the supervisory staff' and the shop stewards. 
References for the adoption of other methods are mentioned in Cbapt~r IV, 
Recommendations and Conclusions. 
CHAPTER II 
HISTORY OF THE COMPANY AND THE UNION 
A. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE BOSTON \~OVEN HOSE AND RUBBER COMPANY 
One o~ the highest quality pr~ducte whieh ·th~ Boston Woven Hose and 
Rubber Comp9.DiY manaf"ac:tur-e-s is the fire hoseA The history o~ the ~ire 
hose dates back to Ancient· RGme; when men ei tting heavily on a skin · 
~illed with water ~oreed a ~eeble stream through a hos e- ~ashioned· from 
the intestines o~ oxen. Although the f i rst firS' comp&.ey" in· Ameri-ca was 
established in 1785. r ubber and l eather fire hose were imported ~rom 
England until 1859• 
Among the· pioneers -in· this new industry in America· was· Colonel 
Theodore A. Dodge. who was, enga-ged· in the mant1faeture of a · stitched seam 
hose at his factory in Cambridge. Maseachuaette• 'tit-h plans for a 
circular loom Colonel Dodge· started to build thi& newmachin& and employed 
a yotmg machinist named. Robert. Cowen. who eventually buil t a new and 
greatly simplified loom·. The advent of the circular· loom· completely 
revolutionized the manuf'acture· of r ubbe-r lined fire hose. 
In 1878 Colonel Dodge, Robert Oowen. and Edwin Davis founded the 
Boston Woven Hose and Rubber. Compaey. Robert Cowen continued to devote 
hie energy and ingenuity to the development of mabhinery and; i n 1896. 
became superinclendent and V·ice-preei dent of the company. 
What is now the Boston Woven Hose and· Rubber Company began operations 
in 188o. The small busines-s pro-spered and in 1884 employed ei.xty persons 
and rented a building on Broadway. Oambridg&• Again in 1886 more room 
was needed, and with new capital, land was pur·chased at the corner of 
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Hampshire and Portland Street·s, Cambridge, and the first building of the 
present plant was built. Today this building houses the general offices 
of the company and there are, in all, nineteen buildings, providing· more 
than twenty-one acres of floor space, equipped with modern and efficient 
-machinery. 
In 1894 Raymond Beach Price, then recently graduated from the 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology with a degree in chemical engineering, 
was employ~d to install the first complet~ laboratory in the rubber 
industry in this country. One year later, in 1895, Arthur H. Marks, was 
~ployed as assistant chemist after stttdying. chemistry for- two years· at 
Harvard University. It was while Raymond Pri·ce and :Ar-thur !Brke · were 
working in the company laboratory that th~ ground work was· laid fo~· their 
later contribution to the alkali procescs f"or· re.claimi.ng rubber. 
As the demands for rubber products increasedj· the Boston WoYen Hose 
and Rubber · Company increased :its manl:lfa:eturing e:ctivi't<ies·. In add-ition to 
producing hundreds of thousands of feet of fire hoae· it also makes a 
great diversity of products including rubber tape, rubber· fl~oring and 
matting, rubber jar ring&, automobile topping and accessories, br.ass 
couplings and nozzles, a variety of garden hose, oil well rings and belts, 
suction hose, baby carriage t.iree, and more than fifty: kinds of' industrial 
hose and transmission belting; to mention a few of' the products comi~g 
of'f' the production line today. 
Quite apart f'rom .controlling the quality of the products, the 
laboratory envisioned by Robert Oowen in 1894 has been ~he scene of' 
experimante that have had a far reaching eff·ect upon the rubber industry. 
In 1924 the Bierer-Davia oxygen bomb, perfected by J. M. Bierer and C. c • 
. ·
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Davis of the Boston Woven Hose and Rubber Oomp~~ was given to the 
world of technology without pe;~ents or limitati"onB. Practically evecy 
important rubber manufacturer throughout the world adopted this diseovery 
by which the pb1eical cond~tion of ~' rubber· product, after any·number 
of years of normal aging, can be accurately fore-told in a few hours. 
The crowning achievement is considered ta .be the Rotocure Precess 
of Continuous Vulcanization:. Prior to 19~~ little change· or impro:Yemen:t1 
since the birth of the industry, had been made in the method of 
vulcanizing rubber belts. The Rotocure Process of Continuous Vulcanization 
produces uniform rubber belting entirely free of overlaps from the 
continual cure. 
In the Spring of 1948 an entirely new depar-tment was installed at 
the comp~. This- department .. was planned-, built., and installed with 
machinery for the manufacture of plastic proliuet·s• 
Seventy-one years have · come and gone s-inc-e the- founding of the 
Boston vloven Hose and Rubber Comp~• Today this company is consid-ered 
New England's larg~st manufacturer- of mechanical rubber· goods~ There 
are nearly one thousand production workers and four · hundred adm·inist.rat.ive 
personnel employed by the compa~.l* 
B. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF LOCAL NO . 25, UNITED RUBBER, CORK1 
LINOLEUM, AND PLASTIC WORKE~S OF ~iEHICA, C. I. O. 
The Boston Woven Hose and Rubber Compa~ ha.e recognized Local No. 
_ 1 The information concerning the history of the company· was 
acq~red from the article, "They Started with Hose," The Royle Forum, 
December 15, 1947, published quart.erly by John Royle and Sons, Pattereon, 
N. J., and from the Boston Woven Hose and Rubber Company Handbook, "~our 
Job and Your Company." 
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25, United Rubber Workers of America, 0. I. 0., as the representative for 
collective bargaining for the hourly employees in all its Production and 
Maintenance DepartmeDts, excluding watchmenand Power House employees. 
The latter are members of Local. No. 5, International Brotherhood of 
Firemen, Oilers, Operators, and Helpers. 
Local No. 25 was founded in 19~~- as a · member 0f the Amer ican 
Federation of Labor. Salvatore Camillie and Frank and Jerry Sheehan were 
instrumental in organizing Local No. 25 at the Boston Woven Hose and 
Rubber Oompaey. 
In 19~5, due to William h. Green's desire to appoint officers 
instead of electing them in all American Fede.re.tion of Labor· unions, 
Local No. 25 became e. member of the Commit-tee for Indust-rial Organization. 
It was during this same year that the first strike o£ Local No-. 25 
occurred at the Boston Woven Hose and Rubber Company. The purpose of the 
strike was to obtain recognition for the union and after two and one half 
days' duration the strike- was settled. 
In 1947 a strike of three weeks 1 duration occurred to obtain an 
increase i n wages. · After it had been settled, ·the mechanics· received an 
increase over and above that of the producti on workers. 
Today as the result of joint consultat ion between the company and 
the union, the hourly employees of the Boston \'!oven Hose and Rubber · Oompaey 
enjoy paid vacations and holidays, a group insurance plan, improved working 
conditions, increased wage rates, and a pension plan.2. 
2 The information pertaining to the history of the· union was 
obtained from the pres~dent of the union and from the Boston Woven Hose 
and Rubber Company Handbook, "Your Job and Your Company." 
·+= * The _copy of the !listory of the _compatzy' and the union has been 
checked with management and labor officials to verify its authenticity. 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS AND FINDINGS OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
A. SUPERVISOR-l"'REM.AN ROLE 
There are fi:f't.y-four supervisors and foremen employed at the 
compa.ny. At the time· of the su.rvey· one· .foreman n.e absent- ham his· job 
due· to illnes-s. Thua., fifty-three · .supen-isore· and for.emen- ;reeeived 
questionna-ires and the· responses of· f'orty-five of fifty.-tbl'ee· .were 
returned. This response· -~o-ves to be an eighty--three> ·per cent· return, 
which is an average return for a survey of this type. It is aagumed that. 
eight superv-isors. and foreme-n did· not respond to the· questionnai-re· due to 
jl a lack of interest or an unwillingne-ss·. to .express· themselves· ·in respect. 
to the company:' e me~hode of" oommunication. 
This chapter will be a presents:Uon of. f.a.e1iual s-tatements· of the 
results and findings of the questionnaires-. Although there may· be -some 
interpretation to ·&tre·ss· signif'ic·ent facts·, the- ·bulk· of the interpretation 
will appear in Chapter· IV, Recommendations and· Oon~lusions. 
Significant. findings .,2!.!h!; origina·l guestionnaire. The following 
fact-s have been procured from the results of the responses of the 
supervisor-foreman qU&etiallll8.ire.; which appears· in Appendix A. 'l'hese 
facts a:re· intended to reveal the degree -of ~ect.i venees- of· the management 
methods of communication with the· supervia~rs ~- foremen. 
Thirty-seven of the · forty~five supervis~rs and foremen declared 
that. the method of relaying directions or instruction& :in most frequent. 
use in their departme-nt· was the oral, pe-rson to pe.reon. method·. However, 
1~ 
twentr-three of the forty:--fi-ve .saperrlaors and:: ~oremen- .stat'ed. .that they-
believed the most effective method of. relaying ·diTections or. instructions 
'l'welit.y-nine .. of the f-orty•fi ve -supe~sors and f'o?eme ~eported 
that they knew wmt was going -on in the company. Half' of th&ee· twenty-Dine 
me.n· disclosed that· t.hey were·~ tree to p&e·S· on· -information· to the 
employees. without consultJng top .managemerl't-. ..Sixte.en of the forty-five . 
supervisors and faremen stated tha~ they -did~ know what ·was -goi.ng on 
in the co_mpaey.;. Seven eighths· of the·se· sixtee-n. men· Nvea:led that. :they 
wer& ~.free to pa&e on information· to the· employees wit·mut· consulting 
top management. Thus$ those supervis~rs and foremen who did~ feel that 
they knew what was· going on in the company believed they· Wi"& ~ free 
to pass. on information without- consul t.ing top . .management.• 
'l'wenty.:.•ight o-f the forty•f'ive· eupervisora· and· f'.or.amen· divulged 
that the-y were ·~- fre-e to pass -on informat-ion to· the·· employ:ee.e· without 
consulting top·. manage.m.entA 
Thirt1--four· of the -supervisors .and. feremen disc~oeed that· they did 
~ .. receive -up to date- organizati-on chart'S. 
Thi~y · supe~isors· and. foremen· reported that they were-~- briefed 
o.ften on the- compaey1 s mmual report or financial statement. 
Thirty-E>ns. of the· forty-five· supervisors ·and foremen revealed 
that they: were-~ ·informed about technicatl and· personnel t.r.ai.~g 
opportunities. 
Twenty-nine ·tJf t.he eupe-rv-isor.s,·-and foreme-n:.i!l'tate.d :that they- were 
~ provided with t~de, mechan·ic&l·l or management· publications. 
Thirty':"'"e-ix supe-rvis-ors· and foremen disclosed that they we-re-· .!!Q1 
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encourage-d' to tell th'& comp~"·s - public relations story through 
partieipation:- in community. groups.· 
Twenty of the f'orty-fi ve supervisors and foremen -did· not ·1"-eel tbat 
the ·supervisor and :f'orema.n manual-s ue.ed ·at .the. Boatan· Woven Hose· and 
Rubber .Compe.rl;y were up to date.. Five of them said the-re were none- and 
five gave no. a.nawal'· 
Thirty-seven of the superv~sore and foremen r&vealed that the.y did 
J!2i reeei ve news 1 etter-s · f'rom top: managem-ent:: f.Fequently • . 
Twenty•aix supel"V'isors and foremen divulg-ed· -that aa.nag.ement policy 
was not set down in clear~ s-imple terms- and f orwarded to thea• 
Five of· the'. supeMieors · -and f'o.remen:· commented .. ab:out: .the.· .mee:t·izlgs· 
which were held for them weekly.. They were organized· and·vere conducted 
by the assistant f a-ctory manager, Mr;. Jame-s · c. Walton.. The direct 
comment&·· were: 
1. Weekly mee:t:.ings a-s- held by Mr-. Walton are a great boan to· keepi ng 
relations b&tween labQr and maM.gement·· on a high· level. 
2·. Wee-kly meetings· in which- we· ar-e inform.e1!· o:f' any- changes . in 
organization~ conditions of' business~ et-c., are- most - beneficial. 
~· The -present method of· weekly meetings· is the beet way to keep me 
informed. 
4-. Weekly business· ahead .:report gi ves·· me · ov-e·:rcall· factory picture--not 
just a picture of the departments-with which I am· connected. 
5· For.eman' s meetings a re good· sources of infonue.tion. 
Two of' the f.our quee-t.tona whi-ch were used as internal crit eria- for 
.. management. communication re;voealed .s-ignificant. reeul te•. In answering 
question :thirtee~ the majo-rity of the supervieore and foremen be~ieved 
that. they• were· ~ .. free to · pass· on illl.f'ormat·ion to the employees without 
. consulting top management, whi,le management. bad believed that this 
authori.ty bad been de1egated to the supe~isory staff.. · 
The other question which revealed significant results a~ one o£ the 
II 
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internal criteria was question thirty. While-~agement belie7ed ~t 
the company policy had been set down in a clear, simple manner .am: bad· 
been forwarded tcJ. the supervisors and foremen, most of the membe-rs of :the 
qupervisory st~· did ~. feel that this was true. 
These two criteria reveal the importance of. keeping, communication 
a two-~ prooeas. If' management f'Mls that . a ca:'8ar undentandi.ng- ot. . 
ita policy on the part of' the supervisors :and foremen is. es.sentti.al, and 
if they f'eel that it is- illlportant for the· supervi:sory· ·sta;tf' .t-o und·&retand 
their own authority in rega-rd. to 'the dissemination· of infor.ma:tion to 
employees., there is a need. to determine;, as this· study bas ·hoped to do, 
just how well those obj~c~ives are fulfilled. 
Significant diffe-rences between lli responses of the supe·rvisors 
~ foremen .!e! ,2! . ..!d'!!: .manageme·nt •Of'f1-cials. . The results of the· f'orty.:..five 
supervisors and :forem&n· who returned thei-r questiozma'ires .. e;ppear in 
App,endix A·.. Personal interviews· were held with foUl'" ma'nagement ·offi.cials 
of the· company. A. tabulation of' 'the officials' opinions· of' the compaey' a 
m.&thod of' keeping the eupe-·rvisors .. and forsme·n· inf'.erm:ed alee appears in 
Appendix A. 
Responses· :t.o a f'ew· of the questions showed e.· significant difference 
between the· opillions· of the supervisor.s end foremen and <!If· the management 
officials·. · These -r&eponse·e show t.he rela-tionship· between· w~t management 
thinks i t e oammunication is do·ing as· compared with what the supervisor 
and foreman ~ i.t is doing,. 
In answer-to queetio·n f'our, two of the management· officials 
believed that the .supervisors and foremen had received some training, but 
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not enough; and· one said very little training• One ·off.i£ial · reported ~bat , 
the training consisted of' a period of three months• Although .one· ·third of 
the supervisors and foremen· believed that they had reeeived -enough 
training, as ~ of the supervisory eta:f'f etated:·that ·they .had ~ecel ved 
very 1 i ttle training and s.ome i but · not enough· training.. Almost .one third 
of the supervisors and foremen disclosed that they had recei~ed ~ 
training. Training is an essential m&thod of keeping the supervi-sory 
sta.f'f' informed·. . Unless tbey .have a thorough knswledge' of the' compa.ey' s 
objectives and the spec-ific role they are·'to .. perform, the· eupervisors 
and foremen simply will not have the knowledge. which wtll .enable them 
to relate the· significance of · information·· ta their work. 
On the teclmological side management has·· long· realized .the 
importance· of constructing and lubrbati ng· the· gea~s· so tha't' they mesh 
properly and operate· smoothly.; It is:. -just · aa .import-ant. that·· the· vital 
gears in the human organization ope-rate· as- smoothly-. Unless -the 
supervisors' and foremen's knowledge and training have been carefully 
constructed·, they, ae vital gear-s i n the communication sys-tem, ..will 
simply not me&h properly, and the e!ff'ectivenes·s of the or-ganization will 
suffer as a result. 
Three of the four management officials stated that they believed 
that the oral~ person to· p.,reon method of relaying inetruc.tions .or 
directions was in most frequent us·e among the supervisors· .and foremen and 
was the most effective method~ Thir:ty-se-ven of the forty;-f.ive .. supervisors 
and foremen re·por.ted that the oral, p,raon· to p&reon· method of re~aying 
instructions and direc-tions wa-s · used most frequently.. However, twenty-
seven of the forty-five aupervi'&Ors. and foremen preferred the written 
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method as the m~st effective method o~ relaying direet-i·ons• These figures 
indicate some dina.tiafaetion among the supervisora~·and fora.en lfi th t.he 
present com~ method of relaying direet;tons or instru~ions. 
Although twenty•nine Gf. the ·~ertT--five · super.v.is:or..s .and f..o-Temen 
stated in question twelve that they knew what was .going on in t-he . o~ 
only two of the ~our marJagement officials believed that the supervisory 
sta.f'f' knew what· was taking place. There is indication her.e· tha.'1i a:t least 
two of the management o~ficials -are aware .·of' the· ~act that· the supervisors 
and foremen as- a- group are- ,!!2! fully inf'ermed of' cur-rent· events in· the 
compat\fo• To be ef'~ective·, commwrl.cation must be a two-way process·· between 
the top a.nd .bottom leve-ls so that. -each level may know· what the other 
g-roup is doing. 
Three- of' the ~our management etf'ieia.ls- stated t.bat the· eupe-rrtaors 
81'ld f'oremt!lrr •ere · f-ree to. pas·s: -on in:f'or.mati.on tG the employees· wi.thout 
consulting top management-. However, twenty-e-ight o~- the forly-five -members 
of' the supervisory staf'f' rev-ealed that they were _!!2! free to do so• These 
figures· indicat-e that the- supervisors and foremen aa-e· limited !n the 
amount of' informati·on they· m~ pass on to the emplo~:es- w:ithot.tt-· executive 
consultatio~ Effective- management communication necessitat es· • f'ree :flow 
of' inf'ormation up and down the channel -between. management and the employee. 
In question twe·nty-~-ix, three of' tba. four management· of'ficia1e 
said that top management provided the -supervisors and foremen -with trade., 
mechanical, and management publications~ Sixteen mambers· of the supervisor,r 
staff -stated that they had been provided with the publica.tions1 however, 
twenty-nine of' the f'orty-f'i ve super-vi-s-ors- and foremen disclosed that the 
management had .!!2! provided them with these· publicat-ion&. If' the method 
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o~ communication is to be-· an e~~ective one., it should serve as a means o~ 
keeping everyO!lS'· i:n:f"oTmed·. 
'l'hree of the four management officials · believed · that· the- .management· 
policy was set d·o,m in clear, simple tenns and f'orwa.rded to the supePVi<eors 
an·d·. foremen. Howevel', twent:r-.s·ix of.· the .. forty~five .. super-visors and 
foremen revealed that the .policy was·~ aet down in clear'; simple terms 
and forwa:rded to them .by.mana.gemerrb. Unless the· supervisory staff· are 
informed of' ma·nage!D'3 nt poH:cy., communi ca:ti on cannot f'unct1.on. In a 
progressive industrial organization the supervisory staff. · must be·· kept 
informed of' mana:gement procedure· by: means of an un.obstruct.ed cha:mel. of 
oommunication ·between management· and the. sup&rvisory steff. 
Thre& of the f'our·-111fl!JS.gaaent offie-ials' made the .following direct 
comments about managemen·Ve method of' communicati-on v-ith the superv,isors 
and foremen: 
1. The supe·rvi·sors 1 and :f'or.emen' s meeting.e· ar-e a very: good thing. 
2. Obviously, the oral-, person to pere<!ln method· is · -by: far the· best 
and most effective· method of >I"elaying · instructions or direetions. 
When more than two people kno~ something; it is public. 
}• If' each member of' the· s upervisory .staff· could ~btain a· financial 
statement at the end o~ the- year, it would· be v&ry· helpful-. · There 
shoul·d be a management. meeting once a week at which· all divisions 
of' the .company a:re represented·. On August 1·., 1950, the Res~arch 
Institute- is being set up for the next year· and every supe·rvisor 
is enrolled in it. 
There is a distinct relationship between the management 
communication policy ani the .actual .communication with the supervisors and 
f oremen functioning at the Boston Woven Hose and Rubber Company. 
Management policy: does not .stress the importance of' ,communica:t.ion .with 
the supervisors and ~oremen. The mai~rity of the management officials 
were aware of' this fact in· pr·esenting the-ir responses-. For· this reason, 
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the responses of the supervisors am foremen: in the-··restt1t11 and f'i:.ndi.ngs · 
··have disclose.d the· ineffectiveiJess. of management.' a .method of keeping .the 
·supervisors and foremen informed. 
Results.~ the breakdown. according !2_ ~- length~~~~ 
compaBY. . Tl;le . average 1 ength of t-ime wLth t-he .company f-or :the aupe'l"ld:sons 
and foremen -was eighteen and one half yee.re·• -Ninet1!ten- of· thCJ- f.orty.-fiTe 
supervisors and- foremen have .been w1 th the· comp~ for more· than .t'i:f'teen 
years. 
The av-e-rage· length of' time· as··-a- supervisor or· f'.oreman- was twelve 
years·. Eleven men have· held th• position of' superTisortJ or for.emen· for 
more than f'ift-een years• 
The questionnaires· of· the forty--.f'ive supervisors and·. f'or:em.en'·-were 
separated acco~ding to the length of time· they bad been with the company. 
The twenty-two men who bad be&n with the- company-. fif't.e~n year& o-r·-less 
were placed in one group and the ninetee-n men who · had be&n· wi.th the 
compa.ey more than fiftee-n years were placed in· a second .<:ategory.. Four 
men who f ai-led- to mention the· length of time they bad been with the- compaey 
were~ placed in a third group, the no answe·r category. 
Table· II on p·ag-ee 81 and 82 of Appe·ndix B constitu-tes a compar-ison 
of' the s·igni.t'icant results· of these three groups-. A fourth eolle~t-ion, 
the results of' the- management o:f'f'icia.le~ is included in this· tabl..e. 
S1xteeD of' the nineteen supervisory· etaff who have been with the 
company for a- g-r-eate-r length of time· thought that they knew .what was 
going on in the compafl\Y'·• i'ih.ereae-~ .only twelve- of' the twenty•two 
supe-rvisors and foremen with lese-· time with the company believed that they 
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knew what was going on in the company. These figures .signify that, .due 
to their ·experience-. and background, those . who have .been·with the C<mJpaey- · 
· longer are ·more fully il:lformed. J:f ·the- compaey-: feels that all · supervisors 
and foremen are equal.ly important, they:. should,. through a..m.ore .af"fective 
training program, increase the knowledge of· the new superTisors• 
None- of the three groups appears- to fee.l free t.o pass on informat,on 
to the employees wi tbout consulting· to-p management; altho uglY thre-e• -of· the 
four management officials stated that the superv-isors and• foreme-n were 
free to do so. 
In question tventy•s-ix, although three of· the four off:icials 
reported that some·· trade·, me.c-ha.nica.l, and management' publications were 
provided for the supervisors and foremen, the ~j~rity of eaeh ·of the 
three- categorie-s of supe·rYi.sory staf'f' disclosed-· that~ they were· .!!:!2! ' 
provided with these· publications... An effective- method of keeping the 
supervisory e-taf't informed neeea&itates that everyoa. in the group receive 
the informs:tion. 
In quest ion twenty-eight the supervisors and foremen-who have· been 
·employed for fifteen· years or less -thought that the manuals' used at the 
company were- not up to date. However, only eight of the nineteen old 
timers belie·v-ed that they we-re up to date. Since the compa.ny- does· not 
. distribute manuals to the -supervisory staff., these figures· ind icate a 
strong company identification and loyalty of the men who have worked at 
the company for more than fifteen years. 
Although ten of the nineteen old timers declared that the 
management poU.oy .was set down in clear, ·-s-imple terms and forwarded to 
them, fif'teen of the twenty-two newcomers divulged that the management 
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policy was .B2! forwarded to them in a clear, simplified· lll&.mlSr... .Tha'i; the 
co1mm:url:eat.ion· of'· :the· management policy :1:s not qui-te ad'e'quat&Jin rthis 
respect is revealed by the result of' these f'igur.e&J The ~act that .those 
with longer tenure were aware of t he mana.gement policy could indicate 
that only. as a supervisor and foreman gains ~~perience is he ~ble to 
gain knowledge of the· comp~ palicy. 
Almost three fourths· of the supervisory ~taf'£ who have been· with 
the company· for a great length of time classi:f'ied the · ·present: .. mana·gement 
method of keeping· them informed as good· or vecy good·~ F..oweverr, only half 
of the supervisors and foremen who have been employed wiilh ·the: company 
fifteen years or les-s believed that the· present management met.hod of' 
communication was · average·• Three· of them· said poor· and·· Gne declar.ed very 
poor. These figures indicate· that there is dissatisfaction among the 
supervis-ory staf'f' who have been empl oyed during the last fifteen years 
'trith the- present ·method of .managem'flnt .~0mmunication. 
The group employed from one to fifteen years declared that the oral, 
person to person method was used most .freqU&ntly and was the· most effect! ve 
method of relaying directions ' ·or inst·ructions~e However;, the· sixteen to 
forty-six. year· category believed that although the. oral, person to person 
method was used most frequently, the writte-n method was the most effective 
method. These results indicate a ·correlation between desirability of the 
written method of' relaying directions and the length of time s erved by 
foremen and supervisors. The fact that those with longer tenure · preferred 
the written me'i;hod of' communication could i ndicate that ~hose with more 
experience· .had learned the value of' having information av.aila.ble for 
future reference. 
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The four supervisors and foremen who gave no answers about the 
length of ttme they had been with the company diecloBed dissatisfaction 
in their reaponsea to most of the questions~ The majority· of the ··.group 
did not lmow what was going on in the compatliY, did .mi .feel free t ·o pae.a 
on information without consulting top management·, and w&re ~ provided 
with management publica:t-iona. These reaponaes probably account for the 
-fact that they gave no -reply to the -length of :-time they had been with 
. ' 
the company. They wanted to express their disaatisfao..tton, but .they did 
not desire- to answer aDf questions wh ich might disclose their ident~ty. 
The responses of the four managenBnt · officials signify tbat ·the 
o£ficiala do~ fully agree upon the· ma~ement policy -of keeping the 
eupervie~rs and foremen informs~ Three of ~he four-officials gave 
similar answers to a majority of the questions·, but the responses to only 
eight of ·the-· questio-ns show a complete·· agreeme-nt i:n :bhe··-resulta·. 'l'heee 
figur.es indicate that there is· some doubt in the ·minds· of the management 
officials about the effectiveness of the managem&nt communication poLicy 
with the supervie.ora and foremen• There is al eo an indication that the 
four. management offi·cie:ls, as a group, do not comple-tely support the 
present policy. 
Results of -~ breakdown. aC"Co-nding .. ~ the a.motmt ~ training. The 
questionnaires of the· forty-five· memberS' of the supervisory .eta£'£' were 
divided according to the amount of training they had received since they 
had become a ~uperviaor or foreman. The ~uestionnaires of the twenty-eight 
men who stated that they had received none~ vel'Y· little., or some,· .but not 
enough t raining were· placed in one category·. In the other group were 
placed the questionnaires of the seventeen men who· 'Said-· they had -received 
enough training. Table III on page 84 in Appendix B _co.nstitutee a · 
comparison of" the significant · results of these· two groups. A third· 
category, the results of the management. .officia:ls, is- included· in this 
table. 
About half of the category.: who had reoeiv~d· e-nough .training 
declared that the training was excellent-• However, more than one: f.e.urth 
of the group who had ~.been sufficiently trained believed·· that· the 
ine·truction was· fair and one . half of the. ine-uf'fici:entrly trained ·group 
gave no answer~ These figures are an indication that there is a difference 
of opinion between the trained· and untrained· ca~go-ries~ Whe-re there is 
a failure of the meati ng of the mind&~ the management- poliey of communi.;. 
cation is not reaching all of the' supervisor-s· endd'oremen. 
Thirteen of the e~venteen· ·supervisors and toremen who had received· 
e-nough trai·ning believed that t he · written i -nstructions they ha:d ·re-ce1.7ed 
had inspired coope·ration;. However, ten .of the ··twenty-.eight who had~ 
reoeiVted enough training rev-ealed that· the written inst.ructions· they had 
received were too lengthy, -too abrupt, or caused re-sentment. 
}.fore than one half of the well trained group believed they were 
free to pass on information to the enployees without consulting top 
management. However, three- fourths of the lese trained category stated 
t.hat they were ~free to pass on information. A correlation between 
t.he amount of "training receive-d and the understanding· of the· aetual 
policy is revealed. 
Although the majority· of t.he well-trained group repo-rted that 
management. alWS¥s and usually sought the observations and suggestions of 
the supervisors and foremen ·upon production, Bperati:ng· and· persannel 
problems, half of" the less trained group declared that this advice was 
sought occasionally., seld~ or never. 
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About half of· the· well-trained cat~gory b&lieved. that the· supervisor 
manuals used at the -eomp~ were up to dat&<. Howe-ver, .more than half of 
the category which had not .received enough training r&vealed that the 
s upervisor manua-ls were Ea1- up to date. Since· there· are rw manue.ls for 
the superv-isors and foremen, these result-s · signify- ·that there- is· a higher 
degree of company identification and loyalty among the··well-trained than 
t he le•s trained group. 
MOre· than half of the men who had reaei~ed· enough training stated 
that the manageme-nt policy was· set down· in clear, simple t.arme· and 
forwarded to them. About :t;bre.e· fourths of the· oate.go·ry. who had not 
rec~ived enough training_ d-ivulged th&t the· mamg~ment policy was ~- set 
down in elsa~, simple terms and· f.orwar.ded to the~• Thus, there seems to 
~ a correlation between -experienc• and training and the ability to 
comprehend existing modes- of ~ommunicat.ion. The: faet · that the older and 
better trained group had more· lmowledge· -of· their operation emerges· as a 
vital factor. in eff~tive communication. 
Although the well-trained· category be-lieved that· the present 
management method of ke.eping the supervis-ory sta.:f"f' informed was · average 
or better, one fourth of the lees trained category- considered it' te be 
poor, or very poor. 
The responses of the :ma-Dagement off.i.eiale seemed· to compare with 
the responses of the group who had received enough tr~inin~. Such .a 
result indicates a strong compa~ identification on the part of the men 
who had received enough traimng. However, the lees trained ·-cate-gory 
constitute three fifths of the supervisors and ·. foremen. Where ·there is 
a failure ~f· the· meeting of the minds, management· policy is being 
obstructed. CollllliW11cation between management and the lese trained members 
of the supervisory staff'- can be ameliorated through a revision of the 
present supervisory staff training methode. 
B. SHOP STEWARD ROLE 
There are eighteen ehoF stewards representing the union and· employed 
at the compa.ey. At the time of the survey four 'S'tewtrrde were on vacation 
from their jobs. Thus, fourteen stewards recei'Ved· questionnairee and 
the responses· of fourteen· of eighteen· were ret.urned.;, Thie response proves 
to be a seventy-se~en per cent return which is an ave·rage -return for a 
survey of this type. 
Significant f'indings _:2,!_~ original gueat--iormair& • . The following 
facts have· been taken f'rom ·the re-et.tlte of the· res-ponses of the s ho p s-teward 
questionnaire, which appears· in Appendix A. These facts are intended to 
show the degree of' effectivenese of the l abor methods· of communication 
with the shop stewards. 
Ten stewards of fourteen revealed having been gi~en ~ training 
1io beeome a shop steward. Two related very little and -two said some·, but 
not enough training. ~~-·steward reported that he -had received 
enough training. These figure-s indicate that all of the -stewards believe 
that they require more training. 
Half' of the steward-s relat&d that union training of the shop 
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stewards was fair or poor. The other half' of'- the stewards did not ·answer 
this question or replied that no training of' shop stewards existed~ 
These results signi:f'y that none of' the stewards· .are satisfied with the 
training which they have received from the union· and that there is a 
definite need for a training program f.or s.hop .st·ewards. 
Eight of' the fourteen ·stewards bel~eved that they were ~ informed 
of' the top policy lines of l abor and aey change in the po-licy. 
Half' of' the· stewards did~- f.eel that the union o·f:f'icia.ls · kept 
them fully informed of what goe s on in the ·labor movement as a whole. 
Ten of the fourteen stewa~ds· did not feel t~t they· knew what was 
going; on in the local union. 
Only :f'oar of' the fourteen· stewa-rds belie-vad· that the wr.itten . 
instructions or directions . they ha~ received fr.o.m union officials had 
inspired cooperation• Five of' them replied · that· the written instructions 
were too lengthy' or caused resentment., three sa-id they neve-r ·rec~ived ·any, 
and two gave no answer. 
Eleven of the fourteen stewards ~elated· that the · ~ral, person to 
person method was used most· frequently . to communicate directions or 
instructions in their department• However, six stewa-rds-of the Bourteen 
bel~ved that the written method was the most ~fi'ective method of· 
communicating directions. 
Half of the stewards -stated that they were not inf'ormed ahead of 
time· a~out ~work stoppage or lay-off of which union officials were 
aware. 
Half' of the· stewards c l aseif'ied the present union me'thod -of' .keeping 
the steward informed as average·. One steward -said it was· poor and .. five 
I · classified it a-e very poor. 
Half of the stewards commented on the present union method of 
keeping them informed. The following direct comments were taken from 
the. questiormaireu 
1. You can't have confidence in your union officials when they 
misinform you. Therefore, I have no comments. to make. 
2. Shop steward meetings have not been held frequently enough in 
the past. However, when held the~e meetings have provided the 
best sources of' information and enlightenment of all . Notices 
to stewards should be sent by u.s. mail. General information 
should be posted on a central bulletin board. 
;. The beet method of keeping the membership informed would be 
regular monthly meetings which we don't have. A further me-thod 
of' informing the membership through the shop-steward would be 
regular weekly shop steward meetings. 
4.. I think the union officials should go around the ·different 
departments and let the people see them ar.ound·. It would 
make all feel more at home. 
5· It would be most beneficial if' the union had a boa.rd in each 
department on which they coul d post their own notices. 
6. I believe that a little more knowledge of' what ·goes -on in 
other departments would be welcome. 
7. At least have shop s.teward mee-tings and quarterly meet-ings . 
We hardl y know we hav& a union. Member.&· who do not attend 
quarterly meetings should be fined ~or· their own good and to 
build the fund. 
One of' the two questions used. ae internal criteria for l abor 
communication disclosed significant· r.esults . A· major1ty of' the shop 
stewards repl ied to question seven that they were not informed of' the 
top policy lines of' labor and any changes in the policy, while the 
labor officials had believed that the stewards, had been ·informed of' the 
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policy. Thus, although the internal· criteria used in this study· did not 
establish an absolute division, they did reveal some· significant 
divergence. 
Significant difference-s . between~ responses .2! !:h! stewards ~ 
of the labor off'icia.le. The results of' the fourteen ste-wards who returned 
their quest.ionnai.res appear in Appendix A. Personal interviews were held 
with four labor officials and· three members of the union executiv~board. 
A tabulation of these seven union representatives' opinions ot the union's 
method of keeping the shop stewards informed -also appears in Appendix A. 
Responses to a few of the questions . disclosed a significant. 
difference between the opinions of the stewattds and of· the union 
representatives. Theee responses indicate ·the significant di:f'f'el'ence 
between the actual methods ,of union -communication with the stewards and 
the labor communication policy. 
In question· seven, five of the seven labor: representatives · believed 
that the stewards were informed of the labor policy and changee in the 
policy. However, eight -of the fourteen stewards disclosed that they were 
not. informed of the labor policy and changes in the policy. There is an _ .. 
indication here that the at.ewards fee,l they are 1!2! kept adequately 
informed on matters of labor policy. The inability of the ·stewards to 
obtain information about the labor· policy displays··the· ineffectivene-ss of 
the labor method of communicat-ion with the steward&. If the st&we.rd 
cannot obtain knowledge of the labar policy, a ·vital link· in t ·he chain 
of union communication vill be broken. 
Although five of the· labor repres-entatives stated that they help 
to keep the stewar.ds fully informed of what. goes on in the labor movement 
as a whole, half of the S·tewards did ~ feel that they had been given 
this information. These results indicate· that communication must. be a 
two-way prooe·ss·. Although the labor representat ives have acted in good 
faith, due to a lack of rec·iprocal understanding, effective· two-way 
communica~ion does not ·exist in this instance. 
Again there were five union repreaentatives- whe believed that the 
stewards knew what· was going- on tn th~ local union.. However, ten af the 
s-tewards disclosed that they did not know what was going on in the local 
union. There is an indication .her.e that although the l abor repre·sentati vee 
are disseminating infor.mation to the stewards, true communication does 
~ exist. J.ierel.y going through the process of d:i:s't>toibut.ing ·information 
does not guarantee that communicat·ion has been achieved. 
Six of· the repres~tat-ive-s declared that· the stewards were ·int'ermed 
ahead of time about any work stoppage or lay--off af which the· union 
officials may be aware • However, half of the stewards di~lged that they 
were m given tbi-e inf'or.mation. If cooperation between the union and 
the stewards is to be ob-tained, the· stewa:l'd·s must .be· k-ept fully informed 
on matters of which the union representat~ves ~re ·aware. 
Five of the labor officials made the f.ollowing direct comments 
about labor ls method of communication with the stewards: 
1. They should have s:tewa:rd· and top official meetings more often. 
2. Regular shop steward meetings during the· lunch period should be 
held at the union headquarters. 
~· Wee.Jdy shop stewa'l"d meetings should be held· ·and the stewards 
should be paid to. come· to the · meeting~ There should be~ meeting 
of the foremen and· shop stewa~ds for· joint consultation. 
4. Regular monthly me&tings of the shop stewards· are the best 
method and a~e topel 
5· Departmental mee~ings ~hbuld be held often· to give the employees ' 
an idea of where the strength is in the union. 
6 . Shap steward meet·ings ought to be held at least once a month. 
There is ~ definite relationship between the labor communication 
policy and the actual communication with the shop· stewards functioning in 
the union. The policy of the union has been to p~aoe little emphasis on 
the methods of -communication with the stewards·. For this reason, the 
responses .of the· stewards in the results and finding-s have ·revealed the 
ineffectiYeness of the present policy of labor cammunication with the 
shop s t ewards. 
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Results 2£. ~ breakdown according 12,. ~ length E!_ time !!!!!! ~ 
company.. The average length of time with the compa.ny for t-he shop stewards 
is twelve and one half years·. F.alf' of' the stewards reported be ing with 
the ·company for more than nine years. 
The avere:ge length of time a:s a sho·p steward i s 'five and one 
fourth years. Four r epor t ed being stewards for more t-han nine· years. 
The questionnaires of' the .fourteen steward·s were segl'egated 
according to the length -of' time they had been with· the company. The six 
men 1t1ho bad been with the company nine· years o-r l&ee were placed in one 
group and the seven men who had been with the company more than ·nine 
years were placed in a second categary·. One man who failed to mention 
the length of' time he had been with the company, WB.·S placed in a t hird 
group, the no answer category. 
Table VI on pages 88 and 89 of Appendix B constitutes a oomparieon 
of' t.he signif'ioant. resul t s of' t.hese three groups . A fourth· cat.egory, t.he 
result.s of' the l a bor of'f'ioials, is included in the table. · 
In question seven, four of' the seven stewards who had been with t.he 
company for ten years or more declared that they were informed of' the t.op 
policy lines of' labor and any changes in the policy. However, f'our · of' 
t.he six who had been with the company for less than ~en years disclosed 
t.hat they had ~ been given this information.. The·se figures are an 
indication that due to a lack of experience and background, the more 
recently employed stewards do ,!!2i feel they have an adequate understanding 
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of the labor policy. 
On the other hand, moat of the .stewards who have been employed more 
recently believed that the union officials kept them fully informed ,about 
events in the labor movement· as a whole . Four of the seven who have .been 
with the company for ten years or more did ~ beliave they had re-ceived 
this information. Here is an indicat-ion that there is a blacka.~ in the 
communication process si:nce the experienced stewa·rds are unaM.e to obtain 
information of the labor movement. 
Although the l abor representatives had. sa-id that all of the 
stewards have received a copy of' the collect-ive bargaining· agreement, 
five of the seven old timers stated t:b..a.t they had .been provided with a 
copy, while only two of the six newcomers reported that they had re-ceived 
a copy. The significance of these figures is ·difficult to ascertain. 
Whether all of the stewards actuallY. have a copy, bat do· not r ealize it, 
or whether t here has been a faulty distribut~on of these bargaining 
agreements; is difficult to surmise·. At aey rate, there is evidence 
that a mutual awareness does not exist. 
Neither category believed that they kne~ what wae going on· in the 
· 16cal union. Three of the seven ¢ld timers declared that they did know 
this information, but only one of the newcomers knew what was going on 
in the local union. Local union information must be relayed to the 
stewards s ince they are the· vital link in the chain of communication 
between the union membe-rship and union .offioial.s .. 
Most of the .. stewards who have been employed £or more than nine 
years declared that they bad been informed ahead of time about any work 
stoppage or lay-off of which union otf'icills might be aware. However, 
four of the six who have been employed less than ten years with the company 
did not feel that they had received this in:f'ormation. Just wey this 
inconsistency exists is dif'f'icul t to conjecture.. However, i:f' all the 
shop stewards are equally important in implementing union policy, it is 
only reasonable that they· should all be ·equal~ 1nfo1:med. 
Six of' the seven stewards· who have- been with the· eompaey for ten 
years or more believed that the oral, person .to person method wa~· used 
most frequently to communicate direct·ions or imstructions· in their 
departments·. However-, only three of' these · st·ewa:rds believed thi-s method 
was· moat effective, l-Thile the others· preferred ·the written· method. 
Five of the · sir ·etewa:rds -who have -been employed -during the · last 
nine years said that the oral, person to pers on method was the most 
frequently used method for relaying directions .or instTuctions in their 
departments. Three etewards ·.cone·idered the written method· to be most 
effective. Signs of diesatiaf'action with the oral, person t-o pe-rson 
method of relaying instructions may be indicative of' a lack of' understanding 
on the part of shop stewards, due to the overuse .of' the les·s "ff'ective 
method of' oral .oommunicatio.n. 
The one steward who gave no answer for the· length of· time employed 
with the company showed dissatisfaction in the· responses he presented. 
He was ~ informed of' th& top policy lines of' labor, the events in the 
labor movement as a whole, the events in the local union, nor ~ work 
stoppage or lay-off of which Wlion officials were aware• These re.eponses 
signify that he· did not reveal the length of time he had· worked for the 
company since he desired to voice hie diseatisf'aetion with the present 
method of labor communication with the shop stewa;rds. 
·. 
Communication should constitute a two-way channel of in:f'ormati.on · 
between the union officials and the stewa-rds. At least five of the seven 
labor representatives believed that the stewards received adequate 
information. However, this study has revealed that the existing labor 
methods of communication are not functioning effeeM .. vely and at no · 
point did the stewards show satisf.action with the existing methode. 
CHAPTER IV 
RECOMMENDATIONS .L"'D CONCLUSIONS 
A. l4ANAGEMENT COMMUNICATION WITH THE SUPERVISOR AND FORlWt.AN 
The attention of ma~ companies today is focused on the task of 
improving communication from within the management group--from the 
supervisor and the foreman to the president and the reverse prodedure. 
Formal activities designed to improve intramanagement communication 
probably had their genesis in foreman training programe.l 
Communication, however, embraces more than training. It includes 
informati on about the plane, purposes, problems, and policies of a 
company. Communicati on also constitutes the actual functioning of these 
plane, purposes, problems, and polici es. 
Among the factors underlying efforts to develop better conmnxnication 
within the ~ement supervisory group is the desire to improve 
communication in the whole organizat ion. Many execut i ves, while not 
minimizing the value of employee media, believe that the line of 
supervie~on is the strongest link in the chain. 
They believe that a supervisor and foreman should be able to 
represent the comp~ to his subordinat e, to anewe·r questions, and 
to explain policies, and at the same time, to i~terpret to his 
superiors the thinking of the man in the ranks. 
1 William W, Muesmann, Communicati on within t he Management Group, 
Conference Boar d Reports, Studies in Personnel Policy, No. 80. (New York: 
Nat ional Industrial Conference Board, Inc., 1947), p. 1. 
2 Alexander R. Heron, Sharing Information~ Empleyees, (Stanford 
University, California: Stanford University Press, 1947), p. 191. 
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As one executive commented; 
The only way to improve channels ' of communica:tian is to keep the 
executive and supervisors regularly informed on management attitudes 
and on policies that management insists shall be carried out 
throughout the organizat~on.~ 
Now let us apply the·se: thought·e and ideas· to the study· which has 
been performed at the Boston Woven Hose··and Rubber Company• After 
examining the resul te and findings of the superriso-r and ·foreman 
questionnaires and the perS'anal intervie·ws w:tth the. management. officials, 
it was concluded that the management method of communic·ation with· the 
supervisors and foremen was raother ineffective-. This inef'f'eotiveness 
is attributed to the DI&Ila!.gem.ent· ~ommunication policy which is · being 
administered at the com~. 
In order to obtain effective communication ·between' man&gement and 
the s upervisors and foremen at · the company, a more skillfully developed 
communication· policy is es.sential. A realization by· management that the 
supervisor and foreman ar& the· link in the chain. of' two-lfaY' -communication 
between management and t he· employees should be the esl!fence of' the poLicy. 
In order to make this policy effective-, it . is essential that ma.na:gement 
be sympathetic with the policy and have an und•rstandd.ng of'· the human 
values existing among the members of the supervisory s:t:.af'f'. 
A majority of' the supervisors and foremen r evealed that the company 
policy had ]2! been forwarded to them in clear ·simplified terms. 
~ Helen Baker, Oompany•wide Understanding ·~ Industrial Rela~ione 
Policies•-! Study ~. Oommunieat1ons, {Princeton University, Princeton, New 
Jersey: Industrial Relations Section, Department of Economics and Social 
Institutions, 1948), p. 17. 
JJ:Iy cursory examination of modern foreman traini ng programs .will 
reveal that the modern foreman ha~ to know and understand the company' 8 
policies, nee·ds, and regulations. 4 
Ptrtting policies into writing is the essential first step in a:ey 
attempt to gain an organization-vide understanding of ~ polt~. 
Until there is agreement among the executives who make the policy as 
to exactly what the policy is and the agreement is expressed in plain 
English, there is no real basis for the development of a unifo~ 
understanding of a policy either among supervisors, employees, and 
even the exeeutives.5 
This fact is demonstrated by the distinct disagreemel'lt Gf the 
responses of the managem&l'lt officials and of the a~pervisors and fo~eme~ 
Ther• was a gener~l feeling among the sapervisors and foremen that 
they were _!!2!:. free to pass· on inf'orme.tion to employee·s · without consulting 
top management. Again, this is a matter of compaey poli-cy. Such· a clLose 
relationship between the management and supervisory staff is very 
beneficial if' there is a free flow of information between these two levels. 
Thomas Newton, Director of Training., Armstrong Cork Oo~:~.pa.ny .states: 
Give the supervisor some help in receiving the inf'ormation that 
management wishes to pass on to· the workers·• Ar-range f-or someone to 
gather inf'ormation for him so that he can pass it om· Encourage the 
dailY. contact with the worker. Advise· the supervisor· to hold a 
meeting of the employe~s in his department and give them· a repor~ of 
what is going on and. the things they. want to know about, for · the sole 
purpose of encouraging their ideas. If the supervisor is · to do this 
job of communication successfully, he must be· made· a part of management.6 
4 Scheyler Dean Hoslett, Human !"actors _!!:! Mamgement, (New York: 
Harper & Brothers, 1946), P• 4. 
5 Baker, ~· ~., P• 10. 
6 Thomas G. Newton, "Building Better Industrial Rel ations by 
Developing the Supervisory Organi·zation;" Building Better Industrial 
Relations for Tomorrow, (Blue Ridge, N. 0.: Promotion Committee, 
Southern Indu~trial Relations Conference; 1948), pp• ~1-~2. 
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As the management communieation with the supervisors and £oremen -at 
the Boston Woven Hose and Rubber Company is limited to a certain degree 
by the compaey policy, the supervisors and foremen do not ·feel free to 
pass on information to the employees without consultation with the 
management. Table IV in Appendix B on page 86 reveals that those supervisors 
and foremen who are llQ!.free to pass on information to ·the employees -
without consulting- top management believed that they dQ ~know what is 
going on in the company-. 
It is recommended that the supervisors and foremen be ·more fully 
informed. They cannot begin to do their jobs with the employee.s· if they 
are kept in the dark. Keeping the supervisors informed is a prime 
responsibility of top management and will aid greatly in improving the 
communication at the company. 
Since management considers the supervisors and· fo'l'emen as a· part 
of management, it is not enough to merely effectiv&ly inform them in 
regard to policies. Supervisory staff are· a valuable s~urce of irifor~tion 
in regard to employee viewpoints and reactions. From the supervisory 
staff', management obtains in:f'~rma tion which is -extremely -valuable to· the 
company in the implement:.ation of their polio~ for the ideas of the 
supervisory staff oan be ~xtremely practical and constructive. The very 
fact that they are consultive increases th&ir prestige, builds confidence, 
and assures adequate two-way communica-tion. 
Training programs are a method of communication between manag&ment 
and the supervisor and foreman. There are ma.IlY. methods of training which 
are successful, but ~he· important fact to be stressed is that the training 
should be extended to everyone· without limitations. A majority of the 
supervisors and foremen revealed that they were ~ informed about 
technical, or· personnel training opportunities.. For this reason; it is 
suggested that regularly scheduled tl'aining c.ourses be· affered to all new 
supervisors and for.emen and technical and personnel · training be made 
avana·ble to every member . of' the ·supervisory s-taff. · 
In Appendix 0 on .page 91 are copies of the Resear.ch Instt'to:t:.e of 
America, Inc. schedulee which will be preeente.d to all the superv.fgors 
and. foremen on August 1, 19~ This 'training pr.ogram· 1s being init.fated 
by the superintendent of' the· Boston Woven Hose· and Rubber .Company and 
will aid greatly in keeping· the .s.upervieora and f':oremen ·infl:ormed a·bo·ut 
human relation· tecbni·que&.· Here is an indica·Mon that .. the- management 
policy_ .of communications with the· supe·rvisor and foreman -is on the· road 
to improvement and effectiveness. 
Communication con~Jist.s of more 'than 't-raining. There .a:re many 
o-ther me-thods which management · may· utilize to· keep -the snpe·rvisor and 
foreman . informed·.. One of theee methods is· 'the supervisor and foreman 
manual or handbook. 
The manuals used 'to get information on personnel pol~cies to 
supervisors and foremen a:re· eons-ide-red by those· who use· 'them· 'to be 
one of' t .he essential links in the chain of' communication within the 
management levels. Sometimes they are the chief means· of communi:cation 
on policies; in other oases ther are an important · supplement to direct 
perso~to-pereon oommunieation.7 
7 Baker·, .£.E;• cit., P• 18. 
The 'company policy' booklet can be class·ed as · b·eing f'or the 
guidance of' supervisors in their dealings with employees. · When it is 
suitable, and when it is w~ll used, the handbook is superior to most 
other media. Ita superiority 1e in the most important f'unction of' 
prompting closer contact with and directing questions to the 'always 
best' medium f'or sharing information with employees--the line 
supervisor.8 
At the present time there is no manoai issued to the supervisors 
and foremen of' the Boaton Woven Hose and Rubber. Compa~. A recommendation 
is of'f'ered that a manual f'or supervisors and foremen be developed, printed, 
and issued to all members of' the supervi·sory staff' of the -company. 
An excellent source for preparation of' such a manual is "How to 
Prepare a Foreman's Policy Manual" by R. s. Oberdahn.. The lndu.strial 
Relations Handbook by Aspley and Whitmore . conta..ins .. a copy of' a well-
organized handbook of' the C&ssna Aircraf't Compa~. This manual ·appears 
on pages 498-504 of' Section Twenty, "Developing Better Supervisors. • 
Newl!lletters and bulletins are· other forms of' · ·Cc:nmnunication media 
which are tools f'or intramanagement communication. They have been used 
to bring valuable information to members of the organiza~ion in a 
t ime-eaving manner. 
trlhile they contribute mostly to the downwa·rd flow of' inf'ormat1.on, 
they have been used as a questionnaire to survey all management 
supervisory thinking on a particular problem.9 
In a small oompaey newsletters and management bulletins are helpful 
to implement the personal announcement • • • and most satisfactory 
results, in terms of widespread understanding of' the announced policy, 
follow the coordinated use of' a written statement and group 
discuseion.lO 
8 Heron, .2£• ill•• pp. 128-129. 
9 Musemann, ~· ill•• P• 27. 
10 Baker, 2.1!• ill·, P• 2j. 
It is suggested that a monthly newsletter be prepared and issued to 
every supervisor and foreman at the Boston Woven Hose and Rubber Company 
to supplement the information discussed at the weekly meetings of t.he 
supervisors and foremen. A copy of the monthly supervisors ' newsletter 
whi ch is distributed to every supervisor of the Walter Baker Chocolate 
Company appears in Appendix 0 on page 92. 
The annual report or financial statement is another form of 
communication media which should be offered to the supervisors and foreman 
of every industrial organization. 
The annual r eport of a corporation or company has become suddenly 
an important medium for sharing information with employees and it is 
of the greatest possible importance when measured by its potential 
future influence on the· free-enterprise system.ll 
Obviously1 the report should contain all the facts which appear in 
a well-presented balance sheet and profit-and-loss account. The report 
should be made available to every supervisor and foreman since it is 
information about the company. If the report is made readable and 
understandable and if employees at any level know that they can get it1 
the company is progressing along the road of understanding and helping to 
keep the supervisor and foreman informed. "Making the Annual Report 
Speak for Industry" by the National Association of ~anufacturers is an 
excellent reference manual for the preparation of an annual report. 
It is recommended that a copy of the latest annual report be made 
available for every supervisor and foreman rather than the mere 
presentation of a few copies to privileged individuals. 
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As a reeul t of the present management policy· towa-rd the distribution 
of the annual report, two thirds of the s upervisors and foremen stated · 
that they were~ briefed ahout thia report of'ten. It is an imporlant 
method of keeping the supervi sory staff informed about the company and 
should not be overlooked. 
A few trade and mechanical publications· have been distTibuted to 
'the supervisors and foremen at. the Bostcm Woven Hose and · Ruhber- Company • .. 
However, the reB<ponses- of' two .thirds of the supervisory staff indicated 
that they did lEi receive the·se publications. 
"In stre-es.ing the. importance of · communicatiGn be-twe-en-management 
and supervisors there must be a mat ter of general participati on.nl2 
Ef'feotive communication cannot b-e built up if everyone does not share in 
'the information communicated. Trade ·and mechanical publications . should 
be circulated so that every supervisor and foreman has the· opportunit,y to 
read them·. !f' this is -an impossibility at the company, it- is .sugge-sted· 
, that copie~of these public~tions· be sent to th&~wo third· major~ty ~f 
the supervisors and foremen who -revealed· that they· d'EJ· not reoei ve them. 
Another form of communi·cat-ian media is ·the organization chart. 
The present management pol-icy does not permit the· use of organization 
charts at the clilmpany. How~ver~ if the objective and purpose· of these 
charts are c learly explained to the middle and lower levels, they can 
serve as an ef'f'ective method of communication between management and the 
s upervisors and f o remen. A recommend~tion is offer ed for the preparation 
12 Burleigh B. Gardner and· William· F. \\'byte, ~.!:!!!! in the MMdle: 
Position and Pro~lems· of the Foreman, (Chicago: The Society for Applied 
Anthropology, 1945), p7"lo:-
and distribution of organization charts to the sup~rvtsors and ~foremen. 
\'/hen the objective of these charts· is explained, they serve to ·develop 
a purposeful association among all employees from the president down to 
the bottom level. 
It is useless to try to devise more persuasive channels of · one-way 
communication from mana-gement to the supervisory staff when the great 
need is for the developmen~ of free flowing channels of communication 
eithe-r way. 
Also important is the extent to which management shows that they 
recognize t he problems of the supervisors and. ~oreman. It is not enough 
for them to be -aware of the problems of the supe-rvisory s-taff', mana-gement 
must let the staff · know that they know.. This. can .. eome about through 
frequent personal co·ntaets and dis-cuss4.one and thr;ottgh' ca:t~efol attempts 
to keep them informed as~ t ·o the "wey• of de-cisions. 
The· attitude and opinion survey :te a key· method of communication 
between management and the supervisor and foreman:. A· survey- of· this type 
handled by an outside authority permits management t-o became• informed of 
the feelings of the supervisory· etaff about the company· which the la~ter 
would not otherwise express. The r esults- a-re beneficial to t he superv-isors 
and foremen, management, and the company~ It is suggested that the company 
utilize the attitude survey to better its communication with the empl~yees 
and the s upe:rvisory staff . An opinion survey .gives the top level an 
excellent opportunity to know what the other levels are· thinkini and is 
an effective method of carrying information .upwa·rd to management. 
One of the most significant trends in the field of public relations • 
is the- rapidly growing emphasis given to community relations·• This· ~ieee 
I 
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from the fact that both a company and ita employees; individually, !ll"e li 
i 
citizens of the community in which the · company is locate-d. If the company I 
fails to observe the ordinary standard of behavior expected of a -good 
citizen in that community, its prestige is greatly damaged, not only 
locally but. far beyond the confines of it·s own ·communit.y. 
Also, the employees at all levels of a company serve· as an important
1 
channel of communication between the company and the community. 
I 
It has 
been discovered that the way the conununit.y re.gards a company is apt to 
be a reflection of the interpretation of company policies and actions 
given by employees to their families, friends, and ·neighbors. 
Therefore, it was interesting to discover in this study that 
four fifths of the supervisors and foremen declared that they were not 
encouraged by the company to participate in community activities·. Taken 
together with the vague knowledge and understanding. of the compan;y1 s 
policies and problems revealed by the study, one wonders just what kind 
of information about the company is getting out into the community. 
There appears to be some feeling on the part. of management at. 
the Boston \'/oven Hose and Rubber Company that community spirit is lacking 
in Cambridge. Possibly this is true in some degree. Only a survey would 
reveal the extent and nature of a unit ed community spirit in Cambridge. 
To the writer of this report, there is considerable surface indication 
of some kind of a community spirit. which has brought. about a city-manager 
form of government and which sustains by deeds as well as money, such 
constructive organizations as the Cambridge CommunityFederation and the 
Cambridge Community Council. 
Actually from the viewpoint of good company community relations, 
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it is not a question of whether a community has a good community -spirit; 
but rather that the company should understand · the nature · of the community 
in which it lives and should take its part in building and maintaining a 
better community• This can only be done as the result of preliminary 
study and active participation. In the process the community learns to 
I 
il 
I 
I 
respect a company and ita personnel, while at the same time well-informed /1 
company personnel interpret the company to the community. 
It is recommended that the plant executives, supervisors and 
foremen and employees express their own and the company1 s citizenship by 
participationin local social, civic, and organizational life of 
Cambridge. Obvious-ly, it is the responsibility of management to lead a 
company and its employees inthe matter of good community relatione. 
Although the majority of the supervisors and foremen dia.closed 
that the oral, person to person method of relaying instructions was used 
most frequently in their departments, they believed that the written 
method of' communication was:111o'Ste: ef:f'ective. 
The chief' emphasis in a communication program is on the written 
word. There is no doubt in the minds of most management officials 
that written communications are essential-especially, where policies 
~re involved. Yet there is also widespread recognition that employees 
like to get information directly by word of mouth and that the 
immediate supervisor, in particular, is looked to for information 
that 1really counts. 1 The most carefully planned informational 
programs take into account the advantages and weaknesses of' both 
types of communication and use one to supplement the other.l? 
The supervisory staff has expressed their dissatisfaction with the 
oral, person to person method of' communication instructions. This 
dissatisfaction with the present oral method is a symptom of failure to 
13 Baker, .2.E.• cit., P• )6. 
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communicate effectively. Perhap-s a lack of understanding or · an inability 
to convey meaning may ·· have caused this· feeling• It is · difficult to reaeh 
a conclusion as to the cause. Hollever; the written method · of communication 
cannot be used as .: a direct substitute for the · oral · method. · The two -
methods are closely allied and are often used to· supplement· each .. other,. 
It is recommended that the .written methodof .relaying instructions be 
adopted as a supplement to the oral, person to person mode. 
An executive• s attitude toward the solution of his own problems 
goes far in setting_ the tone of his verbal and written communication 
to his subordinates,. His viewpoint, his words, and the manner . in which 
he speaks them, .can be key factors--in -the· -ef:f'ecti venes-s· of two-way · 
communication between· members· of' mana'gement and, the supervisory sta.f'f'. 
Organization must provide :f'or ef'fective part.icipat·io·n of' · all 
concerned. Merely to provide · 1 channels of' communication' does not 
suf'f'i~e-. To get understandinf4 people must be brought togethe-r to 
quest:LOn,. a rgue, and explain. · - · · 
Participation af all the supervisors and · ~r~·n· in the · weekly 
meetings is advise.d:. These mee.tings . appear . to·. be· the key methode of 
management . communication with the supervi-sors· ·and foremen· at- the Boston 
\'/oven Hose and Rubbe.r Company. However, their ·ef'f'eoti·venese would be 
increased if' the supervisory sta:f'f' were more :f'ree· to participate in a 
discussion during the meeting. They should be given an opportunity to 
present suggestions and opinions · at these meetings-. · In this way 
_management may become informed of the problems of the supervisors and 
14 R. Carter Nyman, Foundations · for Constructive Industrial 
RelationB, (New York: Funk & i'iagnalls Company in asso-ciation with 
Modern Industry Magazine·, · 1949), P• 92. 
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foremen and the lower level. Here -is ~'lhere the two-way- communicat ion must 
function if' the management communication is to be effect-ive. · 
The ·amount of' direct and friendly contact with superiors i ·s -
important. Frequent conta:ct, especially if' it is friendly and helpful;, 
lessens the anxieties and opens the channels :f'or ··:f'reer eommani:c.ation. 
Unless the line of communication is clear of obstructions at ekery level, 
the first line sup·ervisor cannot function at maximum: e:f'f'icieney in"' 
making human ad-justments. E:f':f'ective communication begi-ns -a:t t-he top. 
If' it does not be·gin there, it .is .useless to expect much through 
supervisory training ar through building up the peraonnel organization 
and its functions. 
I_n dis cus-sing participation, 
Joint consultation between management and th& union should be an 
accepted procedure· in every organized company becaus-e a-ll the major 
problems of' eithe-r party concern them both• It need mean no 
surrender of essential manageme-nt pre-rogatives.. These should be 
clearly defined at the outset as- beyond · the scope of collective 
bargaining. In addition to- providing management with valuable 
information that mS¥ otherwise fail to be revealed, joint -consul tat-ion 
is helpful in two ' important ways,. It opens up a new channel of' 
communication through -which to bring to workers the kind o':f' 
'explanation without which their attitude toward management is liable 
to be prejudiced'. And 'it canalizes the legitimate aspirations of 
labor to have a voice in the industry to which- it contributes to 
much' .15 
Weekly supervisor-foreman and shop steward meetings are another 
method of bridging the gap in the organization structure-. These 
meetings would be most benef'-icial· to the Boston Woven Hose and Rubber 
Company in the long run and would go a long way toward improving the 
iJ 15 Paul Pigors, Effe-ctive Communication.!.!! Indu·st:ry, (New- York: 
11 National Association of Manufacturers of the United States of' America, 
,I 1949), PP• 72-73· 
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Managers need to bear in mind ·that - the sound handling of industrial 
relations demands two-way education--education of labor by management 
and education of · managementby labor-.16 
At · the same time educat·ion of' the ·supe·rvisors ·and foremen ·by the 
management and education of. the union repres-ent·ati-ves by· .la.bor ·is 
essential to obtain · better communication- in. the industri·al organization. 
On the basis of this initial study: certain factors: have emerged ·to 
indicate that the management communication· procedure with the supecrvisors 
and foremen c.ould be improved. These fa·ctors. are: 
1. The methods of relaying instructions from the· management offic-ials 
to the supervisory staff• 
2. Authority to pass on information to the employees. 
?• Knowledge· of technical and personnel opportunities. 
4. Methods of providing all . members of the superv-isory staff ;.ri th: 
a. The annual report 
b. Trade· publications 
c. Organization charts 
d. Supervisor and foreman manuals 
e. Newsletters 
5• Knowledge of the· management policy. 
6. Encouragement to participate· in community relat ions. 
The following suggestions have been offered to improve the 
management communication at the Boston Woven Hose am Rubber Company. 
These recommendations prescribe a course of action which may be · follol'Ted 
I to obtain effective communication between the management and the 
11 . supervisory staff. 
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This procedure not only would have a · great influence 
16 
I 
11 
upon the employee -morale and the internal .. and public relatione of the 
company, but also l'lould af'ford the opportunity for· increased production 
and profits which result from the eetablis.hment of more · favora:ble 
labor-management relations:. The suggested methods·- have been widely 
tested and are accepted in a great number of industrial organizations. 
The recommendations a:re dependent upon the .development· ·of a more 
skillful communication policy. As a part of an effective .communication 
policy management may: 
1. Supplement all oral directions -with•· written instructions. 
2. Delegate ample authority to every member of the -supervisory · 
staff 'to relay information to the employees. 
;. Inform the entire supervisory staff :f!requently of technica-l and 
personnel opportunities. 
4. Initiate and distribute the following media to every supervisor 
and. foreman; 
a. The annual report 
b. Trade publications 
c.. Organization charts 
d. Supervisor and foreman manuals 
e-• Newel etter_s 
5· Inform each member of the supervisory staff of the management 
policy through the use of all these suggested media. 
6;. Encourage the supervis·ors and foremen to participate in 
community activities· and functions. 
That the Boston i'loven Hose and Rubber Compacy is already a leader 
in its field in terms of production is an established fact~ but this 
study has revealed points· in the area of the huma-n relations and 
industrial relations which could be improved. When taken into account, 
these improvements can further enhance the opportunities and successes 
of the company, management, supervisors and foremen, employees·, and 
c ---
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stockholders and promote a mutual understanding bet'\'reen labor and 
management which is the prima~ objective of efficient communication. 
B. LABOR CO.Iw1MUNICA'l'ION WITH THE SHOP STEWARD 
The need for free two-way communication between management and the 
workers exists whether or not there is a union. But in an organized 
plant its absence brings up problems that are promptly made articulate 
by officials of the rival organization.l7 
The second important communication channel is the union. Union 
representatives are likely to know what the employees want to knol't 
better than does management. Also the l'V'orkers tend to believe what 
they hear from their elected delegates and place great reliance on 
it. The status of union leaders is heightened by giving them the 
. prestige and responsibility af relaying inf'ormation to the employees.l8 
Through its shap stewards and other officials the union serves as 
another channel of communication through which information can· move 
up through the structure even as far as top management. Unlike 
other channels, however, communication through the union -is not 
controlled by management. Union communication is always directed 
toward the workers' interests rather than towa·rd the job and the 
effect of things upon the work.l9 
The vital link in the union communication process is the shop 
steward. The only union -representatives many workers ever see is the 
steward in their department. For this reason, labor communication with 
the shop steward is essential to obtain that contact between union 
leadership and membership which is essential for the democratic 
functioning of the union. 
17 Pigors, ~· cit., P• 71. 
18 
, Collective 
September, 
Clark Kerr and Roger Randall, Causes ..2f. Industrial 
Ba~aining, (Washington, D. C.: National Planning 
19 ), P• 21. 
Peace Under 
Association, 
19 Burleigh B. Gardner, Human Relations _!E Industry, (Chicago: 
Richard D. Irwin, Inc., 1947), PP• 100-101. 
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As the study of labor commUnication in Local No. 25 at the Boston · 
vloven Hose and Rubber Company has progressed, factors have emerged which 
vitally affect the communication of the union and the . compacy. 
The problem of communication exists in all types of organizations, 
the labor union being no exception. Here, too, there are constant 
difficulties encountered in having policies executed all the way II 
doWn the line in a manner to preserve its original spirit and accomplisH 
its designed objective. By and large a union's full-tmme staff 
reflects union policies and communicates local matters from the 
bottom up. The point at which the union's communication system is 
the most defective is at the level of' the local union.2Gl 
Moat of the stewards in Local No. 25 disclosed that they were ..E.2! 
informed of the top policy lines of labor and any changes in the· policy. 
It is the steward's job to go out and win democratic support for · the 
union policies which his experience and knowledge of the labor movement 
have proven· to be right·• If the steward is not kept informed· by the 
labor officials of' the labor policy., the vital link in the labor 
communication chain will be broken. It is the responsibility of the 
labor officials to keep their union representatives informed on labor 
policy. 
Communication constitutes a knowle.dge of the policies, procedures, 
and plans of an organization• It is recommended that the union 
administrators develop a labor policy which is clearly defined and that 
they keep the stewards fully informed of the objectives of this policy 
at all times. Such a policy will alleviate· much of' the obstruction which 
is present in the channel of labor -communication. However, the mere 
20 Clinton s. -Golden and -Harold J. Ruttenberg, _!h! Dynamics 2f 
Industrial Democracy,_ (New York: Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1942), 
P• 106. 
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presence of a policy is not enough• It is essential that ·the labor 
officials apply the policy in a sincere and · skillful manner. 
A majority of the stewards divulged that they do ~· know what is 
going on in the local union and half' of the stewards revealed . that the 
union officials do ~ keep them informed of what goes on in the labor 
movement. 
Communication is incomplete unless it is a joint process and the 
quality of' communication up the line is largely determined by the 
timing, tone, and amount of communication that goes down the line. 
Only if free communication is invited from every level within the 
enterprise can there be expression of meaning as a whole by all who 
are in a position to contribute to organizational eff'ioiency.21 
In formulating an effective labor communication policy-, it is 
suggested that the union officials keep the steward informed about the 
program of the local union and the labor movement. As the vita-l link 
in the labor communication process, the steward must be adeque:tely 
informed of all union affairs and views. Unless he is well informed, he 
cannot inform the union membership and is unable to perform his job of 
carrying out the collective bargaining agreement. Too often the shop 
steward does not know where he stands although he i ·s a union representative·. 
Besides telling the stel'l'ards what to do, it is the labor officials' 
responsibility to consult them. 
The union leaders have a basic problem· in communication between 
themsel ve·s and the members. \'lhile the union structure is simpler 
than the structure of' the plant, there is· still the problem of 
keeping the cha·nnels . open so that the leaders are well informed as 
to the attitudes and expectations of the group and so that the 
group knows what is going on at the top.22 
21 Pigors, .2,E• ill•, P• ,. 
22 Gardner, .2.E,• ill•, P• 299· 
The majority of the stewards declared that they were ~ informed 
ahead of time of any lay-off or work stoppage of which the union officials 
might be aware. It is the responsibility of the labor officials to keep 
the stewards informed of this procedure as it occurs. A faulty system of 
communication results from the leaders' inability to keep the other 
membe·rs of the organization informed. Consultation wi-th the stewards 
concerning lay-off or work stoppage is recommended in the formule.tion of 
an effective labor communication policy. 
The development of a communication system, effectively working 
both ways, in many respects is a mechanical problem, but because the 
conductors of the information and policies are human beings its 
perfection is a slow process.2~ 
In formulating and administering an eff-ective labor communication 
policy, several methods of communication media-may be used to inform the 
stewards. If these methods are carried out adequately and efficiently, 
the steward can become an excellent means for bridging the organizational 
gap between union members and labor officials. 
An effective media method in the labor communication process is 
the training of shop stewards·. The effectiveness of the unionJ_, s system 
for communicating union policies from the top down to the last local 
union member is closely tied in with the training of stewards. The 
publication and distribution of handbooks to all stewards is an essential 
part of the training. These handbooks should deal with handling 
grievances, production problems, technological unemployment, industrial 
tra :i.ning, union-management cooperation and other matters. The mere 
23 Golden and Ruttenberg, ~· ~., P• 109. 
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distribution of stewards' handbooks is not enough. It is the duty of 
each steward to keep inf'orme.d of the contents of' the . handbooks. 
If' the training is to be effective, the ·handbooks should . be 
supplemented with regularly scheduled . orientation and discussion pe-riods. 
The class periods should be based on discussion and not lectures-;. Subjects 
for discussion among the stewards may be: knowledge of the contract; 
determination of experience as a ste-ward, organization of steward ·councils, 
improved coordination betweenthe Executive Board and Steward Counci-l, a 
stress upon activity in union work through the scheduling of · frequent 
department meetings, and grievance procedure and the handling of 
grievances. Stewards shotlld avail themselves of the opportunity to I 
I 
attend training course classes to become info-rmed of their duties, II 
1: 
especially in grievance procedure. I 
An important channel of' commt.mication is the- formal grievance 
procedure. Where such a procedure is in effect., information conce·rning 
it is usually widely dis.seminated among employees and they understand 
that they are free to resort to the grievance proce-dure whenever they 
cannot obtain satisfaction from their immed·iate supervisor. It is an 
excellent method of keeping the labor and management officials informed 
of the problems of those on the lower level. 
The position of' shop stewards involves gr.eat responsibility and 
trust·• It is· of primary importance to the welfare of labor, industry, 
and the nation that the stewards -be informed on their duties. A well 
administered shop steward training program and· the distribution of' a 
skillfully prepared manual for stewards of'f'er the labor- officials an 
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effective means of communication with the stewards and the union members• 
The Industrial Union of' Marine and Shipbuilding \'lorkere of America, c. I. oJ 
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have organized a very effective training program• · Information ·about 
their program may ·be obtained from Mr. Elwood Peoples, Director of the 
Education Department, 5~ Cooper Stre·et, Oamd'en; New Jersey. 
It is suggested that the .labor · officials adopt a · steward ·t ·raj,.ning · 
program of this type to supplement the handbook which is in present ·Usage. 
This handbook would be more effective in the hands of all the at·ewards. 
Since many of the· stewards remarked that they do not have . copies of this 
manual., which appears in Appendix 0 on page 9~, labo.r officials -should 
see that every steward procures· a copy. Communication must . ·be more than 
the distribution of media • . Participation of everyone · in the - organization 
is essential. Under this plan for adopting a training· program· for 
stewards·, departmental meetings would be arranged. by· each steward,• A 
free flow of'· information between the top and bottom· levels in both 
directions is the primary requisite of' effective· communicat-ion. 
Another fruitful method of communicating a well-formulated labor 
policy is the shop steward meeting. Here the stewards are give-n an 
opportunity to discuss problems with each other in the · presence · of the 
labor officials. Shop stewards should realize the importance of these 
meetings a-s a method of' obtaining and exchanging in:f'ormat.ion. 
Too often labor officials can become so concerned· witsh the daily 
problems of the union membership that they are unable to see -clea~ly 
and simply the deep-set desires of the stewards and the worker-s.2 
24 The Labor Committee of the Twentieth Century Fund, Partners in 
Production, (New York: The Twentieth Century Fund, 1949), p. ~. 
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Discussion and consultation between labor officials and stewards 
is an effective method of two-way communication• Monthly shop · steward 
meetings in the presence of labor officials have been proposed ey the 
union officials and it is hoped that this proposal -will be carried out 
as soon as possible to eliminate some of the faulty labor c.ommunice.tion. 
The extent to which labor officials recognize the problema of the 
steward is important. l.ferely being aware of the st-eward• a difficulties 
is not enough. The labor officials must let him know that they recognize 
his problema. 0nly through frequent contact and discussion can the 
labor officials expect to aid the steward 'l't·ith his problems. 
Awareness of the need for training and meetings has been voiced by 
the ste\ttards on their questionnaires. Since the results disclosed that a 
1 majority of the stewards had received no training, here is a symptom that 
the lack of steward tra-ining is a cause of the inadequate labor 
-communication method a. 
The stewards have· expressed dissatisfa-ction with the oral, person 
to person method of relaying instructions, which is in operation in moat 
Here again is ·a SYWPtom M!·-.faulty labor of the production departments-. 
I communi oat ion. The written method of relaying instructions has been 
chosen as the most effective me·thod by almost half of the stewards. Since Il
l 
there are weaknesses in both types of communication, it is recommended 
that the written method be used to supplement the oral, person to person 
method in relaying directions from labor officials . to stewards. 
' Supplemen:t.ing the oral method with the written method of giving instructions 
' has proved to be an effective method of communicating orders. In forming 
attitudes toward people, feelings play a leading role·. The attitude of 
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labor officials in speaking or writing is a key factor in the e:f':f'ectivenessl 
of the point they are trying to convey. 
Good industrial organization calls for an effect'ive channel of 
two-way communication between the workers and the leaders.. The 
committee, therefore, recommends ·that in all plants in which .there is 
a . union representation management and organized labor assume 
responsibility for the integration of the union into the plant 
organization as an effective channel of two-way communication from 
managers and workers and from workers to management. After a full 
acceptance as· a goal, two.-way communication calls for mueh .intelligent 
work within the ranks of management and for like intelligent .effort 
coupled , with sound democratic procedures in the ranks of labor.25 
I:f' there is to be a cohesive, identified system-of authority and 
eommunication in the conduct of the business; if each official in that 
system is to discha-rge his responsibilities to others in that system 
and to those whom he serves as a coordinating center; if the · position 
of each official in the line of authority is to be respected by those 
who have defined it, proper. provisi onmust: be made for the tmion..26 
In short, communication with employees through a union is an· aid 
in developing company policy a means of implementing. managerial . 
decisions·. Such communication to and from union officials' can 
usefully supplement what management has already learned by listening 
to what its foremen have to say. But in all communication; success 
depends on mutual confidence, the sincere desire to share relevant 
in:f'ormat ion, and the will to under~tand. 27 
The successful administration of a contract requiresthe 
maintenance of an effective system of communications for both 
management · and the union, in bringing compla·ints from· the· bottom up 
and relaying decisions and policies from the top down.28 
Alexander R. Heron, who is Vice-President in charge of Industrial 
and Public Relatione for the Crown Zellerbach Corporation which is the 
largest compaey in the West Coast Pulp and Paper Industry, clearly 
25 Ibid, P• 147. 
26 Neil w. Chamberlain, The Union Challenge:..!:£ Management Control, 
(New York: Harper & Brothers-~ 1948), p. 227. 
27 Pigors, .£E._~ _ill., p. 72. 
28 Golden and Ruttenberg, ~· ill• 1 PP• 10~-104. 
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This charmel of communication and understanding, which employees 
themselves have created, furnishes the modern substitute for the 
individual contact between the employer and the worker which 
disappeared in the growth of modern industry. Some of ua are .ready 
to move, in that belief, into a relationship with our employees, 
through their own chosen representatives, which will take f'or granted 
the two-way process of' collective bargaining, and build on that 
premise the constructive and democratic program which we call 
collective bargaining.29 
Although consultation between the higher .levels of mana-gement and 
workers, either through unions or ·through Labor-Management Committees, 
has much to recommend it, such communication may have the serious 
disadvantage of excluding supervisors and foremen and shop stewards 
at the intermediate levels. Short-circuited by the happy relationship I 
between their b-ig bosses and the,ir subordinates, thes-e foremen, 
depart.ment · ehiefs, and division heads and s-tewards ar-e likely to feel 
squeezed out, insecure·, and worried about their authority unless they, 
too, are· admitted to partnership with the top officials:. 
Communication back and forth between the top and bottom· of the 
organizat;ion· is not enough for harmonious understanding and effective 
cooperation in the total organization• Along with it must go a 
practice of per~itting each level to communicate- and· participate 
freely with the levels immediately above and below tt, ' so that there 
is a eha·in of communication, participation, and -cooperation from 
top to bottom and back again through the whole organization.30 
On the basis of this initial study certa·in factors have rev-ealed 
that the process .. of labor col!IIZUlirl.cation with the shop stewards re·quirea 
improvement. These factors ,are: 
1. The method of training shop stewards. 
2. The method of relaying instructions from the labor· officials to 
the stewards. 
~· -Knowledge of the labor policy. 
29 Alexander R. Heron, "After Collective Bargaining--What?" 
Address bef'ore the Stanford Business Conference, July, 19~9· 
~ Gardner, ~· cit., pp. 288-289. 
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4. A method ·of promptly informing all of the stewards about: 
a. Activity in the local union 
b. Activity in the labor movement 
5· Knowledge of work stoppage '8lld lay-offs• 
The following recommendations are presented to improve the labor 
communication in Local No. 25 at the Boston Woven Hoseand · RubbeF Gompany. 
These suggestions serve as a remedial coUFee of a-ct-ion to be taken by 
the labor officials to attain a procedure -of effective · communicationwith 
the stewards. This procedure would alleviate much of the obstruct-ion in 
the present labor communication procedure and .would· contribute toward -a. 
mutual understanding between labor and management a.t the Boston Woven 
Hose a.nd Rubber Company. The recommended m&thods have been widely 
tested and have been adopted by a.n innumerable number of organized 
industrial concerns. 
Dependent upon the development of a . skillful .communication policy 
and as an effort to attain effective communication the labor 
administration should: 
2. 
~-
Adopt a . shop steward training program. 
Supplement all oral instructions with written instructions. 
Inform each shop steward of the labor policy orally or through 
the use of a shop steward's handbook and any other available 
media. 
Initiate regularly scheduled shop steward meetings to discuss: 
a. Local union activity 
b. Labor movement activity 
c. Handling of grievance procedure 
Inform every steward of'· lay-off's or work stoppage as soon as 
they occur. 
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Although the Boston· ·\~oven Ho·se and Ru-bber Oomp.aey" has , become a 
leader in production; this study has revealed tbat ·the · eompan;y ·ne·ed·s to 
improve its .industrial relations and human relations techniques. By 
the use of more adequate practices in communicating, by joint , · · 
consultation, and by more effectively conveyed in:f'.ormation, · the · Boston · 
Woven Hos.e and Rubber Company and labor of'.ficials ·can build . for greater 
mutual understanding and better industria~ relationship. 
APPENDIX A 
QUESTIONNAIRES AND RESULTS 
§.1 
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To All Supervisors and Foremen: 
An opinion survey 'l'lill be conducted throughout the supervisory 
staff' beginning Friday, June 16, 1950· The purpose of' this survey is to 
give each of' you an opportunity to express his opinions about the 
company's metmd of' relaying information to him. 
A !.faster's candidate from Boston University, Robert J. Stansfield, 
will conduct the survey. The questionnaires will be anonymous and will 
be treated in strict confidence by ¥~. Stansfield. No one connected with 
the company will see any of the answered questionnaires. The company 
mamgement will receive a statistical r eport of' t he survey sho1tdng the 
unnamed results of your responses expressed in precentages. 
~any of the questions asked in this questionnaire will call for 
frank and personal answers. Since the results \'till be anonymous, I urge 
you to be completely frank as 'l'rell as fair in your anst-rere. Any 
beneficial changes in the present method of keeping you informed accruing 
from your questionnaire responses may be of much value to you and your 
company in the future. 
It is my hope that you \'dll give Mr. Stansfield your sincere 
cooperation. The questionnaire should be reutrned through the factory 
mail not later than ~~nday, June 19, 1950. ~~en you complete your 
questionnaire, please, place it in the sealed envelop and send it to the 
Employment Department (Attention: Robert J. Stansfield). 
Sincerely, 
J arne s C. 1~al ton 
Assistant Factory Vanager 
I 
I 
I 
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SURVEY EXPLANATION 
\'THO CONDOOTS THE SURVEY -- '\'i'HY AND HOW 
- -- -----
This survey is being conducted by a student from Boston University, 
School of Public Relations. It is designed to measure the effectiveness 
of relaying information in this company from top management to supervisors 
and foremen. All that is required is that the person filling out the 
questionnaire give his opinions as fairly and honestly as possible. 
OPINIONS ~ ].§. ANONY1-10US 
Persons filling out the questionnaire will not be identified in 
any way. Complete anonymity is assured. The company will obtain 
statistical results, but it will not have access to individual 
questionnaires. 
BQ. "RIGHI' .QB. VJRONG11 ANS\1/ERS 
Please, select the answers which most nearly reflect your opinion 
on each question. There are no 11 right or wrong" answers. You may 
ans\·:er most of the questions with an "X" mark, except in some instances 
where you m~ write your answe~s in the space provided. 
c~~==~~--- - --- --
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QUESTIONNAntE FOR SUPERVISORS !li£ FOREMEN 
1. HO\'T long have you 1-rorked at the Boston ''~oven Hose and Rubber Company? 
1 - 46 years 
2. Hoior long have you been a supervisor or foreman? 1/4 - 40 years 
5· How many workers do you supervise as a supervisor or as a foreman? 
2 - 170 men1 0 - 15 women 
4. Hoi<t much instruction or training were you given to be a supervisor 
or a foreman? 
(11) None (17) Enough 
( 6) Very little ( 1) No answer 
(10) Some, but not enough 
5· Hot-r long were you in training? 0 - 2 years 
6. Hol'r good \'las the training? 
( 1) Poor 
( 8) Fair 
(16) Good 
( 6) Excellent 
(14) No answer 
7. \'Then changes affecting my department are made, I am informed about 
them before this information reaches the employees under my 
s upervision: 
(17) Always 
(21) Usually 
( 4) Occasionally 
(5) Seldom 
(o) Never 
8. \•/hen I receive instruction or directions, they are clear and definite 1 
9· 
enough eo that I know exactly what is expected of' me: I 
(17) nways (0) Seldom II 
(25) Usually (o) Never I 
( 5) Occasionally li · 
When I receive written instructions or directions, I feel that they: I 
(2) Are too lengtb;y 
(7) Are too abrupt 
(2) Cause resentment 
(25) 
( 8) 
( 1) 
Inspire cooperation 
No ans\·rer 
Do not receive \'lritten 
instruction 
I' 
I 
I' 
1/ 
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The methode of relaying directions or instructions in most frequent 
use in my department are: (Please, number in order) 
(37) Oral, person to person 
( 8) Oral, group meetings 
(12) l'lritten 
11. The methods of relaying directions or instructions which I feel 
would be most effective are: (Please, number in order) 
12. 
(11) Oral, person to person (16) Oral, group meetings 
(23) \'/ritten 
Do you feel that you know l·rhat is going on in the company? 
(29) Yes (16) No 
Are you free to pass on information to the employees without 
consulting top m.nagement? 
(16) Yea 
(28) No 
(1) Yes, within limits 
14. Are you informed ahead of time about any lay-off or changes in 
production of which management may be aware? 
()6) yes (9) No 
15. In connection with my responsibility for getting my subordinates to 
carry out the 'l'tork as eigne d to them: 
(41) 
( 4) 
I have been given the authority necessary to accomplish 
this responsibility. 
I have not been given the authority necessary to accomplish 
this respo.nsibility. 
16. · :t-l'y supervisor gives me sufficient information to enable me to do 
my beet work: 
17. 
(15) Always 
(21) Usually ( 5) Occasionally 
(1) Seldom 
(0) Never 
(3) No ans'I'Ter 
Does executive mamgement seek the observations and 
supervisors and foremen upon production, personnel, 
problems? 
( 11) Always 
(18) Usually 
(11) Occasionally 
(3) Seldom 
(2) Never 
suggestions of the 1 
and operating j 
I 
1) 
fi 
I' 
li 
1) 
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18. Are you given notice, as far in advance as possible, of decisions by 
executive management which affect employment and production problems? 
( 13) Alwrzys 
_ (20) Usually 
( 7) Occasionally 
(4) Seldom 
(1) Never 
1 19. As a part of supervisory management, are you kept informed by 
executive management on such problems as labor relations, business 
outlook of the company, and local community relations of the company? 
(13) Alwrzys 
(22) Usually 
( 6) Occasionally 
(4) Seldom 
(0) Never 
20. Do you receive advance copies of bulletin board notices? 
21. 
(26) Yes (19) No 
Do you receive up to date organization charts? 
(10) Yea 
(34) No 
(1) No answer 
22. Are you given a chance to exchange information and discuss problema 
at ap ecial meetings or regular conferences? 
(31) Yes (14) No 
23. Are ~ou notified of new job classifications or rate changes, 
promotions, or dismissals? 
(42) Yes (3) No 
24. Are you briefed often on the company's annual report or financial 
statement? 
(13) Yes 
(30) No 
(2) No answer 
25. Are you informed about technical and personnel training 
opportunities? 
(13) Yes (31) No 
(1) No answer 
26. Does top management provide you with trade, mechanical, or 
management publications? 
(16) Yea (29) No 
-- - -~-,-------==--- -~-
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~~! 27. Are you encouraged to tell the company' a public relations story 
66 " II 
_L __ ---r-I: through participation in community groups? 
I (6) Yea (36) No 
28. 
i 
1/ 
I 29. 
II 
il 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.)0. 
31. 
32 .• 
( 3) No ane\-ter 
Do you feel that the supervisor manuals used at the Boston \'Ioven Hose 
and Rubber Company are up to date? 
(15) Yes 
(20) No 
(5) No answer 
(5) There are none 
Do you receive ne"Vrs letters from top management freq~.tently? 
(8) Yes (37) No 
Is management policy set down in clear, simple terms ani forwarded 
to you? 
(17) Yes 
(26) No 
(2) No answer 
Considering everything, I think the present method of keeping me 
informed with the Boston i'loven Hose and Rubber Company is: 
( 9) Very good 
(14) Good 
( 16) Average 
(3) Poor 
(2) Very poor 
(1) No ansi'rer 
I 
I 
II 
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\'/ould you, please, comment on any examphs of good methods of keeping i/
1 you informed or poor methods of keeping you informed i'rhich you have 
observed in your present job? II 
1. Weekly meetings as held by Mr. "lal ton are a great boon to , 
keeping relat i ons between labor and management on a high level. II 
2. i•Teekly meetings in which we are informed of arry changes in 
organization, conditions of b~.tsiness, etc., are most 
beneficial • 
.3· The present method of weekly meetings is the best way to keep 
me informed. 
I 
I 
4. \'leekly business ahead report gives me overall factory picture-- 1 
not just a picture of the departments '·rith which I am connected. 
5• Foreman's meetings are good sources of information. 
1/ 
II 
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To All Shop Stewards: 
An opinion survey will be conducted throught the shop steward 
group beginning Friday, June 16, 1950· The purpose of this survey is to 
give each of you an opportunity to express his opinions about t he union's 
method of relaying information to him. 
A }~ster's candidate from Boston University, Robert J. Stansfield, 
will conduct the survey. The questionnaires will be anonylllous and "Till be 
treated in strict confidence by Mr. Stansfield. No one connected •'lith the 
company or the union will see aey of the ans'l'rered questionnaires. The 
company management and union officials will receive a statistical report 
of the survey sho;.ring the unnamed results of your responses expressed in 
percentages. 
I4a.ny of the questions asked in this questionnaire '/till call for 
frank and personal answers. Since the results will be anonymous, I urge 
you to be completely frank as well as fair in your answers. Any 
beneficial changes in the present union method of keeping you. informed 
accruing from you r questionnaire responses may be of much value to you, 
your union, and your company in the future. 
It is my hope that you will give }~. Stansfield your sincere 
cooperation. The questionnaire should be returned through the factory 
mail not later than l·1onday, June 19, 1950· \\'hen you complete your 
questionnaire, please, place it in the sealed envelope and send it to 
the Employment Department (Attention: Robert Stansfield). 
Sincerely, 
Reginald Reuter 
Union President 
Local No. 25, United Rubber \vorkers 
- - -==--=-- ==---===---
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SURVEY EXPLANATION 
1'/HO CONDUCTS THE SURVEY -- WHY AJ."''D HOW 
-- - -----
This survey is being conducted by a student from Boston 
University, School of Public Relatione. It is designed to measure 
the effectiveness of relaying infiormation from union officials to shop 
stewards. All that is required is that the person filling out the 
questionnaire give his opinions as fairly and honestly as possible. 
OPINIONS ~ BE ANONY1-DUS 
Persons filling out the questionnaire will not be identified in 
any way. Complete anonymity is assured. The company and the union 
will obtain statistical results, but th~ will not have access to 
individual questionnaires. 
NO "RIGHT OR WRONG" ANSWERS 
Please, select the answers which most nearly ref lect your opinion 
on each question. There are no "right or wrong" ans'l'rers. You may 
ans'l'ter most of the questions with an "X" mark, except in some instances 
where you may write your answers in the space provided. 
~~==-===-"-== ---
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1. 
2. 
;. 
4. 
5· 
6. 
7· 
QUESTIONNAIRE .EQli ~ STEWARDS 
How long have you worked at the Boston Woven F~ee and Rubber Company? 
2 - 25 years 
How long have you been a shop steward? 1/6 - 14 years 
How many workers are you responsible for as a shop steward? 5 - 55 
How much instruction or training were you given to be a shop steward? 
(10) None 
( 2) Very little 
How long were you in training? 0 
How good was the training? 
(4) Fair 
(;) Poor 
(o) Good 
Are you informed of the top policy 
the policy? 
(6) Yes 
(2) Some, but not enough 
(0) Enough 
- 2 weeks 
(0) Excellent 
(5) No answer 
(2) None 
lines of labor and any changes in 
(8) No 
8. Have the labor officials provided you with a copy of the collective 
bargaining agreement? 
(8) Yes (6) No 
9. Do the union officials help to keep you fully informed of \'That goes 
on in the labor movement as a \'Thole? 
(7) Yes (7) No 
10. Do you feel that you lmol'l' what is going on in the local union? 
(4) Yes (10) No 
11. Do you have trouble getting the union officials to act on any 
grievance you may present to them? 
(5) Yes (9) No 
12. Are you given an opportunity to exchange information at shop 
ete'l'rard meetings? 
(7) Yes (4) No (1) No answer (2) Never have any 
II 
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I 1;. If you were provided with a shop steward manual would it be of help 
to you as a shop steward? 
( ll) Yes (;) No 
14. When I receive instructions or directions from union officials, 
they are clear and definite enough that I know what is expected of me. 1 
(2) Always 
(7) Usually 
(2) Occasionally 
(1) Seldom 
(2) Never 
15. ~Then I receive written instructions or directions from union 
officials, I feel that they are: 
(0) Too lengthy 
( 2) Too abrupt 
(;) Cause resentment 
(4) Inspire cooperation 
(2) No ans'trer 
(;) Never receive any 
16. The-methods which union officials most frequently use to communicate 
direetions or instructions in rnw department are (Please, number in 
order) 
(11) Oral, person to person 
( l) Oral, group meetings 
( 2) \t/ritten 
17. The methods for union officials to communicate directions or 
instructions which I feel 'tTould be most effective are: (please, 
number in order) 
(;) Oral, person to person (4) Qral, group meetings 
(6) Written 
(1) No anslier 
18. Are you informed ahead of time about any work stoppage or lay-off 
of which union officials may be aware? 
(6) Yes 
(7) No 
( 1) Sometimes 
19. Is it possible to contact your union officials when you are f'aced 
with a problem? 
(9) yes 
(;) No 
(2) Sometimes 
I' ~ 
I 
,, 
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Have you been provided with copies of the CIO International 
Constitution and your local union Constitution and By-laws? 
(9) Yea 
(3) No 
(1) Have no By-laws 
(l) Internation--yea 
Local--no 
21. Considering everything, I think the present union method of keeping 
me informed within the Boston Woven Hose and Rubber Company is: 
(o) Very good 
(1) Good 
(7) Average 
(1) Poor 
(5) Very poor 
22. Would you, please, comment on a1~ examples of good method of keeping 
you informed or poor methods of keeping you informed which you have 
observed in your present job? 
1. Haven't been steward long enough. 
2. You can!·t have confidence in your union officials "I'Then 
they misinform ·you. Therefore, I have no comments to make. 
;. Shop steward meetings have not been held frequent enough 
-~-====-
in the past. However, 11hen held these meetings have provided 
the beat sources of information and enlightenment of all. 
Notices to stewards should be sent by U.S. mail. General 
information should be posted on a central bulletin board. 
4. The beat method of keeping the membership informed vmuld 
be regular monthly meetings vrhich i'le don 1 t have. A further 
method of infor.ming the membership through the shop steward 
would be regular weekly shop steward meetings. 
5· I think the union officials should go around the different 
departments and let the people see them around. It \'iould 
make all feel more at home. 
6. It would be most beneficial if the union :b..ad a board in 
each department on l'thich they could post their oim notices. 
7. I believe that a little more lmowledge of what goes on in 
otre r departments 'l'lould be \'lelcome. 
8. At least have Shop steward meetings and quarterly meetings. 
We hardly knoi'l' we have a union. Members who do not attend 
quarterly meetings should be fined for their o•~ good and 
to build the fund. 
9. It 'l'loul dn 1 t do me aey good. 
I 
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QUESTIONl\fAIRE FOR }.1A.NAGEMENT OFFICIALS 
1. How long have you worked at the Boston Woven Hose and Rubber Company? 
10 - 27 yeara 
2. Ho~'l long have yoll been in your present position? 2 - 27 years 
3· i'lhat is the title of' your prasent position? 
Assistant Factory Uanager 
Personnel Director 
Superintendent 
Employment Y~nager 
4. How much instruction or ~rainU1g is given to a supervisor and 
foreman when indoctrinated to the new job? 
(2) Some (1) Three months 
(l) Very little 
5• How long are they in training? 
(1) Three months 
(1) Six months 
( 1) Continually 
6. How good is the training? 
(1) Three months--foremen Six months--supervisors 
(1) Fair 
7. it/hen changes aff ecting their department are made, are they informed 
about them before this information reaches the em ployees under 
their supervision? 
(4) Abmys 
8. i'lhen they receive inatrllction or directions, are they clear and 
definite enough eo tbat they know exactly ,.,hat is expected of them? 
(4) Always 
9. Do you feel tha t written instructions or directions, from management 
to the supervisor and foreman: 
(2) Inspire cooperation (2) We avoid written instruction 
10. What method of relaying directions or instructions to supervi sora 
and foremen do yoll feel is in most frequent use? 
(3) Oral, person to person 
(1) Oral, group meetings 
(0) Written 
I 11. 
_t_ ifuat do you feel "I"Tould be the moat effective method of relaying 
I 
I 
II 
ll 
II 
I 
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instructions or directions to supervisors and foremen? 
(;) Oral, . person to person 
(0) Oral, group meetings 
(1) i'lri tten 
12. Do you feel that the supervisors and foremen know what is going on 
in the company? 
(2) Yes (2) No 
II l;. 
'I 
,, 
Are they free to pass on information to the employees without 
consulting management? 
(;) Yes (1) No 
I 14. Are tmy informed ahead of time about any lay-off or changes in 
production of ,.,hich ma.mgement may be aware? I 
(4) Yes (0) No 
15. In connec-tion \·lith their responsibility for getting their subordinates 
to carry out the 'I'Tork assigned to them: 
(4) Have they been given the authority necessary to accomplish 
this responsibility? 
(0) Have they not been given the authority necessary to 
accomplish this responsibility? 
I 16. Are they given sufficient informat ion to enable them to do their 
best- work? 
(;) Always (1) Could stand improvement 
17. Does executive management seek the observations and suggestions of 
the supervisors and foremen upon production, personnel, and operating 11 
problems? 
( 4) Always 
18. Are they given notice, as far in advance as possible, of decisions 
by executive managemerrt wh ich affect employment and production 
problems? 
(4) Always 
19. As a part of Sl~erviaory management, are they kept informed by 
executive management on such problems as labor relations, business 
outlook of the company, and local community relations of the company? 
(2) Always (2) Informed about business only 
II 
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II 20. Do they receive advance copies of bulletin board notices? 
()) Yes (1) No 
Do they receive up to date organization charts? 
(0) Yes (4) No 
Are they given a chance to exchange information and discuss problems 
at special meetings or regular conferences? 
()) Yes (1) No 
Are they notified of new job classifications or rate changes, 
promotions, or diemis sale? 
(4) Yes (0) No 
24. Are they briefed often on the company 1 s annual report o~ financial 
statement? 
(1) Yes ()) No 
Are they inf'ormed about technical and personnel training opportunities? II 
(1) Yes (y) No 
,, 26. 
II 
Does management provide them with trade, mechanical, or management 
publications? 
I 
I 
I 
11 
I I, 28. 
()) Some (1) No 
Are they encourage d to tell the company 1 s public relations story 
through participation in community groups? 
(1) Yes ()) No 
Do you feel that the supervisor manuals used at the Boston i•Ioven 
Hose and Rubber Company are up to date? 
(2) Yes (2) No 
29. Do they receive neliS letters from management frequently? 
ta:) Yes ()) No 
Is management policy set down in clear, simple terms and forwarded to 
them? 
()) Yes (1) No 
- -~----
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Considering everything, what do you think of the present method of 
keeping the supervisors and foremen informed? 
(1) Very satisfactory 
(1) Good 
(1) Average 
(1) Out of' date 
\vould you, please, comment on any examples of' good methods of keeping ,. 
the supervisors and foremen informed or poor methods of keeping them 
informed which you have observed in your present job? I 
1. The supervisors 1 and foremen 1 s meetings are a very good thing .I 
2. Obviously, the oral, person to person method is by far the 
best and most effective method of rel~ing instructions or 
directions. ~~en more than two people know something, it 
is public. 
~· If each member of' t he supervisory sta:f'f could obtain a 
financial statement at the end of the year, it would be 
very helpful. There should be a management meeting once 
a week at which all divisions of' the company are r epresented. 
On August 1, 1950, the Research Institute is being set up 
for the next year and every supervisor is enrolled i n it. 
--- ---= 
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QUESTI ONNAIRE FOR LABOR OFFICIALS 
1. How long have you worked at the Boston Woven Hose and Rubber Company? 
5 - 28 years 
2. How long have you been in your present position? 6 months - 15 years 
)• What is the title of your present position? 
Lathe Operator 
Terret Operator 
Welder 
Sweeper 
Brass Shop Laborer 
Tape DepaTtment Laborer 
utility Female Laborer 
4. Ho\'1 much instruction or training is given to shop stewards 1-1hen 
introduced to the new job? 
( 4) None (1) Some 
(1) Very little 
5· How long are they in training? 
(1) Continually (2) No answer (4) No definite length of time 
6. How good is the training? 
(1) Fair 
(1) Poor 
(l) Very poor 
(3) No answer 
(1) Could be better 
7. Are they informed of the top policy lines of labor and any changes 
in the policy? 
8. 
(5) Yes (2) No 
Have the labor of~iciala provided them with a copy of t he collective 
bargaining agreement? 
(6) Yes (1) No 
Do the union officials help to keep them fully informed of what goes 
on in the labor movement as a whole? 
(5) Yea (2) No 
10. Do they feel that they know v1hat is going on in the local union? 
(5) Yea (2) No 
II I 
I 
I 
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11. Do they have trouble getting the union officials to act on any 
grievance they may present to them? 
(2) Yes (5) No 
12. Are they given an opportunity to exchange information at shop 
steward meetings? 
14. 
(6) Yes (1) No 
If they were provided with a shop steward manual would it be of 
help to them as a shop steward? 
(5) Yes (2) No 
rrhen they receive instructions or directions from union officials~ 
are they clear and definite enough that they kno1.; what is expected 
of them? 
(5) Ahrays 
(1) Usually 
(1) Not definite enough 
1 15. Do you think that written instructions or directions from union 
officials 
(1) Are too abrupt (5) There arc none (1) Oral is preferred 
71 
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16. '!frhat methods do union official a most frequently use to communicate I 
directions or instructions to shop stewards? (Please, number in order) 
1 17. 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 18. 
II 
I· I 
I 
I 19. 
I 
(6) Oral, person to person 
(1) Oral, group ~eatings 
(0) \'lritten 
~fuat methods for union officials to communicate directions or 
instructions to shop stewards do you feel would be most eff ective? 
(Please, number in order) 
(1) Oral, person to person 
(3) Oral, group meetings 
(5) Written 
Are they informed ahead of time about any 'lltork stoppage or lay-off 
of which union officials may be aware? 
(6) Yes (1) No 
Is it possible to contact their union officials \'lhen they are faced 
;.;ith a problem? 
I 
I 
il 
. j (5) Yes (2) No 
----------~~,~==================================~'~~ 
20. Have they been provided 'l'ri th copies of the CIO International 
Constitution and their local union Constitution and By-la1-1a? 
(5) Yea ( 2) CIO--yea Local-no 
21. Considering everything, the present union method of keepi ng the shop 
steward informed in your estimation ltould be rated as: 
(2) GQod 
(1) Average 
(1) Fair 
(1) Poor 
(2) Very poor 
1 22. Would you, please, comment on any examples of good methods of 
keeping them informed or poor methods of keeping them informed 
which you have observed in your present job? 
II 
I 
I 
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1. They should have steward and top official meetings more often. 
2. Regular shop steward meetings during the lunch period should 
be held at the union headquarters. 
;. vleekly shop steward me etings should be held E>.nd the stewards 
should be paid to come to the meeting. There ,; should be a 
meeting of the foremen and shop stewards for joint 
consultation. 
4. Regular monthly meetings of the shop stewards are the beat 
method and are tops. 
5· Departmental meetings should be held of ten to give the 
employees an idea of where the strength is in the union. 
6. Shop stel'lard meetings ought to be held at least once a 
month. 
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APPENDIX B 
TABLES OF RESULTS AND F!}ID!NGS 
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TABLE I 
RESPONSES OF SUPERVISORS AND FOREMEN AND :MANAGEMENT OFFICIALS 
SHOi'r'ING SIGNIFICAJ\1'1' DIFFERENCES CONCER.i'l"ING THE METHODS OF 
M.A.l'IJAGEMENT CO:t>fMUNICATION AT THE BOSTON \•!OVEN HOSE AND 
RUBBER COMPANY, JUNE 1950 
4. How much instruction or 
training were you given 
to be a supervisor or 
foreman? 
12. Do you fee l that you 
kno'I'T ''~hat is going on 
in the company? 
1;. Are you free to pass 
on information to the 
employees ,.,ithout con-
sulting top management? 
26. Does top management 
provide you with trade, 
mechanical, or manage-
ment publications? 
None 
Supervisors 
and Foremen 
11 
Very little 
Some, but 
not enough 
Enough 
No answer 
Three months 
Total 
Yea 
No 
Total 
Yes 
No 
Yea, within 
limits 
Total 
Yes 
No 
Some 
Total 
6 
10 
17 
1 
-45 
29 
16 
45 
16 
28 
1 
45 
16 
29 
-45 
l•fa.nagement 
Officials 
1 
2 
1 
4 
2 
2 
T 
' 1 
T 
1 
~ 
II ;o. 
11 
; 
1 
Is management policy Yes 17 
set down in clear, No 26 
simple terms and No answer 2 
'I ,, 
,, 
! 
', II 
II 
•I 
'I ,, 
for'I'Tarded to you? Total 45 4 
,, 
:I 
/: 
1: 
II 
i 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
I 
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il TABLE II 
II 
'I RESPONSES OF SUPERV ISORS AND FOREiviEN ACCORDING TO LENGTH OF TU:IE 1,'fiTH I. THE COr-1PANY AND OF 1-1.Al.1'AGENEJ\'T OFFICIALS SHOWI NG SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES 
II CONCEHNIJ\'IG THE 1v1ETHODS OF MANAGEMENT COMJY!UNICATION AT THE 
II BOSTON i'!OVEN HOSE .Al.~D RUBBER Co:t-1PANY, JUNE 1950 I, 
II 
I. 0 - 15 16- 46 No Management 
!I Years Years Ans'l'rer Officials 
'I 
6. HO\'l good was the Poor 1 
training? Fair 2 4 2 1 
l1 Good 9 6 1 5 
I• Excellent 1 5 
I No answ·er _2_ 4 1 
-
I 
Total 22 19 4 4 
1: 12. Do you feel that Yes 12 16 1 2 II 
you kno'\'1 \'/hat is No 10 _2_ + 2 I, going on in the Total 22 19 T 
company? IJ 
15. Are you f ree to Yes 9 8 A II ./ I pass on inform- No 1.2_ 11 4 1 
I at i on to the em- Total 2 2 19 4 T p1oyee s 'l'tithout 
I consulting top 
manageme rrt? I 
26. Does top manage- Yes 9 6 1 
il ment provide you No 15 15 5 1 with trade, Some 
- - + - 4 mechanical, or Total 22 19 
management pub- \· 
lications? I 
28 . Do you feel t hat Yes 5 8 2 2 
the supervisor No 12 6 2 2 
manuals used at There are 5 2 
the Boston Woven none 
Hose and Rubber No answer 2 
_2_ 
- -
Co. are up to Total 22 19 T 4 
date? 
I 
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TABLE II (continued) 
RESPONSES OF SUPERVIS ORS A!-.lD FOREMEN ACCORDING TO LENGTH OF TIME VIIT H 
THE COMPANY .1\!.'TD OF MAN.IlGEl·lENT OFFICIALS SHOiHNG SIGNI F ICANT DIFFERENCES 
CONCERNING THE MEI'HODS OF YlANAGEl-lENT C01'-11vru:NI CATION AT THE 
BOSTON ~lOVEN HOSE AND RUBBER COlv!PJU..TY, JUNE 1950 
0 - 15 16 - 46 No l..J'anagement 
Years Years Answer Officials 
)0. Is management Yes 5 10 2 ) 
policy set down No 15 9 2 1 
in clear, simple No ans i'rer 2 
- - -
- 4 4 terms and for- Total 22 19 
warded to you? 
)1. Considering every- Very good 1 8 1 
thing, I think the Good 6 6 2 1 
present method of Average 11 4 1 1 
k eep ing me informed Poor ) 
'I'Tithin the Boston Very poor 1 1 1 
Woven Hose and No answer 
-
1 
- -
- T T Ru bber Co. is: Total 22 19 
I 
lr 
TABLE II (continued) 
RESPONSES OF SUPERVISORS AND FOREl,rEN ACCORDING TO LENGTH OF TIJ''1E WITH 
• THE COMPANY MID OF 1-'!ANAGEI·1El'-J""T OFFICIALS SHO\vE~G SIGNI F ICANT DIFFERENCES 
l
'!i CONCER0HNG THE METHODS OF MANAGE:t-BNT CQ!.!HU.NICATION AT THE 
Jl 
BOSTON \•!OVEN HOSE AND RUBBER COMPANY, JUNE 1950 
10. The methods o~ relaying directions or instructions in most ~requent 
use in my department are : 
0 - 15 years 16 - 46 years No answer 1-1ana ge:ment 
Officials 
*1 *2 *) 1 2 ) 1 2 ) l 2 ) 
Oral, pe rson to 20 1 15 2 1 ) 1 
p erson 
Oral, group 7 6 2 2 ) 1 l 2 1 
meeting 
\vritten 2 5 6 2 5 2 1 1 ) 
No ane '\'i'er 
-=- ....2..... .!Q_ 10 14 - --- -
Total 22 22 22 19 19 19 4 4 4 4 4 4 
\I. 
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TABLE III 
II II 
1: 
RESPONSES 0:<' SUPERVISORS AL"'J"D FOREI\lEN ACCORDING TO AMOUNT OF TRAI NI NG 
AND OF VLANAGEMENT OFFICIALS SHOi'liN'G SIGNI F ICANT DIFFERENCES 
CONCERNT NJ THE HETHODS OF HAI.'i.AGENENT COlviJ:.H.JNICATION AT ·rHE 
BOSTON ~¥ CYVEN HOSE AND RUBBER COl-1PAi"''T , JUNE 1950 
6. How good was the 
training? 
1). 
When I receive 
written instructions 
or directions, I feel 
t h at they: 
Are you free to pass 
on information to the 
employees rTithout 
consulting top manage-
ment? 
Some, but Enough liana.gement 
Officials 
Poor 
Fair 
Good 
Excellent 
not enough; 
very little; 
none; no 
answer 
2 
6 
8 
No ans'ller 12 
Total 28 
Too lengthy 
Too abrupt 
Cause re-
sentment 
Inspire co-
operation 
No ans11er 
Avoid written 
instructions 
2 
7 
1 
12 
6 
Total 28 
Yes 7 
No 21 
Yea, within 
limite 
Total 28 
2 
8 
6 
1 
17 
1 
13 
2 
1 
17 
1 
3 
-4 
2 
2 
9 ' 7 1 
1 
17 T 
I I 17. Doe e executive man- Ah1a.y s 
ageme nt seek the ob- Usually 
servationa and aug- Occasionally 
7 
7 
11 
2 
1 
28 
4 
11 
4 
i 
!i geations of tre Seldom 
supervisors and fore- Never 
men upon production, Total 
personnel, and oper-
ating problema? 
1 
1 
17 
-4 
lj=----- -=-= -
II 
I 
I 
II 
J: 
II 
I 
'I I 
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TABLE III (continued) 
RESPONSES OF SUPERVISORS Arm FOREl~N ACCORDI NG TO AMOUNT OF TRAINING 
.A}TD OF :Vlill'iAGEMEJ:TT OFFICIALS SHOWI NG SIGNIFICA1"T DIFFERENCES 
CONCERNING THE METHODS OF MANAGEJ11ENT COl..fl>IDNICATION AT THE 
BOSTON ·~{OVEN HOSE AND RUBBER CQI\1PANY, JUNE 1950 
Some, but Enough llianagement 
not enough; Officials 
very little; 
none; no 
answer 
26. Does top management Yes 10 6 
provide you with trade, No 18 11 1 
mechanical, or manage- Some 
- - + 28 --ment publications? Total 17 
28. Do you feel that the Yes 8 7 2 
superv isor manuals No 16 4 2 
Qsed .at the Boston No answer ) 2 
Woven Hose and Rubber There are 1 4 
Co. are up to· date? none 
Total 28 17 T 
)0. Is management policy Yes 8 9 ) 
set do\>m in clear, No 20 6 1 
simple terms ani for- No answer 
-
2 
-
warded to you? Total 28 17 4 
)1. Considering everyth ing, Very good 4 5 1 
I think the present Good 7 6 1 
method of keeping me Average 10 6 1 
informed within the Poor 4 
Boston \•Ioven Hose and Very poor 2 1 
Rubber Co. is: No answer 1 
- -
28 -- 4 Total 17 
I 12. 
13· 
-~= =====~-=== 
TABLE IV 
RESPONSES OF SUPERVISORS AND FOREMEN TO QUESTIONS 12 Al'·TD 13 
CONCEfu"fTiiTG THE METHODS OF MANAGEME!IJ'T COMHUNICATION 
AT THE BOSTON ~TOVEN HOSE AND RUBBER COMPANY, JUNE 1950 
Do you feel that you know Yes 29 
1-rhat is going on in the No 16 
company? Total 45 
Responses Those Those 
86 
to 13 answering ans'l'rering 
yes to 12 no to 12 
Are you free to pass on Yes 14 2 
information to the em- No 14 14 
ployees \·rithout consulting Yes, within 1 
top management? limite 
Total 29 16 
o-==~=== =--=~~-- -----~-~~--
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TABLE V 
RESPONSES OF SHOP STEWARDS AND LABOR OFFICIALS SHOWING SIGNIFICANT 
DIFFERENCES OONCERNI NG THE HETHODS OF LABOR COf.1Mill'HCATION 
AT THE BOSTON ~.OVEN HOSE AND RUBBER COMPANY, JUNE 1950 
Shop Labor 
Stewards Officials 
7· Are you informed of the Yes 6 5 
top policy lines of labor No 8 2 
and any changes in the Total M 7 
policy? 
9· Do the union off icials Yes 7 5 
help to keep you fully No rt- 2 informed of \'That goes on Total 7 
in the labor movement 
as a whole? 
10. Do you f'eel that you Yes 4 5 
know what is going on in No 10 2 
the local union? Total 14 7 
18. Are you inf'orme d a head Yes 6 6 
of time about any work No 7 1 
stoppage or lay-off of Sometimes 1 
-
which union officials Total M 7 
may be a\'lare? 
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TABLE VI 
RESPONSES OF SHOP STEWARDS ACCORDING TO LENGTH OF TIJ:J!E i'I'I TH THE COHPANY 
AND OF LABOR OFFICIALS SH01'/I NG SIGNI FICANT DIFFERENCES CONCE!tl'H NG THE 
l~THODS OF LABOR COW~UNICATION AT THE BOSTON WOVEN HOSE ~~ 
RUBBER COMPANY, J llli"E 1950 
0 - 9 10 - 25 No Labor 
Year s Years Answer Off icials 
7· Are you informed of Yea 2 4 5 
the top policy lines No 4 ....2__ 1 2 
of labor and any Total 6 7 1 7 
changes in t h e policy ? 
8. Have the labor offic- Yes 2 5 1 6 
ial s provided you with No 4 2 
-
_1_ 
6 - -a copy of the collect- Total 7 1 7 
ive bargaining agr ee-
ment? 
9· Do the union officials Yes 4 
' 
5 
he lp t o ke ep you No 2 4 1 2 
fully inforre.e d of ~rha t Total 6 7 1 7 
goes on in the lab or 
movement as a '\'!hole? 
10. Do you f e e l that you Yes 1 
' 
5 
know what is going No 
...2. 4 1 2 
on in the local Total 6 7 1 7 
union? 
18. Are y o u informed Yes 2 4 6 
ahead of time about No 4 2 1 1 
any 11 ork stoppage or Some- 1 
lay-off of l't'hich times 
union officials may Total 6 7 1 7 
be aware? 
.I~ 
I 
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TABLE VI (continued) 
RESPONSES OF SHOP STE\V.A..ttDS ACCORDI NG TO LENGTH OF 'f HIE h'ITH THE CO !olP ANY 
AI\TD OF LABOR OFFICIALS SHm/HTG SIGNIFICANT DIFFEREI\! CES CONCEIThTING THE 
NETHODS OF LABOR COM:tv1UNICATION AT THE BOSTON '\'!OVEN HOSE AND 
RUBBER COivfPANY, JIDiJE 1950 
16. The methods 'lrThich union officials most frequently use to communicate 
directions or instructions in my department are 
Oral, person 
to person 
Oral, group 
meeting 
\'lritten 
No ans>'ler 
Total 
0 - 9 Years 
*1 *2 *3 
5 
2 
1 1 
-=- ....2._ 
6 6 
1 
1 
4 
6 
10 - 25 Years 
1 2 
6 
1 
1 
1 6 6 
7 7 7 
No Answer 
1 2 
1 
Labor 
Officials 
l 2 .3 
6 1 
1 5 
1 5 
- --- =-~ _1_ 
1 7 7 7 
17. The methods for union officials to communicate directions or 
instructions \'Thich I feel 1·1ould be most effective are: 
Oral, person 
to person 
Oral, group 
meeting 
Written 
No answer 
Total 
0 - 9 Years 10 - 25 Years No Ans\'rer Labor 
*1 *2 *3 1 2 
1 l 
1 1 
1 1 
1 
1 l 
1 
Officials 
2 3 1 2 .3 
1 2 
2 1 
1 
2 2.._ 
6 6 
4 -=- ...2.._ __2_ - -=- -=- =- _1 __ 1_ 
6 7 7 7 1 7 7 7 
* 1, 2, 3 refer to first, second, and tlurd choices. 
-- -- ---- -==-======-== 
APPENDIX C 
SAMPLES OF COI~CATION MEDIA 
I 
I 
II 
· TO ASSOCIATE -MEMB.Rs·---
e §unJhjcexdt ~ 
~ 'Hitd ~ou - 01t /1~ ~ou? 
T ake a look at this performance chart. It's 
based on an actual study of a single employee's 
output during forty days. 
But it tells a story that's repeated with me-
chanics, truckers, utility workers, miners -
every employee who works with others. 
So take a good look at it. 
Because it sums up one of the toughest prob-
lems facing management today. 
For the first twenty days, the employee-
a girl - was one of a work group where the 
average rate of output was 50 units per hour. 
On the 13th day, she began to exceed that aver-
age - and the group began to apply pressure 
to hold her output down. 
The chart shows the pressure was successful. 
On the 21st day, the group was broken up 
and the girl was producing on her own. With 
the group pressure off, her output doubled. 
There's the problem- but not the answer! 
Isolating the worker is neither practical nor 
desirable. People have to work together - and 
you can get better results if they work as a 
team. And if they work with you. 
Teamwork in Reverse 
Restriction of effort. That's the phrase that 
probably jumped to your mind as you studied 
the chart. But what's behind it? 
What causes a work group to set up its own 
standards - often well below the skill and abil-
ity of its members? ... Besides that, to cover 
up mistakes and multiply their costliness? 
And at ife same time, to resist changes, hold 
back or block suggestions that would be of 
value to the company and the employees? 
The answer lies in a fact that is only begin-
ning to be understood: . wherever you have 
people they tend to form groups of their own, 
spontaneously. It happens in social clubs, poli-
tical organizations, schools - everywhere. 
More Groups Than One 
Group members have at least two sets of 
relationships: 
. . . with the formal group (the society, the 
party, the church, the company department) 
... with an informal group of other indi-
viduals inside the formal group. 
In other words, the individual member really 
belongs to two groups at least: the formal 
{onnal 
droup 
0 
'IGU~IIt 
organization and the human organization of 
people within the formal organization. You 
can see the set-up in Figure I. 
In this situation, the strong informal group 
can strengthen the formal group - if both are 
moving in the same direction. But sometimes 
they move in opposite directions. And all too 
often conflicting groups spring up inside the 
formal group - the situation in Figure II. 
There the two informal groups weaken the 
formal one with dissension. 
These spontaneous groups are as real as the 
units you see on your company's organization 
chart. You've run into that yourself if you 
ever tried to enforce an unpopular rule. Cor-
ner every individual and he agrees with you -
but the group goes on in the same old way. 
The reason is that the informal group has 
its own laws and rules - and enforces them 
through the pressure of group approval and 
How Wide Is the Gap? 
Let's take a look at your team through the 
eyes of a newcomer. He's already picked up 
some information, of course: he's learned what 
your organization does; perhaps he's toured 
the building. That introduces him to the rela-
tively large group that makes up your com-
pany as a whole. 
But it's only when he reports on the job 
that he gets "the real low-down" - from two 
sources: 
Through instruction, training, progress re-
views - a program you'll probably be con-
tinuing several months- he learns what you 
expect. 
At the same time in a much less formal but 
probably just as effective way, he learns what 
his fellow employees expect. 
His aim is to fulfill everybody's expectations. 
How close together are the two sets of ex-
pectations- the group's and yours? 
.2 
disapproval. Look at the chart on Page 1 
again for a clear-cut example. 
Only recently have researchers begun to 
analyze just how you can use this informal 
group to everybody's advantage. This Memo 
tells you what has been discovered so far. 
It points up some of the factors that side-
track a going team, that make a workgroup 
pull against its supervisor and itself. 
It shows you how to handle cliques, how to 
eliminate their disruptive effect. 
It gives you pointers on how to utilize un-
official leaders and opinion-makers. 
And, most important, this Memo suggests 
how you can use the group's capacity for ex-
erting pressure on the individual 
. to reduce the need for discipline 
. to increase individual effort 
. to improve efficiency 
. to raise performance levels. 
From your workgroup's viewpoint, the new-
comer needs information like this: 
" ... you can't kid ............................. He (or 
she) won't stand for it." 
" ... it's a bad break to be lent to the 
..... ... ... ... ................. . Department." 
" ... the best time to hit the boss with a 
request is .. ..... .. .. ......... ...... ........... .. .... " 
And so on. Every supervisor who knows his 
people can fill in the blanks and add to the 
list. Because every work group has its own 
brand of helpful - and harmless - inside dope. 
But how about items on the list of inside 
information? Like these: 
"Individual lateness or early quitting puts 
a heavier load on the rest of us . . ." 
"Emergencies are rare, but we all pitch 
in when they do happen." 
"If in doubt, check with the supervisor." 
Copyright 1950, Research Institute of America, Inc, 
292 M a dison Avenue, New York 17, N.Y. 
. , 
, . 
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Note that these pieces of advice are framed 
in terms of group interest; they're just about 
what you'd say yourself. It's what you'd 
like to overhear, and what you will overhear 
if you have a 100 percent cooperative group -
a team that stands among the league leaders. 
Headed for the Cellar? 
But teamwork can be aimed against you. 
Listen to these tips from the team whose mem-
bers and manager have drifted apart: 
"These rules are nothing but a pain in the 
neck - you can catch a quick smoke behind 
that partition." 
"Let him find out for himself. You're just 
sticking your neck out when you hot-foot it 
over to his office with bad news." 
And especially this one: 
"What do you want to break your back for? 
Most of us figure 100 is a good day's work." 
The effect on any employee who wants to 
do a really good job is clear. If this is the 
state of group opinion, it makes little differ-
ence whether he's a newcomer or an oldtimer. 
He's on a team that will never win a pennant. 
What causes a work group to split off from 
its supervisor? Studies show that three types 
of mistakes are responsible: 
I. Failure to consider informal groupings. 
Most common examples of this kind of over-
sight are transfers, reshuffies of people and 
work sites that ignore both friendships and 
feuds, that prevent "talking it over". 
Where such moves appear to disregard 
changes in working conditions, group opinion 
is apt to turn against the supervisor. 
2. Failure to consider group opinion. 
Take, for example, the case of the foreman 
who didn't recognize the fact that individual 
lockers had become identified with status or 
position in the group. He told several of his 
people to double up - without "wasting time 
on explanations". The employees involved lost 
face before the group. The group as a whole 
viewed the changes as an arbitrary demotion 
- and their job security was threatened. · 
Any supervisory move that unnecessarily 
embarrasses an individual employee before 
the group is apt to put you in a bad light. 
This is particularly true where disciplinary 
action is concerned. 
3. Failure to win group approval of stand-
ards, rules or decisions. 
The real failure here is usually denying 
employees a chance to participate. 
Group reaction is apt to be: 
. . . where information on the reason for 
decisions is lacking, that the supervisor doesn't 
know his job, that leadership is weak. 
. . . where information on changes is un-
available, that they're against group interests. 
. . . where the reasons for rules or stand-
ards remain unsold, that they're arbitrary, un-
reasonable, unfair. 
Note that all these reactions reflect worry 
about job security. And also note the fact that 
~ New Discoveries .. . 
. . . are constantly being made about 
what happens inside a group and how 
group pressure works. If you want to 
look into the scientific studies, here is 
some of the research material used in 
preparing this Memo: 
Group Functioning and Group Pro-
ductivity, by Ronald Lippitt in Current 
Trends in Social Psychology, University 
of Pittsburg Press, 1948. 
Teamwork and Labor Turnover in the 
Aircraft Industry of Southern California, 
by Mayo and Lombard, Graduate School 
of Business Administration, Harvard. 
Assessment of Men, by the Office ·of 
Strategic Services Assessment Staff, Rine-
hart & Co., Inc., 1948. 
Community under Stress (study of a 
group imprisoned in a Japanese concen-
tration camp), by Elizabeth Vaughan, 
Princeton University Press, 1949. 
"Participation, Culture and Personal-
ity," Journal of Social Issues, Winter, '49. 
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of course, there is bound to be some differ-
ence in outlook between a team and its man-
ager, a work group and its supervisor. The fact 
that you're in a position of authority is enough 
to guarantee that. Yet the need for aiming 
at- and hitting - common goals makes it im-
portant that the gap be kept to a minimum, 
that you watch for early signs of disunity. 
Watch for These 
1. Performance by a newcomer that's con-
siderably below what you expected. 
2. "Ceilings" on the effort that goes into 
certain assignments. 
3. Group attempts to make certain tasks 
appear a lot harder than they are. 
4. General covering up of errors and omis-
sions .. 
5. Open sympathy with individuals who 
are called on the carpet - without much re-
gard for the reason. 
6. General reluctance to exercise initiative, 
to volunteer, to assume added burdens during 
high-pressure periods or during emergencies. 
7. Resistance to anything new or different. 
Aim for These 
It's impmtant to remember this: the fact 
that you've achieved a going team does not 
mean you can sit back and let your leadership 
coast. The symptoms can show up any time, 
call for applying basic principles: 
1. Re-selling goals, standards, rules. 
2. Recognition of group views on such mat-
ters as status and the need for face-saving. 
3. Greater emphasis on informing the group 
of reasons for the exercise of discipline, selec-
tion for promotion, decisions that affect it. 
4. Caution before taking any steps that 
affect the group as a whole. 
5. Increased attempts to get participation 
by the group in the decisions you make. 
6. Wide-open lines of communication. 
In addition, there's the need for solving 
special problems -like how to handle unof-
ficial group leaders. 
Dealing with the Unofficial Leader 
How to deal with group spokesmen or unoffi-
cial leaders is a troublesome problem for 
many supervisors and foremen. Some pursue a 
no-deal policy; others go to the other extreme. 
In spite of all the studies that have been 
made of leadership, that quality isn't easy to 
pin down. In general, ability to lead depends 
partly on personality, partly on skill in organ-
izing to get a job done. Skill in leadership 
can be learned. And the fact is, ''born leaders" 
seem to be few and far between. 
Wartime selection programs of the Office 
of Strategic Services showed that where a 
leaderless group is faced with a common 
4 
problem, two types of leaders usually appear: 
... the leader in discussion. He's the per-
son who comes forward with a plan -but he 
remains a leader only if the plan works. 
. . . the leader in action. He may present 
a solution by attacking the problem directly. 
He may appear after the discussion leader fails. 
Obviously there can be a combination of 
the two. The noteworthy thing is that the 
unofficial leader emerges under pressure of 
a common problem. 
How does that work out in terms of a work 
group that already has a formal leader - a 
supervisor? There are several possibilities: 
/ 
./ 
1. - Viewing the supervisor as a representa-
tive of management, the group produces a 
spokesman of its own to put forward its point 
of view. 
2. In the absence of the supervisor, an em-
ployee demonstrates his ability to take the 
group successfully through a knotty job 
problem. 
3. Leadership in off-the-job activity is car-
ried over onto the job. 
4. Seniority, experience, training, etc., cause 
the group to seek out certain individuals for 
advice. 
5. Absence of information puts the em-
ployee with "connections upstairs" -or a fer-
tile imagination - in position to win the group 
ear. This is what often produces the unofficial 
"leader of the opposition". 
That's not a complete list - but it indicates 
that no group of any size is apt to be without 
certain unofficial leaders for long. 
Usually a supervisor has little difficulty in 
recognizing the opinion-molders and spokes-
men in the group. But it's not always easy. 
Where the group is large- or the supervisor 
relatively new - these pointers can be help-
ful. Watch for the individual: 
1. Who takes over in an emergency before 
you arrive. 
2. Whose acceptance of - or resistance to 
-a new layout, schedule, etc., carries unusu-
ally heavy weight. 
3. Who starts off a question, complaint, 
suggestion or proposal with, "Some of us have 
been wondering . . ." 
4. Who demonstrates leadership where any 
new assignment or problem is presented. 
5. Whose attitude toward you or the job, 
or whose general advice, tend to be followed 
by others. 
In dealing with the unofficial leader, it's 
important that you recognize his potential 
value. Some supervisors resist him, view him 
simply as a rival. They overlook the oppor-
tunity he offers to make supervisory life much 
easier. 
Supervisors who've been successful in han-
dling the unofficial leader join in these sug-
gestions. Note that they apply whether he's 
cooperative, uncooperative or neutral. 
1. Keep -the group informed. 
Left in the dark, the hostile unofficial leader 
will prove quick to produce plausible-though 
incorrect - reasons for almost anything you 
do. Keeping the group well posted means 
shutting off its need for his "information". 
2. Win his acceptance of changes. 
This is worth a special effort, since, unsold, 
he's apt to spearhead resistance. But if he's 
on your side, you'll find him sharing your 
burden of persuading the unconvinced. 
3. Pay attention to his complaints. 
Where the unofficial leader has a bone to 
pick with the supervisor, chances are he's act-
ing as spokesman for at least a part of the 
group. Look over his complaint carefully for 
the group angles it may involve. Make sure 
you give it full consideration and immediate 
handling. If you decide it's unjustilied and 
are not sure he's convinced, see to it that the 
group gets the reasons for your decision. 
4. Avoid embarrassing him. 
Many a supervisor has fallen into the trap 
of "showing up" the unofficial leader. No mat-
ter how attractive the opportunity, consider 
such a move very carefully before you make 
it. There's no easier way to turn an employee 
against you, particularly one who's proud of 
his ability - and position in the group. 
If he's cooperative, let him lead off impor-
tant assignments. Initiative and enthusiasm 
are often among the valuable assets of the 
unofficial leader- always valuable to him and, 
here, valuable to you. 
Note These Cautions 
Here are some don'ts that experience shows 
are especially necessary in dealing with any 
unofficial leader: 
Don't view him as spokesman for the entire 
group. No matter how effective he seems, 
some people will always resist leadership that's 
not backed up by authority. 
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Don't give him actual authority over other 
employees - unles~ you make him your offi-
cial assistant. An error in this direction will 
split your group. 
Don't make him your official assistant in an 
attempt to buy off pressure. The net result 
will be to increase the pressure, back it up 
with official standing. 
Don't give him apparent authority. This 
will result if you give him exclusive treatment 
Handling Cliques and Cronies 
Social or informal activity among the mem-
bers of a workgroup is inevitable. And its 
effect on teamwork is of great importance. 
Ideally 
. . . friendships and informal contacts make 
the job much more attractive. This is of spe-
cial significance where the work itself is repet-
itive or routine. 
. . . the feelings of friendliness and com-
radeship spell greater willingness to help each 
other all along the line. 
It's this situation that you aim at when 
you consider a prospective employee on the 
basis of: how smoothly will he fit into the 
existing group? 
And because, within the group, A gets along 
better with B than he does with C, friendships 
are a factor you take into consideration when 
you're changing assignments or layout. 
The larger the group- and the longer it's 
been together - the greater is the tendency for 
it to produce cliques. That can be of advan-
tage in cases like these : 
. . . activities of the clique are largely 
aimed at off-the-job activity -sports, for ex-
ample. 
. . . the grouping of the clique is around 
a constructive purpose - a part of the job 
activity requiring special skills: a riveting 
team, for example. 
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-- if you hand him inside information - if you 
give him the sole opportunity to make sugges-
tions and offer criticism. 
Don't make it a practice to postpone pro-
posals that he opposes. This will be inter-
preted as a sign of weakness on your part, 
will enhance his prestige at your expense. 
Don't show him favoritism. See to it that 
the rewards he gets are for good performance, 
not for aggressiveness. 
But cliques can certainly cause a lot of 
trouble in cases such as these: 
. . . the grouping is along racial, religious 
or age lines, and ill feeling is present. 
. . . the clique appears to be the object of 
supervisory favor - or prejudice. 
. . . competition between sub-groups is at 
the expense of over-all cooperation . 
. . . where other members of the work 
group are made to feel outsiders. 
Spotting Trouble in Advance 
Where the presence of cliques or close 
cronies in your group is proving harmful to 
over-all teamwork, you have a very real and 
difficult problem. In fact the only cure may 
lie in drastic action. 
That's why it's so important to recognize 
the early signs of harmful cliques. Prevention 
is by far the easier remedy. Here are the 
symptoms - and what you can do about each. 
1. Individual employees seem to be turning 
into scapegoats - become the butt of practical 
jokes or receive minimum cooperation. 
This frequently happens to newcomers, 
youngsters or employees who are a little "dif-
ferent". Occasionally it's the result of mis-
placement on the supervisor's part. Often, 
·- however, it tips you off to the existence of a 
clannish group of "old-timers", "insiders", etc. 
Remedy: Largely low-pressure in the early 
stages. The key fact is the failure to recog-
nize the contribution that these "outsiders" 
make. Eliminate the practical jokes - build 
up the necessity for united effort in the inter-
est of an easier job for all- spur the victims 
to aim at acceptance by showing more will-
ingness to cooperate themselves. Rest your 
appeal to the established group on the fact 
that "X needs your help". It's usually effective. 
2. Intolerance begins to appear, often in the 
form of side remarks or reluctance of one part 
of the group to work closely with another. 
In one group, a split began to appear along 
religious lines - and to the supervisor in 
charge, appeared to be traceable to shifts in 
assignments made necessary by religious holi.:. 
days. Bad feeling showed up in complaints 
such as, "She's not doing her share". 
Remedy: A combination of persuasion and 
firmness on the part of the supervisor. In this 
case, that added up to a group meeting on 
the subject of absences, formal provision for 
making up time lost and the necessity for give 
and take in adjusting assignments. In a few 
l> cases, a crackdown was necessary along the 
lines of, "There is simply no justification for 
basing your objections on religious grounds. 
And it's an attitude we cannot permit ... " 
8. There's an outbreak of buck-passing be-
tween different units of the group. 
Foremen whose operations are broken into 
two or three shifts are especially familiar with 
this situation. "The night crew never cleans 
up!" is a standard beginning to what can be a 
full-fledged feud. 
Remedy: Close supervision to prevent either 
over-competition or under-cooperation - plus 
prompt exposure of unjustified gripes, as well 
as quick action to correct justified gripes. 
In some cases, a re-focusing on over-all 
team goals is in order, with less emphasis on 
the performance of small groups within your 
team. One supervisor relieved the shift prob-
lem by requiring the lead men to turn over to 
their successors - who reported a few minutes 
early for that purpose. 
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4. You get a series of complaints indicating 
that one part of your team feels you're preju-
diced against it - or that you're favoring an-
other part. 
One supervisor told us that he found the 
clue to a situation like this in a growing lack 
of interest in the departmental bowling team 
- of which he was a member. 
He finally learned the answer from one of 
the non-members who'd been with him a num-
ber of years. The rest of the group was con-
vinced that since their supervisor was a 
bowler, the members of the team were being 
handed all the breaks, all the "good" jobs. 
Remedy: The logical approach doesn't al-
ways work where prejudice or favoritism is 
suspected. Occasionally you have to lean just 
a little bit backwards to clear the air of such 
charges. The supervisor in question undertook 
to publicize the reasons for every disciplinary 
step he took, each assignment he made. 
In Extreme Cases 
Once in a while a supervisor finds a clique 
becoming more and more of a headache re-
gardless of the corrective steps he tries. 
If you reach that point, and teamwork is 
being seriously disrupted, you'll want to re-
view the situation with your boss. You'll find 
the final alternatives usually boil down to: 
1. Breaking it up. That can involve any-
thing from reassignment through transfer to 
dismissal. It may be justified where teamwork 
is being seriously disrupted and should be 
used only as a last resort. 
2. Splitting the group. That's usually fea-
sible only where over-all objectives will not 
suffer, where the division of work can be made 
efficiently a~d along logical lines. It's a move 
that may be justified where the same cliques 
and sub-groupings exist in the communities 
from which the employees are drawn. 
3. Disciplinary measures. Discipline, other 
than dismissal, can be risky where cliques are 
sharply defined. You may find that the net 
result is to increase the bad feeling. 
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Can You Call These Plays?~~ ~Sf' 
Here are some of the typical teamwork 
problems that plague every manager at one 
time or another. Consider their implications 
-and how you would handle them. (Check 
the Memo at the pages noted. Then look over 
our suggestions at the bottom of the page.) 
1. Ralph Collins has had a lot of trouble 
getting his girls to do an operation requiring 
the use of a bad-smelling cleaning fluid. Now 
he's learned the girls view this job as an infe-
rior one because of the odor. "That's poppy-
cock," he says- and he's decided to make it 
a permanent assignment for one girl. A good 
idea? (See page 3 of this Memo.) 
2. George Marks thought very highly of the 
consulting engineer's suggestion that a rear-
rangement of his layout would speed up order 
processing. But somehow results have fallen 
far short of expectations; there's been a lot 
of grumbling; two of his people have indicated 
they'd like to be transferred. George says he 
told everyone what was going to happen in 
advance- so where did he go wrong? (See 
page 3 of this Memo.) 
ANSWERS. 1. No. The girl who gets this fob will 
·view it as a demotion, may quit as a result. The 
group will be resentful since it shows a lack of under-
standing of the group viewpoint- as well as arbitrari-
ness on the supervisors part. Chances are the bad 
odor can't be eliminated from the fob. But resistance 
to it can be- by (a) making it plain you understand 
how the group feels about it; (b) putting it on a 
rotating basis to avoid any charge of favoritism or 
punishment in handing it out. 
2. It looks as if George failed to take into account 
the impact of such . rearrangements on the informal 
group. Such oversights can result in replacing friendly 
neighbors with relative strangers, require a lot of ad-
fustment from everyone. Planning of changes should 
always include these possibilities - and welcoming 
suggestions for ways to reduce the personal upsets 
helps considerably. 
3. Al Davis is one of those loud, assertive 
people who has a knack of marshalling group 
opinion against you. Burt Wheeler put up 
with it as long as he could - then when his 
assistant left, replaced him with Al. But this 
hasn't worked out at all. Why? (See page 6 
of this Memo.) 
4. Manager Simmonds smiles when he tells 
you about this one. It seems his company's 
located in a city boasting both American and 
National league teams, and -you guessed it 
- his team is split into two groups of fans. 
Trouble is, there are occasional signs of bad 
feeling between these groups that go beyond 
good-natured argument. What would you do? 
(See page 7 of this Memo.) 
5. Henry Wagner's latest addition to his 
Designing Department is a youngster fresh 
out of school. The older men are seeing to it 
that he gets plenty of criticism - and little 
help. Department Head Wagner is laying 
down the law - though he doesn't like to. 
How would you avoid this and similar situa-
tions? (See page 6 of this Memo.) 
3. Burt's error is one of the out-of-the-frying-pan, 
into-the-fire variety. Where you run into the unofficial 
leader who's hostile, it never pays to attempt to buy 
him off with a promotion or "easy fob". 
4. You're right if your answer is, dig a little deeper. 
Supervisors who do often find their work group is 
splitting into cliques. The real lines of division may 
turn out to be far different: the sections of town from 
which employees come, nationalities, age, etc. It's that 
kind of breach that requires close attention. 
5. Putting the newcomer under the wing of a spon-
sor is always a good idea. And, of course, it's always 
desirablEl to consider the make-up of your existing 
group when you're doing the hiring. But if you have 
to take on someone who may not fit in too easily, 
plan ·to ~ive your ~roup advance notice, as well as 
the reasons for your decision. 
-SUGGESTED INTER-OFFICE LETTER 
TO: 
FROM: 
Dear ----------
Those of us who are members of the Research Institute have received 
a Memo called, "With You - or Against You?" I was glad to see that the 
Institute took up some of the tougher problems that we all have to face 
at one time or another in getting teamwork within a department. I see 
many possibilities for applying the recommendations. 
But the reason I am writing you is that I would like to add this 
thought: Teamwork between all departments and divisions is the final 
goal of teamwork within departments. A lot of good work within a depart-
ment can go to waste if there's friction at the edges. 
Let's keep that in mind. As I look back over our past experience, 
I feel sure that our organization is a going team. To keep it headed 
in the right direction calls for continuing cooperation on everybody's 
part. And that means that all of us who have leadership responsibili-
ties have to keep our eyes on the relation between people as well as the 
job. 
Sincerely, 
. . . The teamwork problems 
analyzed in the Memo face ~QU~­
supervisors in their J,ea:clership 
of their own groups. But you 
can also use the Memo to stress 
this point: thg geed for team-
work throughout the organization . 
For that reason, the attached 
Suggested Inter-Office Letter is 
designed to be sent out over the 
signature of your company presi-
dent or top line executive. 
Change the wording to suit your 
own company's structure. 
To Be Tops in Your League 
See "With You -or Against You?" 
Memo to Associate Members 
Copyright, 1 9 50 
Reseorch Institute of America, Inc. 
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•. YOUR TEAM - IF YOU 
1. KEEP THEIR EYES ON 
THE TEAM OBJECTIVE 
2. · WIN OVER THE UNOFFICIAL 
LEADERS AND OPINION-MAKERS 
3. PREVENT CLIQUES- BUILD GOOD 
RELATIONS BETWEEN TEAM MEMBERS 
4. UNDERSTAND GROUP 
ATTITUDES-EXPLAIN 
YOURS TO THEM 
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They were in there pitching ... 
Most games in one season 
70-Ace Adams, N.Y. (N) 1943 
Most games won in one season 
41 -Jack Chesbro, N.Y. (A) 1904 
Most shutout games in one season 
16- Grover Alexander, Phil. (N} 1916 
Their hearts were in it, too ... 
Most home runs in one season 
60- Babe Ruth, N. Y. (A) 1927 
Most hits in one season 
· 257- George Sisler, St.l. (A) 1920 
Highest season batting average 
.438- Hugh Duffy, Boston (N) 1894 
Continuously managing one team 
49 years- Connie Mack, Phil. (A) 
WALTER BAKER CHOCOLATE AND COCOA 
DIVISION GENERAL FOODS CORPORATION 
SUPERVISORS t MONTHLY LETTER~ JULY~ 1950 
(For confidential personal r eading; not for publication) 
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WAR? 
The Research Institute of A~erica has this to say in its Distribution 
Report of Jtm.e 27, 1950: 
"The situation will aggravate the current inflationary boom. The prospect 
is for higher prices ru1d an intensification of shortages at a time when industry 
is already experiencing both trends. 
From now on there can be no talk of scaling down the armament program. The 
budget picture has been looking brighter lately for three reasons. First, our 
arms spending was lagging behind the Congres sional authorization - we were holding 
back. Second ~ Truman had pr omised that the military program for fiscal 1952 would 
be lower than for l95lo Third.~> t here was hope· that our foreign aid programs, in-
cluding EGA and military occupation, would taper offo 
All these hopes are cancelled by the clear proof in Korea that Russian Pro-
testations of peace are a fraud. Our military budget will climb again, between 
$2 and $5 billion. Truman will release funds for a full 70-group air force. 
~eduction of new weapons now on the drawing boards will be pressed - everything 
from recoilless rifles and guided missiles to a defensive radar network around 
North Amer ica. The stockpiling program will be accelerated. 
More· Ue s. money will flow abroad. It's impossible to truce a gamble on 
withdrawing economic aid from our allies while the threat of Russian aggression 
hangs over them. Congress will be more receptive to the idea that economic aid 
must continue beyond the Marshall Plan~ Our occupation costs will also continue 
high. If we had not withdrawn from Korea~ it's highly doubtful that there would 
have been an attack. We have learned our lesson.- Any plans for evacuating Japan, 
for insts.nce, are now in the wastebasket. 
Fortificati on of our foreign outposts · like Okinawa and Alaska, thus far only 
blueprinted, will now be pusheds You may see initial appropriation for a Pan-
ama sea le;rel canal to meet the trll"eat in both oceans. 
All these were State Department and Pentagon plans which the Administration 
was sitti n g on i n view of the current budget deficit and an easing of the war 
scare~ Now ~~th every skeptic clear as to Russia's real intentions~ the Adminis-
tration vrill get popular support for rearmament~ budget deficit or no budget 
deficit. 
The inflationary effect will be felt soon as both business and the general 
public anticipate 11vhat 1 s coming .. 
The next several weeks will bring answers to many key business questions: Can 
the new arms program work without stiff government controls? ••• Can we avoid 
priorities and price control?• o• If we must have more planes- quickly.~> will 
Washington be for ced to contr ol materials?.s •• With fierce competition increased 
in steel, can the government avoid putting a price on steel? •••• With inflation 
spurtingll can new credit controls be avoided? 
- 1 -
How far we move in these directions depends largely on whether Rilssia f'ollow8 
the Korean drive with similar ventures elsewhere - Yugoslavia., Iran~ Iraq, Tibet, 
Formosa." 
-
CONSUMER GOO'DS 
The Wall St r eet JoUTJ.ial of' June 28th seems to think that there's an indication 
that c ons umer goods .prices have leveled off'. · They base this on the fact that 
Sears-Roebuck's f all-and-wint er catalogue for 1950 contailis few changes from 
last yearis cat a l ogue; in fact , a sampli ng of 2,280 prices shows that 42% of' the 
items sample d show no price changes, :n% showed modest increases, end 2'7% showed 
slight declines . This s i tuat ion could change very rapidly., of' course,. if' anythin g 
like a large-scale war should occur. 
POLITICS (From Kiplinger Wal!lhington Letter,· ·Jwe 17 • 1950) 
The confusion in Washington right now is · at its worst - in year. Lack of 
leadership on all fronts. President is weak ••• does not command a.ny following 
within the government . Cabinet members play own games . .. , ·1-; "trdly unify on anything. 
They give out conflicting ·impressions of' what administration policy is, and this 
serves to confuse the public, especially the busii:ress publi c . The situation is 
now fantasti c . Decisions are made on the basis of the number of votes that may 
be won or lost in the fall elections. Republicans are doing a very poor job as 
the opposit ion, __ party. They are divided among themselves. Consequence: inertia. 
LABOR -VOTE IN 195o 
Bul k will go t o Democratic party. While there was a coolness between the 
Unipns and Tr uman a short while a,.go, they have come to the conclusion that he is 
doing a ll he can for themJI even if it isnVt everything. However, they've probably 
got to vote Democrat ic anywhere - they've _ got nowhere else to go. 
MEXICAN OIL DEAL 
Mexican government is negotiating :for -· $100 million as a loan from our Export-
Import Ba.nk t o expand oil output -in Mexico; It • s a n good neighbor" deal. Truman 
is for it. So are maxiy officials~ -And so are the American sy:D.dicate that hopes 
to exploi t Mex i can oil , and Ed Pauley"' who is a big-shot in the syndicate.--a 
Democrati c party i ns i der, formerly chief fund-raiser for the Democrats, and a 
fr i end and appointee of' Truman. 
.. . .. 
PENSIONS FOR DOMESTIC WORKERS 
· P~nsio~ i'~r ho~ehold domestics will soon be voted by Congress, as part of 
new law effective J anuary 1~ - Housewife must pay 1~ tax on wages, and -the domestic 
must pay another · 1~~ . But- c:nanqes are -that hotisewife . will wind up by paying 
BOTH taxes in order-to keep the domestic. There are over a million domestic 
workers in the country. Anyone who works 2 days a week in a home, adding up to 
24 days or more in the same calendar quarter,. for the same employer, is included. 
There is this IF~ provided the empl oyee also gets -CASH PAY of -$50 or more in 
the quarter. CASH PAY only, not the value of meals,. lodging, carfare or other 
incidentals. 
- 2-
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GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS 
Walsh~Healey law has set $1 .. 05 per hour as MIN+MUM wage rate for 
aircraft workers on government contracts. This is part of Tobin's plan 
to r aise wages generally to the dollar-an-hour or more base. In actual 
practice , s uch minimum standards terid to stretch to ALL work,; which is 
prec ise l y what g overnment administrators have been after. They have 
found that competition for workers makes many employers pay what some 
other plant is paying , the other plant having government contracts. Next 
yea:r the government labor men will ask Congress to write ~~1 into the law 
as the minimum hourly wagee 
COl'i!P1JlSORY HEALTH INSDRANCE 
This plan is making no new friends in Congress. 
REDS IN OUit GOVERNiviENT DEPART:I>.'!ENTS 
Top officials of t he Department; of Commerce to l d Kiplinger Service 
that they have 28 employees who are 11 under suspicion. n But t hese 28 
have 'been c;l.eared by various intra-government al boards for l ack of PROOF o 
Nevertheless 9 top officials have r eason for suspicion, but they can ' t 
fire the men .!> because rules and regulations stand in t he way. A few a gencies 
can f ire on s uspicion .:. Atomic Energy Conuniss i on, State Department, Defens e 
Department ~ but most can't , including the Department of Connnerce. Change 
in tht:l l aw to perm:tt firing has been askedll -but hasn't been voted e This 
shows why our federal departments harbors "characte r s .. 11 
\ 
TELE""\TIS ION 
Sti ll booming, accor ding to reports; the GENERAL AVERAGES continue to 
go hi gher and higher .. Looks as if good times ought to continue through this 
year and s omewhat into t he next. e 
HO:ME BUILDING 
At a l l.-time high, and t he let-down is not in sight .. 5o% more houses 
this year t han last . New nstarts" in May were 140,000; April 126~000. 
Govarnm~nt plannin g to ease up still more on money, via Federal National 
Mortgage As sociation. This organization = known facetiously as "Fanny 
May" ~ will s oon start to bu."Y and sell home mortgages a bit faster and 
charge l ess premium for the mortgages it sells. 
Go I R S. l'VHO ARE PLA.NNING TO BUILD HOMES 
Rushing to beat t h e deadline of October 2oth, when the provision which 
permits combined GI~FHA home l oa.ris will diee The sellers are willing, and 
i n most c.ases ask no dovm payment .. 
HOMES VSo AUTOMOBILES 
Simple arithmetic shows that a lot of people, and all the G I's, can 
buy a house with less cash than it takes to buy a car., 
NEW WEAPONS 
Such defense orders as may come in will be piled ON TOP of an alreaqy 
booming econo~.. This means that the LONG trend is toward inflation ~ 
higher prices - more shor t ages., 
NEW TAX LAW 
It i s di fficult to select ., from the New Tax Bills, the points that mean 
most t o most persons.. Here :; f or exampl e .? are the new proposed rates for 
taxing corporation,s~ for all taxable years after December 31~ 1949:; there 
would be a flat 21% normal tax on all corporate income, plus a 20% surtax 
on income over $25~ 000., The gr eat majority of corpor~tions would pay LESS 
tax under the new rules .. Only corporati ons earnings o ;r·T $167 :;000 annually 
would pay moreo 
SPEED~UP OF CORPORA.TE PAYMENTS 
This is the new "Mills Plan11 , >'Vl:lich would change the present system of 
making equal quarterly tax payments to a semi pay~as-you=go basis., This is 
t he proposa! as now set out in the Mills Plan~ 
Percent of Tax Due 195i .1952 1953 1954 1955 
Ist quart er 30% j5'% 40% ~ ~ 
2nd quart er 30% 35% 40% 4S% 50% 
3rd quarter 20% 15% 10% 5% 0 
4th quart e r 20% 15% 10% 5% 0 
Withholding on Dividends 
Starting with 1951 payments, the Ways and Means Committee proposes a 
10% withholding at the source on dividends paid to stockholders of corpora-
tions (and on pa tronage dividends of cooperatives)o Exempt~ withdrawals 
of mutual savings banks, building and loan associations, savings and loan 
associat ions and dividends of mutual insurance companies . 
There are maqy other:provisions:; proposed in the new tax laws, including 
the following g 
Premiums on Convertible Bonds 
Sales of Business Property 
Redemption of Stock 
Changes in Estate Taxes 
Capital gains 
Depletion allowances 
.. 
Shor·t sales 
Loss Carry-Overs and Carry-Backs 
Life Insurance Proceeds Paid in Installments 
Inter~Corporation Dividends 
Business Income of Exempt Corporations 
If you would like information on these points. please so advise me and 
I v'lill be glad to give you the most up~to~date information I can obtain. 
SOCIAL SECURITY 
It 2 s a practical certainty that these provisi ons will be in the new 
bill g 
(a) Tax the first $3,600 r e ceived in the year · 
(b) Cover self~employed with au annual net income of $400 or more. 
but exempt farmers~ ministers, doctors~ l awyers 11 dentists 11 
osteopaths!) veterinarians, chiropractors r; optometrists and 
s ome engineers ., 
Still left t;o be decided are t hese important points on social security~ 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
Hou.se would raise the present 1~ tax rate to 2% this January 1 . 
The Senate would wait until 1956~ (After 1956 there is agree-
ment: 1~ increases in 1960 and 1965, with a t op rate of 
3-i% reached in 19'70)., 
House would tax gratuities; Senate if opposed. 
Senate exemps from self=employment tax all accountants who are 
licensed or registered nnder s tate or municipal law, architects 11 
a.ll professional engineers 9 and ftm.eral directors e House does 
no t exempt these groups~ 
House extended defi niti on of employee to include another 500,000 
door~to=door salesmen, life insurance agents, lessee-miners 11 
houseworkers !I contr act loggers!) contract construction workers, 
etc . Senate rejected this; preferred to keep present definition 
with these changes~ Cover as employees life insurance salesmen, 
agent dr i vers , traveling or city salesmen selling full-time for 
a single employer to retailers, or selling consumer goods to 
hotels, 1·estau.rants , and other similar establishments . The House 
would also exempt frorn the employee definition., an.d cover as 
self·-employed,, p ersons who buy goods and sell them on their own 
ac count rather than for a principa.le 
Employ ees of non~profi·t organizations will have to pay a tax, but 
the employer tax will be optional if the House has its ways 
Agricultural workers regularly employed on farms would be covered 
by the Senate .. Self-employed farmers would be exempt., as well 
as employees working l ess than 60 days in a calendar quarter . 
Nor would the law cover services by a spouse or children under 
21 f'or a paren,l:; ., 
= 5 = 
REDUCTIONS IN EXCISE TAX RATES 
As you are aware~ the Congress has been ende~:voring to reduce excise 
taxes on many items used by the average consumer.. Some of' the excise taxes 
were of' the irritating variety, and Congr6SS'IIl.en speedily concluded that if' 
they didn ~ t vote to r epeal some of' them. the result would be lost votes., The 
2o% tax on baby oils~ powders, etc • ., found a good many gals v~iting their 
Congressmen and some - of the letters were far from polite., The new bills 
propose to exempt such items . Handbags., wallets. key cases , etc .. , formerly 
paying a 20% bite, are now pr~osed as tax exempt . Clocks retailing for not 
more t han $5, which have a 207o tax, are now proposed t o be exempt. And so 
on, t hrough a list of about 200 separate i tams~ The loss of' this r evenue is 
t:o b e made up largely from increas ed corporate taxes.~~ since Truman has vowed 
that he will veto sny savings through excise~tax exemptions which are not 
made up by some other form of taxes., This merely confirms an old adageg 
You Can't Win. l 
The theory is - simpleg excise taxes are out in the open, and are of' the 
nuisance variety. They get people sore .. This costs •~tese This pains 
politicians . So they pass concealed taxes, which c onstitute a nuisance to 
no one, &~d hence are relatively safe politic ally .. That isD they will con~ 
tinue to be safe until the c onsumer wakes up to the i dea that he pays all 
the t~Y.es.~> whether c oncealed or unconcealed. It's astom1ding how long the 
working and buying public deludes itself in this regard. 
POPULATION SHIFT 
This devBlopment is presumed to be of great importance i n the political 
pi cture g preliminary census r e turns indicate that ·loss of' population in the 
;>;"l.:tTal distr icts , particularly in the South, will sigilif'icantly increase the 
city representation in t he 83d Congress - that is, in the elections of' 1952 . 
This implies that the farm elements will not have so much influence after 
1952 as they have had heretofore .. TThe farm interests will therefore make 
e·v·ery effort to compe l the next Congress t o enact a farm program., 
PRICE SUPPORT FOR TIIDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS? 
h"very Congressman has undoubtedly lain awake nights trying to think up 
someone whose wages, prices or goods he could support~ on the theory that 
support is rec~procal . Hence we have had floors under farm prices~ under 
wages, unde r unemploymen-t; benefits, rmder worlanen's compensation, under 
interest rates - practically under everything that would permit a Congress-
man to 11poirit with pride" concerning what he had done for the man with the 
vote. No one ~ up to this time~ has been concerned with supporting the 
business man or putting a floor under his products. But at last the 
millenium has arrived ., A Massachusett"Seongressman has introduced a bill 
to set up a 6-man board , headed by the Secretary of' Commerce 9 which would 
purchase each month sufficient worsted fabric to maintain normal production 
and employment in that industry.. Then it goes on to say~ "The proposal 
is not taken seriously~ of course, but i t is symptomati c .. " I predic t that 
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-the Unions will seriously support such a movement as soon as they 
realize what it means to organized labor. It is the closest thing to 
promis ing a guaranteed annual wage t hat has been proposed so far, and 
probably the Congre ssman who proposed :it :is entirely oblivious of that fact -
or is he'l 
NEWSPRINT SHORTAGE 
Growing; small papers will be squeezed by shortages and by price 
premil~uns on t op of already record-high prices. Many types of' magazine fu""'ld 
book paper VQll cost 3% more in July. Other paper costs will rise - paper-
board. .., 1.'Jr i ting paper 9 kraft paper. · · 
DRAFT 
No youngsters will be called in the foreseeable future; but please go 
back a.11.d glance' over page 1 .. 
PHILLIPINES 
Comrnunists threaten t o truce over~ administration is shot with graft. 
U., s .. mission to make survey; urge reforms., 
PEOPLE IN Tffii.! NEWS 
ACEESON in dutch with Congre s s again becau1~e he went too far in connnitting 
U. Se t o aid Europe after 1952 when Marshall pla.11. diesa Congress wants to 
meke decision itself$ not follow Acheson like sheepo DEVmY~ has determined 
not to be drafted for N S. governorship; melees it a little easier for Demo-
crats ., F'.D .,H .. Jr .. _, is a contender i'or Democratic riom:iilation. Will have a 
heap of opposition., TAFT .• EISEN1IOVVER AND WARREN are sti 11 the most talked-of 
publie figures f'o:r presidential nomination in 1952 . 
INFLATION 
Most people donut realize it.., but they themselves are the c ause of' 
· inflationary tendencies . They want more wages, more goods., larger dividends"' 
greater profits., · Only a. few of them are interested., apparently., in higher 
produo-l~ion or lower costs ., They want more public works., more floors under 
1vag\~S and more ceiling on farm and other products.. Iii short 3 they want it 
at both end-s a...'ld the middle. They also dema.'l'ld lower taxes , but they insist 
on constant l y broadening plans for housing, sickness :insurance, unemployment 
benefits~ so~ialized medicines larger social security benefitsa It seems 
t ;o me that there is little virtue i n screaming for lower prices and costs 
for yourself ru~d higher prices and costs for everybody else& And, inci-
dentally., there is a preti;y large cross-section of organized labor that is 
constantly legislating for 40 hours' pay for 30 hours' work but still saying 
it isn't an increase in wages because workers are not "taking home any more 
moneyen 
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UNEMPLOYMENT CO:MPENSATION FUND 
So much has been written on this topic that reference will be made here 
to the one significant fact that marks the Massachusetts fund apart from 
others: it is possible~ in lllfa.ssachusetts, under certain conditions, to 
draw 46 weeks of unemployment compensation at $25 a week. Some legislators 
are trying t o increase it t o 52 weeks at $25 a we ek. That's pretty good 
pay for doing nothing; so good, in fact~ that. one wonders whether anybody 
able to get it will ever be able to call himself anything but a capitalist . 
Acknowledgments~ 
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Like t o solve a couple of easy human r elations problems? 
Try t h is one ~ 
T-wo men, A and B~ both employed. in the same department~ went out on 
a party on Saturday night, after working hours. Both men had had too much 
t o drink when , at about 2 A&Me Sunday morning~ they decided to borrow a 
fr iend ! s car and drive t o Providence " An accident occurred in Dedham~ in 
which no one was h'l..l!'t but t he car was wrecked. · Both men were arres t ed and 
committed to the Dedham jail~ Si nce there was some doubt as to who was 
driving, and the men preserved a di screet silence on that point, the same 
charges were preferred agains t both g driving while under the influence of 
liquor; driving so as t o endanger t he lives and safety of the public, etc.t 
etc., Bail was set for each at $100.00 
A pr omptly telephoned to his father, who as promptly appeared at the 
Dedham Court with bail for $100.00 ~ whereupon A re leased at once and 
reported for work at 8 A.,M., the following (Monday ) :n -··~ning, at least, so 
far as surface indications wer e concerned,!) ready, able and willing to work., 
The foreman .• in fact , had had no knowledge of the accident., B, 1mable to 
secure bail' for four days s eventually reported on Friday morning for work. 
The foreman refused to put him t o work becaus e,!) according to the Union con~ 
tract ,., he was "absent f rom work without a r easonable excuse., 11 It developed, 
for whate·ver the information is really worth, that A was actually the driver 
of the car and that B was riding with him9 in the front seat~ when the 
accident occurred~ The Union brin gs a grievance on behalf of B. What is 
yotu~ decision? 
Or this one~ 
The regular job of A~ a machine worker earning ~~1.15 per hour~ was 
abolished.. Under the union seniority rules prevailing in that department, 
whenever a man 9 s job was abolished he was permitted to "bump" (take the 
job of) any worker in that department having less seniority than his own. 
Accordingly A said t o his foremang "Since my job has been abolished, and 
since I have five yearsv more seni orit y t han X, who is getting $1 .. 30 per 
hour, I h ereby apply f or his job. 11 The supervisor repliedg "I would have 
no objection to giving you t he job, but about two years ago the Company 
and the Union agreed that xvs job is not open for bumping because of the 
training time neces sary.," A s a i d 11 0.K.,, then give me whatever job is open," 
whereupon the foreman gave him a sweeping job9 which paid $1 . 05 per hour~ 
l aying off the sweeper who had been doing that work and whose seniority 
was inferior t o A~se A worked at the sweeping job for about a month. Then 
he foUnd out fr om a Union steward that while the Company and the Union had 
in fact discussed the no-bumping aspects of X's job two years ago, no 
definite agreement had been reached and t he steward told A that he thought 
A ought to speak to t he foreman again just to check the matter. When A 
spoke to the foreman again~ the foreman told him that he would look into the 
matter and refresh his recollection. He did so~ and discovered that in fact 
the steward was correct and ·that A should have been allowed to bump into X's 
job vfhen he first a sked to do S O& You are the foreman; what should y ou now 
do 'l 
.. ' '-
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Preface 
Education will strengthen the labor movement-education of 
many members and other Americans--education about the history 
of organized labor, its present problems, its constructive objectives, 
and how we can achieve creditable goals. 
The future of our wage-earners will depend, to a great degree, 
upon the leadership given them by their own local union leader-
ship. Therefore, great responsibility rests upon the shoulders of 
committeemen and stewards. They have the necessary day by day 
contacts with our local union membership, which are so vital to 
continuance and progress. 
The URW A is deeply indebted to its thousands of past and 
present committeemen. Since the beginning of our organization 
back in 1935, those representatives have assumed the essential 
rsponsibility of informing, influencing and assisting fellow workers 
in the mutual interests of all. They have inspired and perspired; 
and to them, along with the local union officers, should be given 
a goodly share of the credit for the great growth and progress 
of the URWA. 
We have lived through a critical period of world history, and a 
multitude of serious problems will continue to confront and beset 
us during the ensuing years. Organized labor needs additional 
enlightened and intelligent leadership. 
We must never forget the importance of functioning as a team. 
Men who try to play the game alone defeat the objectives of 
organized labor. 
We learned long ago through bitter experience how weak and 
ineffective an individual's unsupported efforts can he. 
This manual has been compiled with a view toward assisting our 
committeemen and stewards in the discharge of their responsi· 
bilities. The men who prepare themselves today can better lead 
their co-workers tomorrow. 
L. S. BUCKMASTER 
PRESIDENT, URCLPWA-CIO. 
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T HE POSITION of CIO shop stewards 
· involves great responsibility and trust. In 
factories and mills across the land thousands 
of CIO men and women are voluntarily serving 
their fellow workers by advising them of their 
rights and responsibilities under the union con-
tract, handling grievances, and instructing the 
membership about CIO policies and programs. 
These shop stewards greatly influence the 
attitude of the general membership toward 
their union, because they are the union officers 
who are in close daily contact with · every 
member. 
It is of primary importance to the future of 
CIO and the welfare of the nation that union 
stewards be informed on their duties and have 
an understanding of CIO's program and legis-
lation affecting it. It is toward this end that 
this Steward's Manual has been prepared. Every 
CIO member should profit from reading it. 
PHILIP MURRAY 
President~ C/0. 
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History of the CIO 
The CIO represents over 6 million workers in 39 
national and international unions, organized on an indus-
try-wide basis. 
From 1935 to 1940, thousands of workers in industrial 
unions braved clubs, tear gas and machine guns to build 
your CIO. Helping to strengthen your local justifies 
their struggle. 
Before the CIO was formed, the average worker in 
big industry fought a lone and losing battle. Some 
workers did present grievances. Some spoke up against 
speed-up and low wages. Some protested unbearable 
conditions and some were fired. If they were unorgan-
ized, they spoke for themselves and by themselves. And 
they found that the individual worker couldn't bargain 
against the power of industrial capital. 
He had this choice: to take what was handed to him 
or look for a new job. 
5 
The employer had these choices: the right to hire 
and discharge, to lay off and recall, to promote, demote 
and transfer, to favor one employee over another, to 
set the speed and rate for the job. 
The CIO changed this picture. The weakness of the 
individual was replaced by the strength of union. Organ. 
ized economic power came to grips with organized man· 
power. Protests and demands on management were no 
longer presented in a small, piping voice; they were 
chorused. 
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CIO Structure 
As a perfect answer to the union baiters who say that 
the CIO is run by a clique or a few racketeers, you can 
point to all . CIO constitutions and the actual structure 
of the CIO. They show that final authority rests with 
the membership through their annual conventions, local 
and regional meetings and state organizations. As the 
figure opposite illustrates, it is the membership which is 
the beginning and the end of all authority in the CIO. 
On purely local matters, the local union through its 
officers and membership, determines its course of action. 
Likewise the state and district councils on their respec-
tive affairs. The executive board made up of represent-
atives of different international unions in the CIO hold 
their offices by virtue of being elected at national con-
ventions. 
National policy is set at the annual CIO conventions 
through motions and resolutions voted on by the entire 
delegation. The Executive Board makes recommenda-
tions to the membership which are accepted or rejected 
through vote. The Executive Board then carries out 
the mandate of the Convention for the following year 
within the limits of the policy set in Convention. 
What could be more democratic? 
(For details of the structure and functioning of CIO 
unions, see The C/O-What It Is and What It Does, pub-
lished by the CIO Department of Education and Re-
search.) 
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What Kind of a Person 
Should a Steward Be? 
The shop steward is the cor-
nerstone of the local union. 
Some unions call him the "shop 
committeeman," "shop chair-
man," "job steward," "local rep-
resentative," or "union commit-
teeman" instead of "steward," 
but his duties are the same. 
You, the shop steward, represent your fellow workers. 
You are their spokesman. Between the union and its 
members, and between the union and management, you 
are key man. Without you, and your fellow stewards, 
the best contract can be a dud. The smartest union leader 
cannot build the union alone. The most efficient business 
agent cannot make it run smoothly without youx: help. 
It isn't necessary to have the wisdom of Solomon and 
the strength of Hercules to be a successful shop steward. 
But you ought to have the kind of personality that gets 
a kick out of helping people, and the intelligence to 
look after the interests of your fellow workers. 
If we were going to sum it up, we'd say that a shop 
steward ought to be: 
l) Impartial and fair and objective and businesslike. 
2) Quick to grasp information and facts and able to 
use them. 
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3) Enthusiastic about union work and able to "sell 
the idea" to fellow union members. 
4) Courageous enough to tell a man when he's wrong 
and to have guts enough to stand up to the com-
pany. And never pass the buck! 
What Does a Shop Steward 
Need to Know? 
KNOW YOUR CONTRACT. Know your contract! 
This is the first commandment for a shop steward. Read 
over every word of it. Go over it at stewards' meetings. 
Discuss it with union officers. Understand how its pro-
visions apply to special departmental conditions. 
To know if the company and the union are living up 
to their agreement, you must know what's in it. Unless 
you know what it says, you cannot tell a worker if he's 
right about it. And you certainly can't discuss it with 
management. 
Keep up to date with arbitration decisions and new 
interpretations of the different clauses. When you know 
your contract as well as you do the alphabet, you can 
begin to shine as a steward. 
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KNOW YOUR DEPARTMENT. Know what goes 
on in your department! 
Understand each process thoroughly. Know which 
jobs are paid for by the hour and which by the piece. 
If there is an incentive bonus system, be clear on its 
workings. Be able to compare expected and actual 
production on the various operations. Look into earn· 
ings in dollars and cents. 
You will pick up much of this from just working 
there. The union files may contain some more of it, 
as well as other facts on wages and working conditions. 
In many plants, wage rates and production records are 
posted. Whenever possible, have a copy of these for 
your department. 
You will get to know which machines are always get-
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ting out of order, which others run well; which workers 
are high producers, which low. 
KNOW THE WORKERS IN YOUR SHOP. 
You will soon learn which workers tend to present just 
grievances; and which ones are always beefing. You 
will find out which members are short-tempered or argu-
mentative; which have upsetting outside problems; 
which ones present thoughtful ideas. 
You will have a general idea of the seniority standing 
of each worker. Get an accurate copy of the seniority 
records when possible. 
KNOW YOUR GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE. The 
grievance procedure is the heart of the contract! Con-
tract enforcement depends upon it. Industrial relations 
in your company depend on it. 
The contract usually provides four or five steps for 
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settling a grievance. This is much the way our judicial 
system carries appeals from lower to higher courts. 
Know these steps and be sure to keep within the time 
limit set for each of them. 
You should never try to skip any of the authorized 
steps. This results in confusion. It loses time in the 
long run. It puts management's back up. 
Avoid delays. Unsettled grievances weaken the union. 
Sometimes management takes advantage of this and 
tries to drag out cases instead of helping to settle them. 
Watch out for this. Get right on the job with a griev· 
ance. Your promptness builds union morale. 
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What Should a Shop Steward Do? 
SPEAK FOR THE WORKERS. Here your duty 
is to enforce the provisions of the contract; take up 
individual grievances with management; carry out the 
general union policies in dealing with the company. 
GIVE LEADERSillP TO THE WORKERS. Part 
of your job is to make your local as strong, efficient and 
democratic as possible. To speak successfully for the 
workers you need a strong union to back you up. 
· Organize Your Shop. Your support is strongest when 
every man and woman in the shop is a union member 
and knows why. You must organize your own department 
completely. When a new worker comes in, introduce 
yourself and explain your work as a steward. · Make him 
feel at home. Give him a copy of the contract and help 
him understand it. 
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Sign up the new worker the first day he is on the job. 
If he refuses, find out why. Perhaps he is not familiar 
with the aims and workings of the labor movement. Or 
he may fear discrimination. False stories of high dues 
and union dictatorship have frightened some workers. 
Talk and reason with the man in a friendly, courteous 
manner. Tell him the story of what the union has done 
in the shop and how membership benefits all the workers 
in the company. If he lacks belief in the unio1_1 and you 
fail to build up a healthy steward-worker relationship, 
this may lead to grievances which are hard to settle. The 
more "union-minded" members you have, the more effec-
tive your local can be. 
Keep the Members Informed. As the official closest 
to the members who make the union, you are responsible 
for keeping them informed of union activities · and 
policies. 
You are the link between the workers and the union 
office. Many workers will never get to the office except 
for meetings. Many never see any union representative 
except yourself. So they must rely on you to tell them 
what goes on between meetings. You are the union to 
them. Informing the workers of an important decision 
is not enough. You should explain policy where neces-
sary. Th~ workers want to know reasons for the union 
action. 
See that workers get the union paper and publications 
of the local and international offices. Keep your de-
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partment bulletin board fully posted and up to date. 
Advertise union educational and recreational activities. 
Some stewards run lunch-hour classes for talks on 
union problems with the workers. At such times you 
have a chance to get a group together, tell them what goes 
on and listen to their angles. 
Departmental meetings help inform the members about 
the progress of departmental grievances-cases won, 
lost, or in process. Your job will be easier if you hold 
these meetings regularly. 
Get Members Out, for Meetings and Elections. One 
of your chief duties is to get your membership out for 
meetings. Of course you can't do this unless you always 
show up yourself! 
When workers fail to attend meetings and to take 
part in electing their officers, they weaken their union. 
When they attend meetings, work on committees and 
help make decisions, they strengthen it. 
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The member who stays away from meetings is often 
the one who gripes about decisions made in his absence. 
At union meetings, members find out and help decide 
where their dues go, what the officers are like and what 
is being done. 
If it's hard for some workers to get to meetings be-
cause of night shifts, overtime work, car-pooling or other 
difficulties, try to make special arrangements. If neces-
sary, take up the matter with the union office. 
Get In on In- and Out-Plant Problems. As steward 
you are the sounding board for many problems within 
and outside the plant which directly concern the workers' 
welfare. You should know of all union activities and 
services for workers with particular problems. 
Transportation, food and other in-plant difficulties 
should be referred to whichever union or labor-manage-
ment committee handles such questions. Unsafe work 
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practices, unhealthy working conditions and inadequate 
sanitary facilities come to your eye first. Refer them to 
the union safety and health committee or take them up 
with the foreman or supervisor yourself. 
A worker's ability to stick to the job may hang on 
some difficult out-plant situation. Many unions, in coop-
eration with the CIO Community Services Committee, 
have set up union counseling programs to help in such 
cases. Refer the worker to the union counselor if your 
union has one, or if not, to other union officials who 
can help him. 
Educate Yourself. To educate workers so that they 
understand and cooperate with union policies, you must 
first educate yourself. 
You should be present at every meeting of your stew-
ards' council. These meetings are held especially to 
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help you. They are the place to talk over your own 
problems with the other stewards. 
Study the main provisions of the union constitution 
and by-laws, both local and national. 
Go over union pamphlets and other publications care-
fully soon after they reach you. This will help you 
act and speak in line with union policy. It will help 
you to answer, accurately and convincingly, workers' 
questions about the union. 
Attend classes and schools sponsored by the CIO or 
your own international union. 
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Grievances, Gripes & Groans 
As shop steward you are likely to get grievances on 
every aspect of working conditions from "I can't work 
with redheads" to a really serious problem of speed-up 
on the job. 
You may have to be the arbitrator of many of these 
matters, and in many cases you'll have to separate the 
wheat from the chaff of what is worth the J.mion's time 
to take up and what isn't. 
IS IT A GRIEVANCE? When is a grievance not 
a grievance? This is the $64 question. Perhaps a 
worker complains about unfair distribution of work, 
while the facts show him to be mistaken. Or else he 
may feel entitled to promotion although the seniority 
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clauses in the contract prove him wrong. If the worker 
was mistaken in his facts, it is better for you to dis-
cover this, than the foreman or supervisor. 
One guide is to ask yourself these questions: 
l. Has the contract been violated? 
2. Has the company acted unfairly? 
If the answer to either question is "yes," you have a real 
grievance. As you can tell from the second question, 
not every grievance is a contract violation. It is the 
union's duty to handle complaints about working condi-
tions, even if they are not covered in the contract. _ 
If you have a borderline case, give tlie worker the 
benefit of the doubt. Or tell him that you are not sure 
and ask for help from the chief steward, district com-
mitteeman, or chairman of the plant grievance commit-
tee. Don't go out on a limb promising a victory you're 
not sure of. Rash promises often boomerang, labelling 
a steward unreliable. 
If the answer to both guide questions is "no," don't 
be afraid to tell the worker that his complaint is not 
justified. There is a double danger in trying to make a 
grievance out of it: The workers are led to expect im-
possible results, and the company gets a chance to attack 
the union. The union's position is then damaged both 
with its membership and with management. 
All troubles arising on the job are not matters for 
grievance machinery. For example, personal differences 
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between employees are not grievances and should not 
he carried to the foreman by the steward. 
Judge each grievance on its merits. Don't be ruled 
by personal likes or dislikes. Above all don't let union 
politics influence your work. The worker who voted 
against you has just as much right to your services as 
the one who voted for you. 
GET THE FACTS. When convinced that the worker 
has good grounds for a grievance, the steward goes into 
action. He collects all the facts and checks them. Get-
ting the evidence does not end with getting the worker's 
. full story. Checking up means checking on the whole 
situation. 
For example, if you are handling a grievance on 
speed-up, you should get complete information on the 
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results of time studies and on present methods of opera-
tion. If the case concerns layoffs, or recall out of turn, 
you should check seniority records. In a case of down-
grading, look into the worker's job history and the rates 
for similar jobs in your own and outside plants. When 
seeking an adjustment in wage rates, you should be 
sure of the kinds of wage adjustments permitted under 
the current contract. 
When in doubt, consult the next higher-up in the 
union. 
PUT THE GRIEVANCE IN WRITING. The bulk 
of the evidence is in favor of handling grievances only 
after they are written down. Most contracts provide for. 
it. The written grievance, signed by the worker, backs 
up the steward when he argues the case. And the worker 
takes more care in stating his facts when he has to sign 
them. 
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The difference between winning and losing an appeal 
in a grievance case niay depend on the completeness and 
accuracy of what's written on the blank. As you write 
out a grievance, remember that it may be negotiated by 
union representatives who know only what you tell them. 
Your local union probably has a regular grievance 
form on which to write. If not, here is a sample you 
might want to follow. Learn how to use it. Follow the 
same procedure every time. Study the way it was done 
before and stick to it-unless you can improve it. 
In writing up a grievance, check these points to make 
sure you've put in everything necessary: 
1. Wh<;> is affected? List the names, badge numbers 
and departments of all workers and management 
representatives involved. 
2. What is it about? Lost time? Pay shortage? 
Seniority violation? 
Sample Grievance Report 
NAME OF UNION AND NUMBER 
Fill out in triplicate 
Employee 
Clock No. _____ Dept. ----- Shift -------- Job --------
Seniority ----------------- Foreman ------------------
Nature of Grievance ----------------------------------
Clause of contract violated ----------------------------
Settlement Desired --------------------------- --------
Date -------- Signature of employee -------------------
Disposition of grievance 
Date --------------- ------ Signature of foreman -------
or other representative 
of company 
Grievance No. ---------- Steward 
3. Is it a contract violation? If so, state the clauie 
and how company action violates it. 
4. When did it happen? Show the exact time or 
period the grievance was suffered. If it concerns 
lost time or retroactive pay, show exact dates for 
which time or pay is due. 
5. Where did it happen? At the worker's machine or 
away from it? (Especially important in cases in-
volving a health or safety hazard.) 
6. Why did it happen? Yon can often make your 
case clearer by explaining: Was it a clerical error? 
Was a worker unjustly penalized because the fore-
man dislikes him? 
7. What is the demand? Ask for specific action. 
State exactly what the worker requests. Make your 
claim clearly. 
Keep written records short and to the point. Sup-
porting information can be brought into the spoken 
argument of the case. 
KEEP A RECORD. Written grievances form an 
important record. 
They can be used to check on whether the company 
has lived up to the settlement. Records of past settle-
ments may guide the handling of similar future griev-
ances. Thus they build up a valuable addition to the 
original contract. 
The record shows which types of grievances are usu-
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ally won and which lost. This helps fill in loopholes 
when a new contract is drafted. 
Written records are very useful to show unbelievers 
who say, "The union hasn't done anything." 
Even when the beginning and end of a grievance are 
not far apart, it's worth a written record. So file a short 
report even when you settle it orally with the foreman. 
t I I 
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The Grievance Machinery in Operation 
BARGAINING WITH THE FOREMAN. Good 
working relationships between stewards and company 
foremen can make collective bargaining a pleasure! The 
foreman is the key man in the company's set-up, just 
as you, the steward, are key man in the union set-up. 
On the two of you hangs the success of day by day labor 
relations. 
Avoid building up personal rivalry between yourself 
and the foreman. Keep your mind on the job to be 
done and keep the personal element out of the picture. 
Try to settle grievances at the first step. This is plain 
common sense. It is also good strategy. 
Higher management officials are unwilling to overrule 
a foreman. Besides, when grievances are settled at the 
first step, this leaves the grievance machinery at upper 
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levels available for the settlement of major Issues af-
fecting the whole department or company. 
HELPFUL SUGGESTIONS IN WINNING YOUR 
CASE: Settlement of grievances at the first step also 
adds to the steward's reputation and authority in his 
department. Your success as a steward depends partly 
on your ability to handle grievances with the foreman. 
Here are some suggestions: · 
I I I 
:c-~:l, l. Follow the Rules of the Game. If, for example, there 
is a rule that · you should check 
with the foreman before leaving 
your job to look into a com-
plaint, be sure to do this. If you 
expect the foreman to live up 
to his end of the procedure, you 
must live up to yours. 
2. Good Faith and Fair Play. I 
Make a sincere effort to see the 'e·'.• S '. tl ?~f• 
oth_er si~e of the story, witho~t ~ -~?~ 
losmg s1ght of your own pos1- .,-=---=!llllilj/ 4P 
tion. Avoid horse-trading on -=- ......._.. 
cases. Consider each case on its special merits. 
Don't brag about victories over management. Give 
the other fellow a chance to save face. You may need 
to save yours some day. 
Never go ahead over the head of the foreman-or 
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any other supervisor-without telling him. If you intend 
to appeal from his decision, tell him so. 
3. Positive-Not a Defensive-Approach. When you 
go into a meeting, know your facts and your rights and 
stick to them. Demand the same respect from the other 
man that you give to him. Be calm. Shouting and 
pounding tables never settled any· 
C e c;' thing. 
'\ ~ This doesn't mean you shouldn't 
talk back if the foreman tries to 
bully or bluff · you. There are 
times when you have to talk back 
-quick and hard. The point is 
to keep your head so you can 
master the situation. Remember, it is the foreman who 
should take the burden of proof. It's up to him to 
prove that his action is correct. Learn to ask "Why?" 
But don't talk too much and put yourself on the 
defensive. 
4. Be a Good Listener. Lots of stewards have talked 
themselves out of winning a case. By knowing when to 
listen and when to talk, you can 
·keep the discussion from going 
off the track. Then you have 
a right to demand that manage· 
ment hear you out, without con· 
stant interruption, when its your 
turn to carry the ball. 
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5. Stick to the Point. Before going into a conference, 
make a list of the points you want to bring up. Avoid 
personal cracks as much as possible. Agree on all the 
facts you can. Then set forth the exact iS!ues about 
which you disagree. 
6. Keep a United Front on 
Your Own Side. Never disagree 
in public with your own mem-
bers. If you quarrel among 
yourselves in a conference, you 
will lose the respect of manage-
ment. When some real differ-
ence of opinion develops among 
the union representatives, ask 
for an adjournment and straighten out your differences 
in private. 
7. Don't Stall. If you have 
an unpopular decision to make, 
don't make matters worse by 
keeping people in suspense. De-
lay causes unrest and distrust in ~ 
both management and the union. 
8. Avoid Empty Threats. The 
strike is the union's best but last 
weapon. Like any good weapon 
it has to be used with care. Strikes are called only as 
a last resort, after. every other method of settling the 
dispute has been tried and has failed. Most collective 
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bargaining agreements prohibit strikes while grievance 
negotiations and arbitration proceedings are going on. 
A steward who blows up and threatens to shut down 
his department is looking for trouble. If he does pull 
tactic for a steward. 
a wildcat strike, he may be sub· 
ject to disipline from both the 
union and the company. On the 
other hand, if his threats are 
simply empty boasts, both fore· 
man and workers will take noth· 
ing he says seriously. Bluffing 
is a short-sighted and dangerous 
9. Follow-through. Get a definite answer from the 
foreman. If you can't reach a satisfactory agreement, 
you can always appeal. · That's 
what the further steps of the 
grievance machinery are for. 
But you must get some sort of 
answer on which to base an 
appeal. 
10. Keep Up With Your Cases. 
Don't lose track of your griev-
ance when it leaves your hands 
during an appeal. While it may be handled by higher 
union officials, keep the men in the shop informed of 
what's happening to the case. Nothing annoys a worker 
more than feeling his grievance is neglected. 
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Steps In the Grievance Machinery 
The most vital thing for you as shop steward to know 
is how to put the grievance through its paces. 
Of course, the machinery may vary from contract to 
contract, hut, in general, this is the usual procedure to 
he found in most union contracts. It is outlined in five 
steps. See the chart on the following page. 
Step one: Worker takes his grievance to his Steward. 
Step two: Steward takes it up with Foreman. 
Step three: Foreman takes grievance to plant tmperin-
tendent or personnel manager along with a 
committee from the union. 
Step four: The union's international representative may 
be called in along with top company of-
ficials. 
Step five: If not settled, then taken to arbitration for 
final settlement. 
Often the contract will specify the amount of time for 
each step. At every step along the way, there is a union 
representative for every management representative, so 
the union is in on the thing from its beginning to final 
settlement. 
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Labor Legislation and Government 
Agencies 
As shop steward, it will help you to know about the 
protective labor laws of your state and of the federal 
government. Then you will know the framework in 
which to fight for the rights of the men in your shop. 
Workers have often lost their legal rights because they 
were not informed and failed to file claims as required. 
If you are not sure how to advise a worker to apply for 
workmen's compensation or unemployment insurance, 
check with your local union office. If you think that a 
law is being violated in your department, report it to 
your union. 
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Labor Legislation-Federal 
Taft-Hartley Act. At the time of publication of this 
pamphlet, there is an onerous law on the Federal statute 
hooks known as the TAFT-HARTLEY ACT. Labor has 
fought vigorously for its repeal and intends to keep on 
until the law is wiped off the hooks. 
In the main, its provisions include: 
I) Signing of non-Communist affidavits. 
2) Filing of union financial statements with the Fed-
eral Government. 
3) Outlaws the closed shop. 
4) Outlaws secondary boycotts. 
5) Unions can be sued by employers for "unfair labor 
practices." 
6) Outlaws financial contributions of labor organiza-
tions to political campaigns. 
7) Provides that the National Labor Relations Board 
conduct elections before unions can even start nego-
tiating for union shop. 
8) Protects the "free speech" of the employer so that 
he may agitate against unions in his plant. Under 
NLRB rulings this provision permits the employer 
to lock the plant gates and to compel a captive 
audience to listen to his views. 
Norris-LaGuardia Anti-Injunction Act. The anti-
injunction act declares it to he a public policy that the 
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worker shall have full freedom of association, self-
organization, and designation of representatives of his 
own choosing to negotiate the terms and conditions of 
his employment, free from employer interference in 
these or other concerted activities for mutual aid or 
protection. The Act defines and limits the powers of the 
Federal courts to issue injunctions in labor disputes m 
conformity with this policy. 
Anti-Strikebreaker Law-Byrnes Act. The anti-
strikebreaker law makes it a felony to transport in 
interstate commerce any person employed for the pur-
pose of interfering by force or threats with: 
a. Peaceful picketing during any labor dispute affect-
ing wages, hours, or working conditions; or 
b. Exercise of employee rights of self-organization or 
collective bargaining. 
The Act applies to persons who wilfully . transport 
others or cause others to be transported and to persons 
knowingly transported for these purposes. It does not 
apply to common carriers. 
Anti-Racketeering Law-the Hobbs Act. The 
anti-racketeering law makes it a felony to obstruct, delay 
or affect commerce, or the movement of any article or 
commodity in commerce, by robbery or extortion. 
The Act also makes it a felony to act in concert with 
others to do anything in violation of the above, or to 
participate in any attempt at such violation, or to com-
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mit or threaten physical violence to any person or prop-
erty in furtherance of any plan to commit such violation. 
Fair Labor Standards Act. The Fair Labor Stand-
ards Act prohibits child labor and provides for mini-
mum wages and overtime payment · for employees en-
gaged in interstate commerce or the production of goods 
for interstate commerce. This includes the production 
of goods which will become a part of other goods (such 
as buttons for shirts) which will be moved in interstate 
commerce. 
Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act. The Public 
Contracts Act sets basic labor standards for work done 
on U. S. Government contracts for materials, articles, 
supplies or equipment exceeding 10,000 dollars. It 
applies to employees, except office, administrative and 
custodial, engaged in the manufacture or furnishing, 
including the fabrication, assembling, handling, or ship-
ment of materials, supplies, articles, or equipment re-
quired under such contracts. 
Prevailing Wage Law-Davis-Bacon Act. The 
Davis-Bacon Act requires payment of wage rates prevail-
ing in the locality on construction, alteration or repair 
of public buildings or public works performed under 
contract with the Federal Government or the District of 
Columbia. 
Social Security Act. The Social Security Act pro-
vides for two nation-wide systems of social insurance to 
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protect wage earners and their families against loss of 
income due to unemployment, old age and death: 
l. Old-age and survivors insurance, an all-Federal 
system, operated by the U. S. Government through 
the Social Security Administration and approxi. 
mately 450 field offices. 
2. Unemployment insurance, a Federal-State plan un-
der which each state sets up its own law and state 
administrative agency, with the Federal Government 
paying all operating costs. 
Supplementing these, the Social Security Act provides 
for public assistance on a Federal-State plan with 
monthly cash payments to needy old people, needy de-
pendent children and the needy blind. 
The Act also provides grants to the States for maternal 
and child-health services, services for crippled children, 
and child-welfare services, to supplement State and local 
funds available for such programs. 
Fair Employment Practices Legislation. During 
the war a federal Fair Employment Practices Committee, 
established by the President, proved that FEPC does 
work. Since then a number of states and cities have 
enacted their own legislation outlawing discrimination 
in employment. The administration of these laws gives 
further proof that job discrimination can be overcome 
peaceably. A Permanent Federal FEPC is one of the 
points in CIO's legislative program. Its creation is vital 
to a strong labor movement. 
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Labor Legislation-State 
All of the 48 states have on their statute books some 
kind of labor legislation-anti- or pro. A few ·of the 
states, such as New York, have a so-called "little Wagner 
Act" which extends legal protection to the employees' 
right of self-organization for those workers not engaged 
in interstate commerce. Other states, such as Arkansas, 
ha~e enacted anti-closed shop laws, while still others 
limit picketing, strikes, boycotts, etc. 
As shop steward, you should know what the labor laws 
are in your own state and what subjects are covered by 
them. Then your union will be in a better position to 
take advantage of the benefits of the protective laws as 
well as understand the restrictive laws. 
Labor laws vary from state to state and cover a multi-
tude of subjects including labor management relations, 
child labor, fair employment practices, workmen's com-
pensation, etc. 
In order to collect workmen's compensation, all work-
ers should know the do's and don'ts in case of injury. 
Study the following list and teach it to your members. 
Do's and Don'ts in Case of Injury 
DO . report the injury immediately to your foreman and 
your plant hospital. 
DO report the injury immediately to your Steward, Com-
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pensation Representative, or other appropriate union 
official. 
DO obtain the names and addresses of all witnesses and 
give this information to your Steward or Compensation 
Representative. 
DO get a statement in writing from all witnesses and be 
sure to keep a copy for your own record. 
DO make positive that all .your statements are correct 
before you sign any application blank for Workmen's 
Compensation. 
DO be certain to state the date of injury, and all other 
dates which are involved such as dates of treatment, etc. 
DO be satisfied that the diagnosis of an injury is accurate. 
Much trouble has resulted in the past from incorrect 
diagnosis on the part of careless or incompetent doctors. 
DON'T sign any papers in blank. 
DON'T sign any papers you do not thoroughly under-
stand. 
DON'T sign an application for sick benefits under the 
terms of any group insurance policy you may have, 
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unless such application contains the same statements that 
are made on your application to the Industrial Commis-
sion for Workmen's Compensation. 
DON'T go home following any injury until you have 
first reported to your foreman and to your Steward or 
Compensation Representative. 
DON'T make statements to Company lawyers or Com-
pany representatives without witnesses, or without quali-
fied advice and assistance. 
DON'T minimize the importance of taking proper and 
immediate care of an injury. 
DON'T hesitate to ask your union for assistance. Your 
labor organization exists to aid and help you when you 
are in need of help, and to advise you of your full rights 
under the Workmen's.Compensation Law. 
Political Action 
Besides securing additional protective labor laws, we 
must maintain and strengthen laws we now have. 
Recently, some of these laws, won after years of 
struggle by, the labor movement, have been threatened 
by anti-labor forces. There have been several laws passed 
to restrict and control unions. Union licensing, com-
pulsory incorporation laws and others are intended to 
undermine the union's bargaining position. Such pro-
posals are aimed at the actual destruction of an inde-
pendent labor movement. 
See that you and your fellow workers keep in touch 
and work with your legislative committee. 
Progressive legislation and political action go hand in 
hand. The CIO Political Action Committee was formed 
with this knowledge. It must be supported by CIO 
workers. They must elect to public office men who truly 
represent the people's interests. 
You, the steward, form a link in the political chain. 
You can rally your shop behind election issues. You 
can encourage men to attend meetings, read printed 
material and canvass their friends and neighbors. You 
can help get out the vote. 
The full strength of organized union membership 1s 
needed to combat our anti-union enemies. 
Stewards' Dictionary 
ARBITRATION-A method of settling conflicts by 
an impartial third party whose decision is final and 
binding. The arbitrator is usually chosen by mutual 
agreement of union and management. If they fail to 
agree, an outside person or some state or federal agency 
is sometimes allowed to make the choice. 
BARGAINING UNIT -A group of employees who 
get together in order to bargain collectively with their 
employer. It may include all workers in a single plant, 
in an entire company, in a number of plants in the same 
industry, or it may be confined to workers in a single 
craft within one plant. 
CHECKOFF-An arrangement, under a union con-
tract, by which the employer deducts dues from the 
members' pay and transfers them to the union. 
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CLOSED SHOP-A plant which hires only union 
members. (Outlawed by Taft-H~rtley Act.) S<;>me unions 
with a · large number of closed shop agreements, ran 
their own employment offices or hiring halls where un-
employed members registered and were directed to jobs. 
COMPANY UNION-A union dominated by the em-
ployer, giving workers no real protection while keeping 
them from organizing their own union. It is therefore 
worse than no union at all. 
CONCILIATION OR MEDIATION-An attempt to 
help settle disputes, by an impartial third party, by 
bringing together the two parties involved. The con-
ciliator or mediator acts as a friend of both and tries 
to find a basis upon which the union and the employer 
can get together and work thing~ out. 
DISMISSAL OR SEVERANCE PAY-Payment by 
the employer to an employee laid off permanently 
through no fault of his own. 
FREE RIDER-A worker who refuses to join the 
Union but freely accepts all the benefits which his fellow 
workers collectively obtain for him. 
GUARANTEED ANNUAL WAGE-A plan guaran-
teeing workers year-round jobs at regular rates. Al-
ready negotiated in some locals in meat packing, steel, 
textile, shoe and other industries. 
INCENTIVE WAGE-A system of payment based 
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on the individual worker's production. The wage may 
depend directly on the number of pieces or jobs com· 
pleted (piece work) ; or bonuses may be given to indi-
vidual workers or whole departments or plants for m· 
creased output. 
INDUSTRIAL UNION COUNCIL (IUC)-A cen· 
tral organizatton of CIO unions on a city, regional, or 
state basis. For example, all CIO unions in a city are 
expected to affiliate with the city IUC, regardless of 
their international affiliation. 
LOCAL INDUSTRIAL UNION (LIU)-A local 
union chartered by and directly affiliated with national 
CIO headquarters, instead of with any national or inter-
national union. 
LOCKOUT-A strike by the employer against his 
workers. An employer, who is willing to risk fighting 
the union at all cost, may shut down the plant and "lock 
out" the workers until they agree to his demands. 
OPEN SHOP-A plant in which the employer rec· 
ognizes no union organization. Open shop movements 
have appeared from time to time, disguised as an "Amer· 
ican Plan," or claiming to preserve free enterprise. 
PENSION PLAN-Program to which employers 
make percentage contributions of workers' wages into a 
general fund. At a stipulated age of retirement, the 
worker receives a regular income until his death. 
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PREFERENTIAL SHOP-A plant which gives pref-
erence in hiring to unemployed members of the union. 
PRODUCTIVITY-The amount of production a 
worker, or group of workers, can turn out in a specified 
period of time. It is generally measured in terms of 
one hour. Because it increases steadily with improved 
machines and techniques, unions demand wage increases 
so that workers may benefit from their increased pro-
duction. 
REAL WAGES-The purchasing power of wages. 
Real wages measure money wages in terms of the cost 
of living and what earnings can buy. If, for example, 
an employee receives 10 percent more pay, but the cost 
of living also rises 10 percent during the same period, 
his real wages have not increased. 
SENIORITY-Employment preference based on 
length of service. Most union agreements provide that 
promotions, rehiring after layoffs, and transfers depend 
on seniority. In case of layoffs, the first worker hired 
is the last worker laid off. 
SPEED-UP AND STRETCH-OUT-An unbearable 
increase in the employee's work load. On a belt line 
production system, the speed of the belt may be in-
creased (speed-up); or one worker may be required to 
tend a greater number of machines (stretch-out). 
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STRIKEBREAKER OR SCAB (OR FINK)-One 
who is willing to take a temporary job at scab wages 
in a strike-bound plant, not caring if he breaks the strike 
and dooms the regular workers to years of sub-standard 
or non-union conditions. Professional strikebreakers 
are usually recruited from the lowest criminal element 
in society. The federal Byrnes Law and some state laws 
prohibit their transportation. 
TIME-STUDY-A method of setting the required 
time for a job by timing, with a stop watch, the worker 
doing the job. Unions should insist on taking part if 
time studies are made, to insure that the average rather 
than the fastest worker is timed and that allowances are 
made for fatigue, waiting time, etc. 
UNION LABEL-A stamp or tag on a product to 
show that it has been made by union labor. 
UNION SHOP-A plant in which all workers must 
belong to the union. New workers need not be members 
when hired, but must join up within a certain time after 
going on the job. (May be negotiated only after a 
majority of the members vote for union shop. Election 
held by NLRB as required by Taft-Hartley Act.) 
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION-An insurance 
system established by state law, to provide financial 
benefits to workers who suffer physical injury in con-
nection with their employment. 
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Where to Get It 
Sources of Information for Shop Stewards 
Most of the agencies listed have mailing lists to which they 
distribute materials they publish. Send penny postcards to the 
agencies you are interested in, asking them to put you on their 
mailing lists. 
For All Information 
Your International Union, Your State and County CIO Councils, 
CIO Department of Education and Research, 718 Jackson 
Place, N. W., Washington 6, D. C. 
Films and Fllmstrips 
CIO Film Division, 718 Jackson Place, N. W., Washington 6, D. C. 
List of films available for rent, help in planning film pro· 
grams, purchasing equipment, etc. 
Members of the following unions should write to their own inter· 
nationals: Textile Workers, Film Division, 99 University 
Place, New York City 3. Amalgamated Clothing Workers, 
Film Division, 15 Union Square, New York City 3. United 
Automobile Workers, Film Division, 28 West Warren, De· 
troit 1, Mich. 
PoJitical Action 
CIO Political Action Committee, 1346 Connecticut Ave., N. W., 
Washington 6, D. C. 
Union Problems and Procedures 
U. S. Department of Labor, Washington 25, D. C.: Women's 
Bureau; Division of Labor Standards, Comparative material 
on state legislation and model laws; teaching guides. 
American Labor Education Service, 1776 Broadway, New York 
City 19. 
Southern School for Workers, 14 North 9th St., Richmond 19, Va. 
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Hudson Shore Labor School, West Park, N. Y. 
Wisconsin School for Workers, 1214 West Johnson St., Madison 
5, Wis. 
Civil Rights 
CIO Committee to Abolish Discrimination, 718 Jackson Place, 
N. W., Washington 6, D. C. 
National Labor Service, 425 Fourth Ave., New York City 16. 
Jewish Labor Committee, 175 East Broadway, New York City 2. 
American Council on Race Relations, 4901 S. Ellis Ave., Chicago 
15, Ill. 
Anti·Defamation League, 212 Fifth Ave., New York City 10. 
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, 
20 W. 40th St., New York City. 
National Council for a Permanent FEPC, 930 F St., N. W., 
Washington, D. C. 
National Urban League, 1133 Broadway, New York City. 
National Conference of Christians and Jews, 381 4th Ave., New 
York City. 
Economic Data. 
U. S. Department of Labor, Washington 25, D. C.: Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, Statistical material on cost of living, wages, 
hours, contract conditions, etc. 
U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington 25, D. C.: Con-
sumer Division, Materials of interest to all consumers; Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics, Material on farm economics. 
U. S. Treasury Department, Washington 25, D. C.: Research Divi-
sion, Tax material. 
Consumers' Union, 17 Union Square, New York City 3, Informa· 
tion on quality of consumers goods. 
Co-operative League of U. S. A., 343 South Dearborn, Chicago 4, 
Ill.: Materials on co-op stores, on wholesale purchases of 
goods for sal~ in union halls, etc. 
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Housing 
CIO Housing ·Committee, 1129 Vermont Ave., Washington, D. C. 
National Housing Agency, Washington 25, D. C. The govern-
ment's housing program. 
Farm Labor Relations 
CIO Department of Education and Research. Pamphlets and 
display-poster for use as background for exhibits at county 
fairs, etc. 
United Packinghouse Workers, 608 South Dearborn, Chicago 5, 
Ill. Publish a monthly folder, The Meat of It, dealing with 
economic facts of farm-labor relations. 
UAW-CIO Farm-Labor Division, 411 West Milwaukee, Detroit 1, 
Mich. 
National Farmers' Union, 1555 Sherman St., Denver 5, Colo. An 
organization of farmers who own and operate their own 
family-sized farms. Materials on farmer!\ and their needs. 
Branch offices are located in many states. 
American Farm Bureau Federation, Munsey Building, Washington 
5, D. C. Nationally, the Farm Bureau has supported some 
anti-labor legislation and has opposed price control, but is 
now supporting Federal Aid to Education and other legisla-
tion which labor supports. State farm bureaus should be 
contacted; in some cases they are more friendly to labor's 
total legislative program than the national organization. 
National Grange, 744 Jackson Place, N. W., Washington 6, D. C. 
The oldest of the farm organizations in the U. S., the Grange 
is not as conservative as the Farm Bureau. While secret 
rituals are included in its activities, it also concerns itself 
with state and federal legislation. Has state branches. 
Health and Welfare 
CIO Community Services Committee, 1776 Broadway, New York 
City 19. 
UA W-CIO Social Security Division, 7930 East Jefferson Ave., 
Detroit 14, Mich. 
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Textile Workers Union, Insurance and Health Department, 99 
University Place, New York City 3. 
Federal Security Agency, Washington 25, D. C. : Social Security 
Administration, Information on Old Age and Survivors' In· 
surance; Children's Bureau, Information on children and 
youth in the labor force; legislation affecting children, etc. 
International Relations 
United Nations, Division of Public Information, Lake Success, 
N. Y., Official information on UN. 
American Association for the United Nations, 45 East 65th St., 
New York City 21. Information on the aims and activities 
of the United Nations. 
Economic Cooperation Administration, Labor Division, Washing· 
ton 25, D. C. 
Committee for the Marshall Plan to Aid European Recovery, 
537 Fifth Ave., New York City 17. 
Church and Labor 
Council for Social Action of the Congregational Christian 
Churches, 289 Fourth Avenue, New York City 10. Articles 
such as "The Taft·Hartley Act," article in April issue of 
their publication, SOCIAL ACTION. 
Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America, Industrial 
Relations Section, 297 Fourth Ave., New York City. 
National Catholic Welfare Conference, 1312 Massachusetts Ave., 
Washington, D. C. 
National Religion and Labor Foundation, 66 Edgewood Ave., New 
Haven 11, Conn. 
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Regional Planning 
CIO Committee on Regional Development and Conservation, John 
Brophy, Chairman, 718 Jackson Place N. W., Washington 6, 
D. C. . 
Regional Committee for an MVA, c/o Benton ]. Stong, Chair-
man, 300 B St., S. E., Washington, D. C. 
Tennessee Valley Authority, Knoxville, Tennessee 
Mimeographing, Planning Leaflets, Meetings, etc. 
CIO Department of Education and Research. Write for "What's 
the Score in Your Union," mimeographed pamphlet giving 
practical suggestions for improving attendance at meetings, 
members' activity, etc. Free in single copies. 
Michigan CIO Council Education Department, 803 Hofmann 
Building, Detroit 1, Mich. Instructions, cartoons, technical 
tips, and ideas for your mimeographing jobs. $1.50. 
Amalgamated Clothing Workers, · Education Department, 15 Union 
Square, New York City 3. "Mimeo Handbook." Detailed in-
structions on mimeographing, layouts, preparing copy, etc. 
National Labor Service, 425 Fourth Ave., New York City. Car-
toons that fight discrimination cut on mimeograph stencils 
and ready for you to cut out and paste in your mimeograph 
layout. Four to a sheet. Free. 
Information on Your Own State 
For special information on problems and practices in your own 
state, write to your state Department of Labor, Department of 
Public Welfare, etc. 
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LABOR IN RUBBER 
In 1844, Charles Goodyear was granted a patent on vulcaniza· 
tion upon which the rubber industry has been built. 
Five years later, there were 36 rubber factories in this country, 
with 2,600 workers and an annual output that was valued at over 
$3,000,000. 
Between 1904 and 1914 the value of rubber p;oods produced 
jumped from $148,000,000 to $301,000,000. Five years later, these 
products were valued at $1,138,216,000, with 158,000 workers 
employed. 
From 1881-90 rubber workers' unions were affiliated with the 
Knights of Labor. In 1902, the workers in open-shop Akron 
signed up secretly with the Allied Metal and Rubber Workers, 
AFL. That organization failed. 
Shortly thereafter, goaded by increasingly bad working condi-
tions, the rubber workers came out into the open and organized 
the Amalgamated Rubber Workers' Union of America, AFL. 
That organization also went out of existence. 
In 1913, conditions became intolerable. Pace-setters set hard-to· 
reach standards of $3 a day for 12 hours of work. Average 
workers going at top speed had difficulty earning $2.50. The result· 
ing unrest developed into a great strike involving all Akron rub· 
her plants. It ended unsuccessfully. 
For twenty years, Labor in Rubber slept, except for spasmodic 
outbreaks and organizational efforts. Then in 1933, under Sec· 
tion 7 (a) of the National Industrial Recovery Act, which upheld 
labor's right to organize into unions of its own choosing, labor 
awoke. The rubber workers saw their chance to break through 
the spying, intimidation and violence of the companies. Thou-
sands of them swarmed into AFL unions, overflowing the anti· 
quated craft lines and setting up in practice real industrial unions 
embracing all types of rubber workers. 
The companies fought back with company unions, formed to 
meet the legal requ irements of the NlR I\ . They used every pos· 
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sible tactic to make life miserable for active union workers. But 
when union members appealed to the A.FL representatives, they 
found them afraid, afraid of the people-raw-boned, outspoken 
Americans from West Virginia and Tennessee; afraid of the terri-
fying power of the industry. They only stalled and talked and 
called meetings and made promises. 
The government found the companies guilty of law violations, 
and ordered elections, hut the orders were flouted and injunctions 
were granted blocking the elections. Strikes 'broke out at the 
General Tire & Rubber Co. and the American Hard Rubber Co. 
in Akron; and in 1935 a hitter battle developed at the Ohio Rub-
ber Co. in Willoughby, Ohio. 
A few months later, the National Labor Relations Act (Wagner 
Act) was signed, and in 1937 the Supreme Court approved the 
Act in a series of sweeping decisions. Bona fide labor organiza-
tions now had the seal of government approval. 
Meanwhile, rubber workers were having their troubles with the 
AFL. They demanded a greater degree of autonomy and democ-
racy than the AFL would give them for their union. So they set 
up the URWA within the AFL. A few months later, they found 
themselves in the midst of Akron's greatest strike-the five-week 
strike of 14,000 Goodyear workers. Finally, Goodyear capitulated 
in March, 1936. The URWA had successfully stood its baptism 
of fire. These Goodyear workers won recognition of their union. 
stopped the contemplated wage cuts and layoffs, but won no other 
material gains. 
At the AFL convention in 1935, a group of progressive union 
leaders, worried by the failure to organize mass production work-
ers, had called upon the delegates to permit industrial unionism 
and to launch a vigorous organizing campaign in the key indus-
tries. They argued that if this were not done immediately, union-
ism would suffer for years to come. But the powerful craft union 
leaders, controlling huge blocks of votes, voted down the program. 
The progressive leaders then set up a committee known as the 
Committee for Industrial Organization "to encourage and promot" 
organization of workers in the mass production and unorganized 
industries of the nation" and to affiliate them with the AFL. Tl11· · 
auto workers of Detroit were the first to call upon the Committee 
for help. Next were the rubber workers of Akron. "The Good-
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year strike was the first major teat of induStrial organization u 
advocated by the CIO," reported the Committee, which helped 
liberally in money and men. 
In July, 1936, the URWA formally joined the Cl(i). The fol-
lowing month, American labor was dumbfounded to learn that the 
AFL Executive Council had ordered CIO unione to disband the 
Committee and cease organizing, under penalty of suepeneion from 
the parent body. The CIO unions, realizing that the Council 
action was both illegal and unsound, declined to comply, and in 
September, ten unions, including the URW A, were suspended. 
The CIO, having done everything po11ible to operate within the 
AFL Constitution, wasted no tears over its suspension. It intensi· 
fied its organizing and was soon enrolling hundreds of thousands 
of. workers in auto, steel, rubber, glass, oil and other major indu• 
tries. Workers who had been suspicious of the AFL now flocked 
to the CIO, which was run democratically in an honest American 
manner without benefit of racketeers and strong-arm squads. In 
November, 1938, at a convention in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, the 
Congress of Industrial Organizations was set up as a full-fledged 
parent body for these progre11ive unions, thus replacing the Com· 
mittee for Industrial Organization. 
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Materials That Help CIO Stewards 
Available from CIO Department of Education end Research 
16mm Sound Movies on unions and on subjects related to 
CIO's program are available on rental. Film equipment and 
a selected group of l6mm films can be purchased by CIO 
unions at substantial discounts, due to quantity purchases. 
Sound Filmstrip Kit including filmstrip projector, light-weight 
turntable, and a selection of sound filmstrips, transcriptions, 
and song records. There are a number of filmstrips pro-
duced by CIO for CIO unions. Price for the kit, $150. 
Song Records. CIO's own album of Favorite American 
Union Songs contains eleven songs on three 12-inch un-
breakable records, including a complete recording of "Solidar-
ity Forever." $7.50 per album. ($6 for three records without 
special CIO album.) CIO unions also like Little Songs on 
Big Subjects, a series of eleven songs described as "The 
Bill of Rights set to music." Recorded on two ten-inch 
records. $2.25 a set. 
This manual is adapted from "The 
Steward's Job in Building Your CIO" 
published by 
CONGRESS OF INDUSTRIAL ORGANIZATIONS 
PHILP MURRAY, President JAMES B. CAREY, Sec'y-Treas. 
ALLAN S. HAYWOOD, Vice President 
CIO DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND RESEARCH 
718 Jackson Place, N. W., Washington 6, D. C. 
Stanley H. Ruttenberg, Director 
George T. Guernsey, Associate Director of Education 
Katherine Polla.lt Ellicltson, Associate Director of Research 
Everett M. Kasselow, Associate Director of Research 
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